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The goal of this graduation project was to develop an innovation strategy for LeasePlan in relation to mobility as a service (MaaS). Before being able to determine a feasible, viable and desirable innovation strategy a comprehensive MaaS future mobility scenario was sketched out. This scenario was based on the insights gathered from the market, technological and MaaS research. Thereafter, the business context of LeasePlan was analysed in order for us to determine a LeasePlan specific positioning within this future mobility scenario.

Based on the MaaS research insights we can conclude that MaaS could challenge the value proposition of long-term vehicle leasing. Therefore, this thesis instead delivers a solution that strengthens and takes away several of the pain points along the current vehicle centred journey of LeasePlan customers, while using the principles and characteristics of MaaS. More specifically, in a future where cities become free of personally driver driven vehicles this thesis provides a solution to the first and last mile mobility gap along the journey of urban LeasePlan customers. It does so by creating mobility hubs at the outskirts of the city, which combine physical parking with a digital MaaS mobility hub application. By doing so, customers are able to make seamless transitions between their regular car journeys and flexible & convenient first and last mile inner city mobility solutions. Ultimately, this solution would enable LeasePlan to deliver upon the set vision for this project which is “Providing careless mobility to our customers.”

LeasePlan is able to obtain several benefits by building an extensive network of strategically located mobility hubs spread across the key cities within the Netherlands: 1) LeasePlan is able to strengthen its current value proposition by filling in the first and last mile mobility gap with seamless multimodal vehicle centred journeys; 2) LeasePlan is able to generate additional revenue by offering new vehicle centred mobility services, such as the inter hub micro transit solutions. Additionally, LeasePlan could profit from re-selling first and last mile solutions from their partners; 3) At these mobility hubs LeasePlan services can be offered such as maintenance and commercial activities. This would reduce the costs of such activities and increase the brand awareness of LeasePlan.

To support and enable the development and realization of the concept both a strategic and tactical roadmap have been created. These roadmaps explain the necessary steps leading towards the desired future mobility hub concept in great detail. The roadmap is divided into three horizons, spanning from short term developments to long term developments. The short-term solution aims to increase the flexibility and convenience of the current CaaS solution, this in order to fulfil the changing customer needs. While the long-term solution aims to fill in the future first and last mile mobility gap and strengthen the current vehicle centred value proposition of LeasePlan.

Finally, the concept and roadmap have been validated through internal and external sessions with LeasePlan employees and the municipality of Amsterdam. These sessions indicated that the mobility hub concept is desirable, feasible and viable from both the perspective of LeasePlan and the Municipality. The concept and proposed roadmap enables LeasePlan to focus and strengthen their vehicle centred core business. Additionally, the mobility hub concept supports the goal of the municipality and its citizens in making the city more accessible and livable by making it free of personally driver driven vehicles.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Graduation assignment LeasePlan

The way people move from point A to B is changing as a result of a variety of societal, economic and technological developments (Corwin & Pankratz, 2017). At present, customer mobility needs change on a more regular basis, which requires more flexible mobility solutions with no strings attached. This development is spurred by the rise of millennials, which demand more convenient and flexible mobility solutions, as opposed to the “car-centric” baby boomer generation.

At the forefront of these flexible mobility solutions lies Mobility as a service (MaaS). MaaS aims to combine and integrate a wide variety of mobility services on one single mobility platform allowing the customer to plan, book and pay for their entire trip, across multiple modes of transportation, at once (Hietanen, 2014). As a result, it is expected that MaaS will be able to compete with the car, as multipurpose vehicle, challenging traditional and established vehicle centred mobility companies.

One such companies is LeasePlan, a Dutch car leasing company with over 50 years of experience. They operate in over 30 countries and manage a fleet of over 1.8 million vehicles (LeasePlan, 2017). LeasePlan delivers end-to-end car leasing services to a wide customer base ranging from big corporates to individuals. Their vehicle leasing solutions consist of a variety of services including maintenance, fuel costs, fleet management etc.

PROBLEM DEFINITION:

Due to the above-mentioned developments it is expected that the traditional and successful car leasing value proposition of LeasePlan will lose its value on the long term. At present, LeasePlan provides inflexible and long-term leasing contracts which do not fulfill the rapidly changing mobility needs of the current and future generations. One main driver behind this change is mobility as a service, as mentioned above.

To remain relevant and competitive in the future of Mobility LeasePlan has to anticipate and embrace these market changes and innovate their current offerings accordingly. This requires substantial changes to the way they currently do business, which can be a challenging task for a company like LeasePlan. The service that LeasePlan currently provides is still very successful and popular, therefore the company has no incentive/priority attached to innovation beyond the first horizon: meaning that they focus on short-term goals (sales, revenue etc.) and incremental changes that can be achieved quickly.

To create sustainable future growth a vision, innovation strategy and compelling roadmap is required. This roadmap addresses the required steps leading towards the desired future vision. This thesis will therefore aim to establish this around the subject of MaaS and specified to the context of LeasePlan Netherlands. This in turn requires a thorough understanding of LeasePlan, MaaS and the Dutch mobility industry developments.

1. What does the future of mobility look like, in relation to MaaS?
2. What will be the role of LeasePlan in this future, based on their current position?
3. How can LeasePlan get there?

THE RESULT:

The final deliverables of this graduation project will be two roadmaps. One highly detailed tactical roadmap for internal usage and one visual strategic roadmap for external communication. These roadmaps show a step by step process, which enables the company to gradually work towards the desired future vision and capture sustainable future growth.

1) What will the future of mobility look like, in relation to MaaS?
2) What is the current situation of LeasePlan?
3) How can LeasePlan get there?

PHASE ONE: DISCOVER

Within the discover phase the context of the project is clarified. This phase consists of two separate parts:

1) What will the future of mobility look like, in relation to MaaS?
2) What is the current situation of LeasePlan?

PHASE TWO: DEFINE

Within the define phase focus is put on answering the first question. Additionally, before we are able to answer the second question, we need to uncover the current position of LeasePlan.

PHASE THREE: DEVELOP

Within the development phase the long- and short-term problems and opportunities will be used as input to initiate two separate ideation/conceptualization phases. While doing so the goal is to develop two ideal concepts, one for the short-term success of LeasePlan and one for the long-term success. Within both phases a variety of methods will be used to develop a final concept. These methods include: Facilitation of creative sessions, Individual & group idea generation and mapping sessions, service design, business modelling etc.
Fig 1: Process overview graduation project
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2.0 DISCOVER
2.1 DISCOVER: Future of mobility in relation to MaaS

INTRODUCTION
Within the first part of the discover phase the goal is to answer the first question: What will the future of mobility look like within the Netherlands in relation to MaaS.

This part can be divided in four separate blocks:

- **2.1.1 Trend research**: Identify the user value drivers within the future mobility landscape, based on ongoing trends.
- **2.1.2 Market developments**: What will the mobility market within the Netherlands look like, in numbers.
- **2.1.3 Technological developments**: Identify the main technological drivers that will change the future of mobility within the Netherlands.
- **2.1.4 MaaS**: What is MaaS? Definition, characteristics, players, requirements, values, challenges etc.

Additionally, industry experts on the different topics have been interviewed to get a more in depth view on the future mobility market.

Based on this information a future mobility scenario will be sketched, in relation to MaaS.

2.1.1 TREND RESEARCH
What trends drive the mobility industry

INTRODUCTION
The first part of the discover phase starts with trend research, specified to the context of mobility and its users. Within this trend research focus is put on uncovering the main drivers of change within the mobility industry, from a user perspective. This would allow us to sketch a future scenario and identify the different user value drivers of this scenario.

A distinction can be made between key-trends, their subsequent sub-trends, and regular trends. The trend analysis created the below depicted trend map (Fig 2).

---

**Fig 2: Mobility trend map**
---
KEY TREND 1
Rapid urbanization

The last decade people increasingly moved towards urban areas. This demographic trend is also called "urbanization." In 2018, 14% (24 million people) of the Dutch population was living in the 4 biggest cities, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den Haag, and Utrecht (CBS, 2018). This number is expected to increase from 2.3 in 2015 up to 2.8 million people in 2040 (Kooijman et al., 2016). This stands for an increase of 23%, which is significantly higher than the expected population increase of 5% for the rest of the Netherlands.

Secondly, according to the United Nations expectations are that 60% of the worldwide population will be living in urban areas by 2030 (United Nations, 2014).

MIGRATION EFFECTS AS A RESULT OF VEHICLES

The introduction and development of vehicles allowed people to travel at higher speed, which in turn made distant suburban and rural areas more accessible. As a result, people increasingly moved and settled in these distant places. Daily commutes from and to these places required long trips, which in turn significantly increased the amount of traffic and travelled kilometres. This continuous growth in mobility demand triggered the above-mentioned traffic congestion and accessibility problems.

At present, we see an opposing development in which people (especially younger generations) move back to urban areas in close proximity of their work and leisure activities. This reversed migration trend can be attributed to people's need for accessibility, described above.

ECONOMIC & SOCIETAL BENEFIT OF URBANIZATION

From an economic perspective urbanization is a good development. On average a 100% increase in population density leads to a 2-10% increase in businesses and social productivity (CPB, 2015). Secondly, cities account for 80% of the global GDP (Worldbank, 2016). The economic and social prosperity of cities can be attributed to advantages in sharing, matching, and learning (Dran ton & Puga, 2014). Sharing refers to the scalability advantages stemming from high population density. High population density results in a large and concentrated market, which makes certain facilities and business models more viable. Matching refers to the ability to find a job and company fit to peoples' personal skillset and preferences. Since the job market is generally bigger within cities this is easier to do, both for employees and companies. Similar matching effects can also be identified within the leisure and recreational market. Within cities knowledge is widely available due educational, cultural and business resources. In addition, ideas and knowledge spread more easily throughout cities enabling people to quickly learn from one another. (Rosenthal & Strange, 2004). But this continuous growth of the urban population simultaneously challenges the available resources, including mobility.

IMPACT ON MOBILITY

From a societal and economic perspective urbanization is beneficial for the Netherlands. Therefore, municipalities should look for ways to enable urbanization and the subsequent increases in mobility demand. The available infrastructure within Dutch cities is not designed for the high number and ever-increasing amount of personally driver driven vehicle transportations. In addition, most of the inner cities within the Netherlands are UNESCO protected making it difficult to build additional infrastructure. As a result, we see severe gridlock and congestion problems within these cities, which worsen the accessibility and liveability of these urban areas.

Consequently, the urban population is increasingly switching to more efficient and alternative modes of transportation, such as public transport, (e) bikes, scooters etc. In addition, the CO2 emissions stemming from the current car-centred mobility landscape significantly pollutes air quality of these urban areas. Dutch government, together with municipalities, are now actively looking for solutions that make these urban areas more accessible and liveable (Mobilitiënbeeld 2030, 2015).

This would require a change in the current car-centred mobility landscape of these areas, towards alternative modes of transportation or more efficient and effective vehicle usage. This in turn poses a major threat to LeasePlan's current value proposition, which builds on personal driver driven vehicles. For LeasePlan it therefore becomes pivotal to collaborate with these municipalities in finding solutions to the problems of the current car-centred urban mobility landscape. Especially, if you consider that 60% of the population will be living in urban areas by 2030 (United Nations).

EXPERT INTERVIEW

Diederik Basta, CTO innovation team gemeente Amsterdam, was interviewed to better understand the effects and impact of urbanization on mobility (19-12-2018). Diederik Basta believes urban mobility is on the verge of radical change, as the severity of the experienced mobility problems from the current car-centred mobility landscape are increasing. Amsterdam is currently facing major gridlock, congestion and pollution problems as a result of the high mobility demand in and around the city.

Key findings interview:

Diederik Basta expects Amsterdam to become free of personally driven vehicles. This can be attributed to the increased mobility demand within Amsterdam and the subsequent congestion, gridlock and pollution problems. He believes the municipality will create policies and regulations that create unfavourable conditions for personally driven vehicles. As such, Amsterdam will become more and more free of personally driven vehicles.

Secondly, Diederik Basta mentions that the inner city of Amsterdam is UNESCO protected. This makes it difficult/impossible to build additional infrastructure. Therefore, he believes mobility solutions should utilize existing infrastructure better.

Thirdly, Diederik Basta mentions that the inner city of Amsterdam is currently facing major gridlock, congestion and pollution problems. He believes that services that connect public transport and regular car journeys with efficient first and last mile solutions could prevent the need for vehicles in the city. This could be established by strategically building mobility hubs that enable this transition in the most convenient and seamless manner. Diederik Basta mentions that the current P+R solutions are not very successful in doing so, as they are costly and do not offer the desired convenience and flexibility.
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EXPERT INTERVIEW

Diederik Basta, CTO innovation team gemeente Amsterdam, was interviewed to better understand the effects and impact of urbanization on mobility (19-12-2018). Diederik Basta believes urban mobility is on the verge of radical change, as the severity of the experienced mobility problems from the current car-centred mobility landscape are increasing. Amsterdam is currently facing major gridlock, congestion and pollution problems as a result of the high mobility demand in and around the city.

Key findings interview:

Diederik Basta expects Amsterdam to become free of personally driven vehicles. This can be attributed to the increased mobility demand within Amsterdam and the subsequent congestion, gridlock and pollution problems. He believes the municipality will create policies and regulations that create unfavourable conditions for personally driven vehicles. As such, Amsterdam will become more and more free of personally driven vehicles.

Secondly, Diederik Basta mentions that the inner city of Amsterdam is UNESCO protected. This makes it difficult/impossible to build additional infrastructure. Therefore, he believes mobility solutions should utilize existing infrastructure better.

Thirdly, according to Diederik Basta, Amsterdam faces a parking shortage. As a result, people have to park their cars outside of the city and enter the city by alternative mobility solutions. Diederik Basta sees the transition to and from urban areas as a major challenge and opportunity for urban mobility. He believes that services that connect public transport and regular car journeys with efficient first and last mile solutions could prevent the need for vehicles in the city. This could be established by strategically building mobility hubs that enable this transition in the most convenient and seamless manner. Diederik Basta mentions that the current P+R solutions are not very successful in doing so, as they are costly and do not offer the desired convenience and flexibility.
Generation y (Born 1977-1994) increasingly replaces the baby boomer generation as most influential and dominant, segment both in the consumer and business market. Currently, generation y almost accounts for a quarter of the world’s population, with 2 billion strong (Economist Intelligence Unit 2014). The characteristics and needs of this younger generation are fundamentally different from the older baby boomer generation. To capture sustainable future growth companies and businesses have to anticipate this upcoming generation and adapt their current products and services according to characteristics and needs of this younger generation.

**Impact on mobility**

The mobility industry is not an exception. Within this fast, dynamic and vibrant society the mobility needs of this younger generation change on a more regular basis. As a result, younger generations select mobility solutions based on the specific circumstances at hand. Level of customer experience and at the lowest possible price. This requires mobility solutions which are more flexible, convenient and with no strings attached (Giffi et al., 2016).

**Generation y is the first digital native generation, they can be characterized by their level of connectivity throughout their daily live. Throughout their daily activities they increasingly use smart and connected devices. These connected devices give immediate access to a wide variety of applications, services and information. As such, daily activities become increasingly efficient and convenient. One such online services is E and M commerce. Generation y increasingly use E and M commerce as a way to shop online (Thuiswinkel waarschong, 2018). This allows them to shop whenever, however and wherever they desire. The popularity of online shopping offered many new companies the opportunity to enter traditional markets, while selling products at lower digital cost levels. One example is picnic, which is a rapidly growing online Dutch supermarket. Via the picnic application customers can easily order their groceries online which thereafter get delivered at your doorstep. This ultimately saves customers time, money and the hassle of moving groceries.**

**KEY TREND 2: Rise of generation Y**

**IMPACT ON MOBILITY**

Because this younger generation works on more flexible terms their mobility needs change on a more regular basis. Within the timespan of one-week this younger generation might require a variety of transportation modes, fit to the trip at hand. Additionally, working from home becomes more and more common practice for this younger generation, as such no mobility is required at all. The personally owned/leased vehicle does not offer the required flexibility for these everchanging mobility needs. As such overall usage of these personally driver driven vehicles will go down, making them inefficient and overly expensive. Therefore, expectations are that the personally driver driven vehicles solution becomes less valuable in the future. Employers instead have to offer employees more flexible and convenient solutions, which enable them to select their required modes of transportation based on the trip at hand.

Everyday has gotten less expensive. Digitalization has made content, whether it’s print or music, less costly. Today, anyone can read the news for free online. – Hubert Burda, German art historian and publisher

**Generation Y sees asset ownership as a burden instead of an added value. As a result, they look for services that take away the hassle of ownership and still provide the value of use. These services are generally offered for a short amount of time and at a lower cost, compared to traditional ownership based products. According to Bardhi and Eckhardt (2011) the popularity of such access-based services can be attributed to the increased flexibility they offer, both in terms of lifestyle and identity.** This ongoing trend lead to the entrant of various startups, one of which is Peerby. Peerby offers its customers a peer to peer platform on which people can rent tools from one another. As such, people can get temporary access to a wide variety of tools, without having the need to buy/own and maintain them.

**IMPACT ON MOBILITY**

Vehicle maintenance and ownership can be time consuming and costly (maintenance, service, insurance etc.). As a result, customers increasingly look for services, which temporarily fulfill their mobility needs. The increased demand for such services lead to the creation and market introduction of various “as a service” mobility providers. A distinction can be made between the service levels of the different providers: First of all, Subscription based vehicle leasing has been around for quite a while now, but currently different modes of transportation are offered as a subscription. One such examples is Swappet, which offers end to end bicycle services similar to LeasePlan. Secondly, temporary access-based mobility services (car2go) give customers access to vehicles at a rate of 0.21 per minute. Thirdly, shared ride hailing services such as ViaVan allow commuters to share certain legs of their trip and by doing so significantly reduce trip costs. Fourthly, Peer 2 Peer mobility services such as Uber allow vehicle owners to provide ride haling services to their peers. This enables drivers to generate some additional revenue, which can reduce the total cost of vehicle ownership. Uber passengers on the other hand can enjoy ride-hailing services at a lower price, compared to traditional ride hailing services.

**IMPACT ON MOBILITY**

First of all, customer expectations towards traditional services change as a result of the high levels of convenience experienced while using these services. As a result, customers come to expect these digital services, at digital cost levels, in any given industry. Secondly, some of these digital innovations prevent the need to physically move from A to B. Such is the case for PicNic, skye, slack etc. In addition, when groceries and products get delivered to your doorstep there is no need to have a big car to move stuff around. This challenges the need for the traditional vehicle types and mobility in general. On the other hand, it offers fleet managers new transportation service opportunities.

**SUB TREND 1: Generation y wants better work life balance**

Within the workforce generation y is increasingly replacing the baby boomer generation. Expectations are that two-thirds of the workforce will consist of millennials in 2025 (EY, 2015). This younger generation has different work ethics and values from the baby boomers. Baby boomers saw long work days and 50+ hour workweeks as prerequisites for successful careers. Generation y values flexibility, job hopping and freelancing. The next generation might require a variety of transportation modes, fit to the trip at hand. Additionally, working from home becomes more and more common practice for this younger generation, as such no mobility is required at all. The personally owned/leased vehicle does not offer the required flexibility for these everchanging mobility needs. As such overall usage of these personally driver driven vehicles will go down, making them inefficient and overly expensive. Therefore, expectations are that the personally driver driven vehicles solution becomes less valuable in the future. Employers instead have to offer employees more flexible and convenient solutions, which enable them to select their required modes of transportation based on the trip at hand.

**SUB TREND 3: Fit for purpose**

From observations and research, we can identify a change in mobility behaviour were customers increasingly select their transportation modes based on personal preferences and the circumstances at hand. Lets take Dirk for example, Dirk does not own a car and usually bikes to his work. But when it rains Dirk does not want to bike to his work and takes the access based car2go service. This allows him to get to his work dry and comfortable. This need for purpose specific vehicles lead to the entrance of multiple alternative mobility service providers. Each specifically focussed at fulfilling specific transportation needs in a convenient and flexible matter. In addition, these services enabled people to move from A to B using multiple transportation modes, where they would otherwise need the car. Subsequently, the traditional view of the car as “multi-purpose” vehicle is increasingly being challenged by the scenario at hand (McKinsey & company, 2016). McKinsey (2016) expects that commuters will demand more flexible and integrated mobility solution aimed at fulfilling customer and circumstance specific mobility needs.

**MOBILITY INDUSTRY SIGNS**

As mentioned previously a variety of mobility service startups entered the market. One such examples is Bed, a bike-based car2go service, which met during the Accenture innovation Summit. This lightweight, portable and electric scooters are perfect for short urban commutes. You can easily carry these scooters around and avoid the gridlock and congestion problems of vehicle centred urban transportation. Another example is Greenwhheels. Greenwhheels is an access based mobility service, which offers different size and types of vehicles. This allows the customer to select a vehicle based on his or her needs/circumstances at hand.
The above described societal and technological developments offer new business model propositions, allowing new entrants to challenge big and established companies. One popular example is the above mentioned platform business model. This business model gathers offerings from multiple vendors and integrates these on one single platform. On the customer side this platform offers a wide variety of product and service offerings from which a selection can be made. The vendor gets orders due to the amount of traffic on the overarching platform. And finally, the platform owner takes a small part of the transaction/order between the customer and the vendor. One well known Dutch example is Thuisbezorgd.nl, this platform offers meals from a wide variety of pick-up and delivery restaurants. By doing so the customer gets a clear overview of the available vendors and meals, which in turn enables him to easily select and order his desired meal.

If we look at the current mobility landscape, we can observe the number of products, services and applications increase fast. Each of these services individually aim to fulfill the changing customer needs. This created a very fragmented mobility landscape, which prevents customers from getting truly best option/personalized mobility offers. Instead customers have to use multiple applications to search for the right mobility solution for the trip at hand. To deliver personalized/best option mobility solutions the different services need to be integrated and combined on one overarching mobility platform. By combining and integrating these services the system is able to select the best mobility solution(s) fit to the trip and circumstances at hand.

Data and insights

- REGULAR TREND 1: Fragmentation vs. personalization
- REGULAR TREND 2: New business models
- REGULAR TREND 3: Innovative legislation
- REGULAR TREND 4: Better tomorrow
- REGULAR TREND 5: Automation vs. tech dependency
- REGULAR TREND 6: We instead of me

IMPACT ON MOBILITY

The transportation industry accounts for 27% of the total CO2 emissions in Europe, 41% of the transportation emissions can be attributed to passenger vehicles (EEA, 2016). Consequently, there is a real demand for change within the passenger vehicle industry both from the customer and governmental perspective. We can already observe changes, in which people increasingly more towards more sustainable products and services. Electric vehicles become increasingly popular due to the development in battery capacity and the charging infrastructure. Additionally, sustainable electric vehicle sharing services (Car2go, amber etc.) are more and more popular. This in turn reduces the need for personally owned fossil fuelled vehicles. Secondly, more and more organizations and businesses engrave sustainability in their operations. Take LeasePlan for example: LeasePlan demands their employees to switch to EV’s instead of fossil fuel driven vehicles. By doing so they try to set an example for their clients, stimulating them to create more sustainable vehicle fleets. Thirdly, politics are also increasingly focussing on actively reducing the environmental footprint. One example is the Paris agreement (European commission, 2015), which is a combined effort between multiple countries to drastically and actively reduce the environmental footprint.

The drivers of change within society pose some regulatory challenges. A recent survey by Forbes indicated that 400 CEOs saw the current regulatory system as a major issue, which already is and will significantly impact their company’s business model(s). To solve this regulatory problem governments and the private sector should collaborate in creating policies, which monitor the societal/environmental goals on one hand and stimulate progress and innovation on the other.

At present, environmental awareness is at an all-time high. This increased awareness is driven by an increase in social activism via physical and digital channels. 63% of all consumers encourage peers to buy more responsible and sustainable products, according to a survey done by BBMG (2016). As a result, the general population, policy makers and countries work more actively towards creating a better world for the generations to come. This requires active nature preservation and drastic reductions in ecological footprint.

Within the mobility industry this paradigm can be identified with the development and implementation of autonomous vehicles and smart infrastructure. Waymo, a self-driving car initiative of google, has already rolled out its first fully autonomous vehicles. Although Waymo technically does not require human interference it still puts a “driver” behind the steering wheel. They do so because of, 1) regulations which require them to do so 2) user acceptance is still low towards driverless vehicles making people hesitant about such vehicles. Widespread adoption of fully autonomous vehicles is not expected to happen before 2030, despite rapid technological developments, high investments and public interest (EY, 2017). This is partly due to regulations, safety concerns, current infrastructure, cybersecurity etc.
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**KEY FINDINGS**

Rapid urbanization will be an ongoing trend due to the societal and economic benefits it offers. This can be attributed to the sharing, matching and learning benefits, which high density areas offer.

As a result, urban areas will face severe congestion, gridlock and pollution problems due to the ongoing urbanization. Municipalities and the government will increasingly drive vehicles out of the city to keep urban areas liveable and accessible.

In the future, generation Y will replace the baby boomer generation as biggest and most dominant consumer segment. Their differences in characteristics and needs will significantly change the current mobility landscape. As such mobility players should anticipate the needs and characteristics of this newer generation.

**Value drivers generation Y:**

- **Flexibility**
  - Freedom to choose mobility based on the needs and circumstances at hand
  - Ability to work from the location they see fit, flex work

- **Convenience**
  - Mobility solution fit to the scenario at hand
  - Immediate access to digital mobility solutions
  - Personalized services, fit to customer specific preferences

**Value drivers mobility:**
- Autonomous processes will take over basic mobility features and needs
- We instead of me: partnerships will enable radical innovation, by utilizing one another strengths

---

**2.1.2 TECHNOLOGY SCOUTING:**

*How and at what rate will technology develop?*

**INTRODUCTION**

After identifying the user and market value drivers, this phase will aim to uncover current and expected technological developments within the mobility industry. The car, in its current state, has not significantly changed since the introduction of the combustion engine and the Ford Model T. The functionalities of the car remained similar despite developments and improvements in speed, convenience, comfort, safety etc. But current technological developments in digitalization, automation, IOT etc. are expected to significantly change the way people and goods move from A to B (Kühnert & Stürmer, 2018; Corwin et al., 2015).

Because the core business of LeasePlan is built on vehicles it is pivotal for them to anticipate these technological developments. The insights gathered within this process can be used within the idea mapping phase and innovation road mapping process, ultimately enabling LeasePlan to remain competitive, relevant and obtain sustainable future growth.

PWC’s latest automotive trend study (2018) reports 5 key automotive trends which will play a pivotal role within the future of mobility. Namely;

1. Electrification
2. Autonomous vehicles
3. Connected vehicles
4. Shared vehicles
5. Yearly updated

Moreover, PWC believes that the combination of these trends could significantly impact the mobility industry. This combination could significantly increase transport efficiency, reduce congestion, gridlock and pollution. PWC expects that this combination could reduce the total number of vehicles from 280 million in 2017 to 200 million in 2030 (PWC, 2018).

Finally, the different technologies are plotted on a timeline allowing us to correctly anticipate the developments within the innovation roadmap. This has been done by using existing research and by interviewing Elmer van Grondelle, who is assistant professor automotive design at IO.
1.0 ELECTRIFICATION

The adoption of electric vehicles is getting traction within the Netherlands. In 2018, 2,000 EVs were sold, which is double the number of vehicles of the year before (CBS, 2018). According to Hertzie et al., (2018) several reasons for this growth can be identified. First of all, the EV charging infrastructure within the Netherlands is rapidly growing both in numbers and charging capacity. Secondly, battery development led to an increase in capacity and range on one hand and cost reduction of 80% on the other, making EVs more attractive and affordable. Thirdly, consumer demand and regulatory forces attach key priority to reducing environmental footprint. Subsequently, consumers are willing to switch to EVs and new governmental regulations stimulate EVs by setting stricter emission and fuel economy targets.

From a business perspective EVs offer the mobility industry both opportunities and challenges. EVs would require less maintenance costs since they have fewer moving parts, as opposed to fossil fuel powered vehicles. Additionally, they do not need mandatory oil checks etc. But new business cases can be built around EV infrastructure, spanning across different modes of transportation.

Future developments EV:
- Wireless charging
- Vehicle to grid technology

Benefits EVs:
- Significant reduction of CO2 emissions
- Increase in liveability due to significant noise reductions
- Lower usage costs

When the development of autonomous vehicles reaches implementation, they will over a variety of use cases and business opportunities, while challenging existing ones. As a result, many automotive OEMs and technology companies invest heavily in the development of autonomous vehicles. At present Waymo (Owned by Alphabet) is ahead of its competition in autonomous vehicle development. Waymo was the first company to develop and pilot level 4 autonomous cars.

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) introduced 5 levels of automation to guide and distinguish the development of autonomous vehicles (SAE, 2018).

Level 0 – No autonomy: Driver is in full control over the car
Level 1 – Driver assistance: Driver is still in full control, but systems assist the driver while driving.
Level 2 – Partly automated: Basic function (Braking, accelerating etc) can be controlled by the car in specific situations. Driver is still responsible for most of the ride.
Level 3 – Highly automated: Combination and automation of several driving functions allows the vehicle to take control for extended periods of time. Driver should still watch the road and be able to take control when necessary.
Level 4 – Fully automated: The car is in control of the vehicle most of the time. This allows the driver to disengage from driving and take a nap for example. However, the driver should still be able to drive if necessary.
Level 5 – Full automation: The car is in full control of all the driving functions at any given time. People in the car can be seen as passengers.

Potential benefits autonomous vehicles:
- Less traffic congestion due to the vehicles ability to closely follow one another and their ability to fluidly cross complex intersections (Tacket et al., 2016)
- Less need for parking due to the constant movement of vehicles, opening up public space for other purposes (Tacket et al., 2017)
- Potential reduction of traffic casualties by 90%, normally caused by human errors (NHTSA, 2015)
- Improve social inclusion by providing disabled and elderly people with accessible and convenient mobility solutions (Hull & Hymowitz, 2016)
- Reduction in the amount of stressful/nervous commutes, which negatively influences the feeling of happiness (J). In addition people could spend their time commuting to better use.
- Potential cost reduction as a result of lower insurance and financing cost and time better spent (Corwin et al., 2017)

2.0 AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

2.1 LEVELS OF AUTOMATION

3.0 CONNECTED VEHICLES

The impact of technology megatrend ‘the internet of things’ is starting to get noticed in many industries, including the automotive industry. At present cars get equipped with digital and connected technologies, which connects the car with its passenger, other cars, the infrastructure and its surroundings.

Vehicle 2 Infrastructure (V2I):
New vehicles are increasingly equipped with sensors, which can analyse the infrastructure and detect signages. In addition, the infrastructure is increasingly equipped with smart technology itself.

This allows vehicles to communicate with the infrastructure and act upon the acquired and analysed data. In turn this would make commutes safer and smoother. One current technological development is ADAS systems, such as adaptive lane assist. Adaptive lane assists analyses road line and corrects the steering and direction of the car accordingly.

Vehicle 2 Vehicle (V2V):
V2V technology allows vehicles to communicate with one another. Through a locally created network vehicles will be able to share data such as speed, road conditions, accidents etc. By rapidly processing this data vehicles can better anticipate dangerous situations, prevent accidents, improve vehicle usage and lower the amount of traffic congestion.

Telematics:
At present vehicles are equipped with telematic technology, which generate data on vehicle usage and location. This data can be used to monitor driving behaviour and vehicle utilization. This information could in turn enhance and support the services of many mobility service providers such as insurers, garages etc. Fleet managers could for instance use this data to predict vehicle maintenance before major breaks down occur. Secondly, this data could offer fleet managers and insurers the ability to consult drivers on their driving behaviour.

Thirdly, usage data would enable shared mobility service providers to increase and improve vehicle utilization. This could be done by continuously matching supply and demand.

In vehicle experience:
Next to improvements in driving related services, connected technology could also significantly enhance in vehicle experience. Example in vehicle technologies could include voice recognition and augmented reality. By providing voice recognition connected vehicle features could be commanded by voice, making the journey more convenient. Secondly, augmented reality could provide additional layers of information to the current in vehicle experience.

4.0 SHARED VEHICLES

Many industries already experienced the effects of the sharing economy trend, including the mobility industry. Alternative shared mobility services such as Car2Go and snapcar increasingly challenge vehicle ownership, especially within dense urban areas.

These new mobility services pose both a threat and opportunity for the mobility industry. They could significantly reduce the number of vehicles by increasing the usage and efficiency of the vehicle (PWC, 2018).

Expectations are that te efficiency and usage of these shared mobility services will only further increase in the future. This can be attributed to the increase in available data and the improvements in smart technologies and vehicle algorithms.

As a result, usage costs will go down for the end customer.

5.0 YEARLY UPDATED

Since the introduction of the combustion engine in 1900 the automotive industry has not seen significant changes. Despite significant drive-train, safety and comfort improvements the way people move from A to B remained similar. As a result, vehicle models were updated once every 5-10 years to include the latest feature improvements.

At present the mobility industry is on the verge of major change due technological, societal and economic trends. The development pace of the above-mentioned technologies and their potential impact is so high that vehicles will be outdated faster. To enable and unleash the value of these development models will be updated on a more regular yearly basis.

As a result, usage costs will go down for the end customer.

Since fleet manager continuously renew their vehicle fleets, once every 3-4 years, they fleet is equipped with the latest technologies and capabilities.

6.0 DIGITIZATION

Increased digitization changes society as a whole and nearly every industry in it. People have instant access to an endless amount of information via their smartphones. This ongoing technological development already significantly changed the mobility industry, via the market entrance of several highly convenient and low-cost mobility service providers and additional mobility services.

One such examples is Uber, which allows customers to choose, book and pay for a cab via their mobile phone. Secondly, journey planning apps are better able to use real-time travel data to pro-actively advice commuters before and during their trips. At the flip side of the coin, these developments and digital innovation has significantly increased customer expectations towards mobility solutions. They expect more convenient, flexible and personalized solutions fit to the needs and circumstances at hand.
To map the different technologies and to assess their potential impact, Elmer van Grondelle was interviewed (14-11-2018) (Appendix B). Elmer van Grondelle is assistant professor at the TU Delft, his expertise covers automotive design and strategic automotive.

Elmer van Grondelle believes that the technological developments will mainly contribute to vehicle functionalities such as in-vehicle experience, connectivity, drivetrain advancements and autonomy. These innovations would enable new and more effective ways of mobility, based on customer specific preferences. This in turn would challenge current mobility value propositions and business models, including the fleet management business model.

Elmer van Grondelle believes that fleet managers should start to focus on selling mobility (kilometres, usage), rather than the asset itself. Currently, cars stand idle for 95% of the time. He believes this number will go down as shared, connected and autonomous technologies mature. This in turn will make pay per use business models more viable, as vehicle usage will significantly increase.

**Electrification**

Elmer van Grondelle believes EVs will become widely used in the near future, as the battery capacity and loading infrastructure improves. In addition, the public perception on EVs improves with the introduction of popular models such as the Tesla.

**Autonomous Vehicles**

Secondly, Elmer Grondelle believes the first autonomous vehicles will hit the Dutch Roads around 2020. At present policies and regulations prevent the widespread implementation of such vehicles, as the technology is already there. This implementation process will happen gradually, with first pilots happening in dedicated lanes with limited context factors. He believes a large amount of the newly sold vehicles in 2030 will be autonomous.

Contrary to Elmer van Grondelle, Jacco Lammers believes that the widespread adoption of autonomous vehicles will not occur before 2030. Jacco Lammers (interviewed – 22/10) doubts if autonomous vehicles will ever be able to process all the situational factors of urban mobility in cities such as Amsterdam.

The following technological roadmap (fig 3) was created by combining the insights of Elmer van Grondelle with the insights of the center of automotive research (2017).

**Connected Vehicles**

At present Elmer already sees the impact of connected vehicle technology both on in-vehicle and driving experience. He believes this technology will further develop rapidly on the short term, in line with the rapid development and increased capabilities of AI.

**Shared**

The rapid technological developments and the ongoing sharing economy trend will only further intensify the demand for and availability of shared mobility services. As such expectations are that these services will become widely available in the near future, especially in and around urban areas at first. Thereafter, solutions will spread to the less populated sub-urban and rural areas.

**Key Findings**

Based on the technology scouting phase several key findings could be identified:

- Technological development will significantly change the current vehicle centred mobility landscape.
- The combination of shared and autonomous vehicles could significantly reduce the total amount of vehicle from 280 million in 2017 to 300 in 2030 (PWC, 2018).
- Shared vehicle solution will challenge vehicle ownership/long term lease on the short term.
- Dedicated autonomous vehicles could be implemented in 2020.
2.1.3 MARKET DEVELOPMENTS:

Based on the insights gathered from the trend analysis and technological developments we can conclude that the Dutch mobility market is on the verge of change. This can be attributed to several opportunities and problems. Within this part of the thesis we will dive in the problems, which the current Dutch mobility landscape is facing. Additionally, mobility forecasts of the KIM will be assessed to get a good view on the future impact of these ongoing mobility problems.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of personal mobility has always been centred around moving people from A to B. In the past people, businesses and society relied on horse carriers and boats for doing so. This changed since the introduction of the combustion engine and the automobile. The popularity of the automobile took flight after the introduction of the Ford model T, the first mass produced vehicle. This popularity can be mainly attributed to the speed, flexibility, convenience and comfort it offers (Blijenberg A., 2015). At present, current infrastructure is not capable of handling the rapid increases in mobility demand, resulting in major gridlock and congestion problems. Additionally, both the increase in vehicle usage and loss in travel time, as a result of congestion and gridlock problems, significantly increases CO2 emissions.

Within the Netherlands vehicles account for 70% of the total travelled kilometres (CBS, 2018). Secondly, the number of vehicles is growing year by year. Between 2017 and 2018 the number of cars increased by 2%, reaching a total of 8.2 million cars (CBS, 2018).

To solve the above mentioned and ongoing mobility problems a change in the current mobility landscape is required. Consequently, the role and position of the personally driven vehicle is expected to change in the near future (Corwin et al., 2015). This paradigm shift is strengthened by several societal, economic and technological developments, will be addressed hereafter.

THE MOBILITY PROBLEM IN NUMBERS

In 1950 the car took over the place of most used vehicle from bicycles and public transport within the Netherlands. Since then the yearly travelled car kilometres increased to 108 milliards in 2018 (CBS, 2018). This continuous growth in travelled kilometres and number of cars causes major traffic flow problems, especially during rush hours and around urban areas where mobility demand is the highest.

According to KIM (2018) traffic congestion grew by 5.1% between 2017 and 2018. Moreover, they believe that travel loss hours, as a result of congestion, will further increase by 35% between 2017 and 2023 (fig 4). This expected increase can be attributed to an increase in traffic (8%) and kilometres (10%) (KiM, 2018). This loss in travelling time costs Dutch society between 2.7 and 3.8 milliard euros on a yearly basis (KiM, 2017). To prevent these problems from further intensifying Dutch government and municipalities attach increased priority to new mobility policies, regulations and innovation.

NEED FOR ACCESSIBILITY

Building additional infrastructure is the traditional way in which the Dutch government tries to solve this mobility problem. But several researchers (Duranton, & Turner, 2011) found that an increase in road capacity leads to an equal increase in traffic, which preserves the traffic flow problems. According to Blijenberg (2015), this can be attributed to society’s need for accessibility. Accessibility is dependent on speed and travel distance. If the amount of traffic remains the same but capacity increases, congestion would be reduced, and travel speed would increase, in theory. But accessible places attract businesses and people because of economic and societal advantages, which in turn increases mobility demand and traffic. This vicious circle preserves the gridlock and congestion problems, as such the Dutch mobility landscape requires different mobility solutions.

KEY FINDINGS

Vehicle travel loss time is expected to increase with 35% between 2017 and 2030 (KIM, 2018). This costs the Dutch society 2.7-3.8 milliard euros on a yearly basis.

Building additional infrastructure maintains the congestion problem. This can be attributed to the fact that accessible places attract people and business.
2.1.4 MOBILITY AS A SERVICE

Up until now research focused on identifying the drivers of value and change within the mobility industry in general. But the scope of this thesis is dedicated to Mobility as a service, as it is expected to challenge the current value proposition of established mobility players and be a big part of the future of mobility. In order for us to sketch the potential impact, challenges and opportunities of MaaS more information on the service is required. Together with the previous insights this would allow us to sketch a future mobility scenario.

To do so existing literature on MaaS has been analysed and reviewed. Additionally, several experts on MaaS have been interviewed to gather some in-depth knowledge on the topic.

Within this part of the thesis the following chapters will be discussed:

1. WHAT IS MOBILITY AS A SERVICE?
   - The ongoing population growth and rapid urbanization trend increasingly challenge the available infrastructure. As mentioned previously this results in traffic congestion, gridlock problems, pollution and traffic incidents, which in turn causes tremendous societal and economic costs. Society is increasingly looking for more sustainable and efficient mobility solutions that utilize existing infrastructure better. These solutions span across different modes of transport and go beyond the common vehicle centred mobility landscape. Current rapid technological developments already lead to the creation of several innovative mobility solutions, which offer customers more flexible and convenient ways of transportation. Example companies include felyx, a free-floating shared electric scooter service in Amsterdam and Uber at a lower cost (Arup, 2018). This ecosystem is also referred to as Mobility as a service (MaaS). Industry expectations are that this integrated, flexible and convenient mobility service could (partially) solve the mobility problems, which society currently faces.

   Although MaaS is becoming common language within the mobility industry a lot of misconceptions still exist on what the service entails and what it is. To clarify and set a definition for this project existing MaaS definitions are first analysed. One of the first and in depth MaaS definitions is put forward by Hietanen (2014).

   The classifier: MaaS as a mobility distribution service which fulfills user transportation needs through one single digital interface. It does so by integrating and combining different transportation modes and services into mobility packages.

   From this definition we can already identify several core characteristics of MaaS. First and foremost, the MaaS propositions consists of a variety of combined and integrated mobility services and transportation modes (fig 5). This requires cooperation and bundling of different mobility services from multiple mobility service providers. Secondly, from this definition we can conclude that the value proposition of MaaS gets delivered via one single digital interface, which in turn requires interconnectivity between the different MaaS stakeholders. Thirdly, MaaS aims to deliver a solution fit to the transportation needs of its customer, making it a very user centred mobility solution.

   Although this definition gives a good indication of MaaS, it lacks some specific information on components, features and functionalities. Therefore, we dove into several additional definitions, which gave more insight into specific MaaS functionalities. Kamargianni et al. (2016) state that “MaaS should include intermodal planning, booking and payment functionalities, as well as multiple transport modes and mobility packages”. This definition builds on the previous definition but adds specific functionalities, which the service should be capable of. It should offer customers the ability to plan, book and pay for their entire trip and across the different modes at once. This integrated planning, booking and payment service requires the integration of the individual functionalities of the different mobility services which in turn requires interconnectivity and data sharing.

   Several researchers distinguish between MaaS based on the level of integration. The different levels each contain different integrated functionalities and their corresponding customer value. These different integration levels allow for the varying MaaS propositions, based on their delivered functionalities. Sochor et al. (2017) and the following 5 integration levels (fig 6). We can assume that the higher the level of integration gets, the more attractive the service becomes for customers.

   **MAAS CHARACTERISTICS**

   To further clarify MaaS Jittapanrom et al. (2017) analysed previous and currently existing MaaS Schemes worldwide. This led to the following 9 overarching characteristics, which every MaaS scheme should have (fig 7).

   - Transport mode integration
   - Tariff option: MaaS solutions can offer subscription based mobility packages or pay as you go schemes.
   - One platform: MaaS operates on one digital platform, which offers customers the ability to plan, book, pay and get access to travel information.
   - Multiple actors: MaaS requires cooperation between different stakeholders, both mobility stakeholders and technology companies.
   - Use of technologies: MaaS needs several technologies to function (3G/4G, mobile phones, platforms etc.)
   - Demand orientation: MaaS aims to deliver solutions fit to the needs of its customers not vice versa.
   - Registration requirement: Customer are required to register to get access to vehicles. This facilitates MaaS usage and enables personalized travel experiences.
   - Personalization: MaaS should deliver personalized travel experiences based on previous experiences and personal preferences.
   - Customization: The proposed mobility solutions should be customizable to the customer specific preferences.
Based on our definition we can conclude that a successful MaaS proposition requires collaborations and commitment from a variety of stakeholders. The role, contributions and commitments can be clearly presented in a business ecosystem overview.

Kamargianni et al., (2017) created one such business ecosystem (Fig 8) by using findings from several focus groups, in which MaaS stakeholder and experts took part.

1. MaaS provider (MSP):

The MSP is positioned at the core of the concept; their responsibility is the delivery of the value proposition to the customer. They do so by connecting the customer with the different mobility providers through the digital interface, matching the customer requirements with the service delivery. Moreover, the MSP is responsible for the development and maintenance of the customer interface and the back end of the platform.

2. Data providers (DP):

The role of the data provider is pivotal for MaaS because data availability is of critical importance for MaaS to work. The DP enables data exchange between the different mobility operators and the back-end of the MaaS platform. To enable MaaS and its integrated functionalities a common data language has to be created between the MSP and the transport operators. The DP therefore processes and packages the varying data from the transport operators into one common data stream.

This data exchange is done via the APIs of the different transport operators. These APIs usually contain data on planning, real-time vehicle information etc. The different data streams from these APIs are exchanged with the API gateway of the DP. This API gateway collects, processes and exchanges the required data with the back-end systems of the service provider.

3. Transport operator (TO):

MaaS uses the available mobility services of multiple transport operators. The service is able to provide flexible and convenient multi-modal transportation solutions by combing and integrating the different services of the TOs. The main TOs within MaaS are public transport, shared vehicles, shared bikes, ride-hailing and shared ride-hailing (Kulk, 2017). In addition, mobility service providers also include supportive mobility services such as parking, charging etc.

4. Customers:

The customer is at the end of the MaaS value chain, he or she uses the different mobility services via the MaaS interface. These customers can be individuals (B2C) or companies (B2B). More on the MaaS customer can be found in the customer section.

Based on existing literature and research we can conclude that MaaS could lead to a more flexible, inclusive, affordable and connected mobility landscape (Sochor et al, 2016). This can be mainly attributed to the personalized and pay as you go mobility solutions, spanning across multiple modes of transportation. In addition, MaaS ultimately aims to prevent single vehicle travelling by making more sustainable alternatives readily available. This would ultimately lead to less congestion and a reduction in environmental footprint.

Anup (2017) recently did 14 expert interviews to uncover the expected benefits of MaaS. They specifically divided these benefits per role within the ecosystem (Table 1).

**Table 1: MaaS benefits per stakeholder**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Reducing vehicle ownership, congestion, environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freeing up of urban space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social equity, more population segments can get access to mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility operators</td>
<td>Ability to enter mobility service market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decentralize responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ability to target certain customer/trip segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>Freedom of choice, based on personal preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost saving, pay per use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convenience, ease of access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility: Route choice, travel time, shared or individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit agency</td>
<td>First &amp; last mile solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Off-peak provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demand orientated routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redundancy/failability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 8: MaaS business ecosystem

Fig 9: Simplified value chain MaaS solution

The Core business layer of MaaS consists of 4 key stakeholder:

- MaaS provider
- Data provider
- Transport operators
- Customer

MaaS offers a variety of benefits including:

- Ability to reduce/prevent vehicle ownership
- Ability to target specific customer and trip segments
- Deliver lower cost, convenient and flexible mobility solutions
5.0 WHO IS THE MAAS CUSTOMER

Anna

Anna lives in Amsterdam, together with her husband and dog. She is freelance project manager and works at a varying companies in the timespan of one week. Whenever she can she work from home. Via digital communication mediums she is able to conveniently connect with her clients.

Because of her varying mobility needs she would like to have a flexible mobility solution fit to circumstances at hand.

The MaaS customer

- Urban centred, either living or working within the urban areas
- Millenial, high connectivity + used to technology
- No children
- No current vehicle centred travelling Behaviour

MaaS = URBAN

While clarifying the potential MaaS customer several segmentation strategies can be applied. First of all, both Jacco Lamers and Henk Meurs (expert interviews) stated that a clear geographical distinction can be made between urban, sub-urban and rural areas. According to them rural areas are less interesting at the moment; this can be attributed to little available transit and non-existing/little experienced mobility problems. In addition, expectations are that the ongoing urbanization trend will increasingly stimulate people to move towards urban areas decreasing the population of rural areas. These three findings make the desirability and potential viability of a MaaS project less strong in rural areas. Urban areas show the most potential for MaaS solutions. This can be attributed to the rapidly growing population density and the subsequent congestion, gridlock and pollution problems stemming from the current vehicle centred mobility landscape. Secondly, within urban areas the availability of innovative mobility service providers is rapidly increasing. By combining these different services on one MaaS platform the desirability, availability and reliability of the service gets better. In addition, the high mobility demand within urban areas makes the utilization of shared mobility services better which in turn would reduce the costs and enable lower prices for the customer.

SOCIO DEMOGRAPHICS

Further segmentation can be done based on social demographic characteristics. Influential social demographic factors include age, work, family, income, health etc. Within several studies it was found that households with 2+ young children were less likely to adopt MaaS (Karlsson et al., 2017). This can be attributed to the need for flexible mobility eg. Bringing kids to school, friends, sports etc. Age also plays a significant role in the adoption of MaaS. Industry experts believe millennials will be more likely to adopt MaaS (Jittrapirom et al., 2018). This can be attributed to the high level of connectivity and technological adoption of these younger generations (Goodall et al., 2017). Work related factors significantly influence peoples’ willingness to adopt MaaS. These factors include set/flexible work locations, presence at the office (not being bound to PT timetables) regular commutes vs. working at home (Sperings, 2018). Health can also play a role in peoples’ willingness and ability to use MaaS. Disabled people have certain physical requirements, which cannot be met by all the available modes of transportation. This would require specific and additional service levels.

CURRENT TRAVEL Behaviour

Previous studies identified influence of current and past travel Behavioural on the adoption of MaaS. People who use cars on a regular basis, more than 4 times a week, are less likely to change their travel Behaviour towards MaaS (Hø et al., 2017; Jittrapirom, 2018). This requires behavioural change, which is a complex matter. In contrast, people who travel flexibly or use public transport on a regular basis are more willing to adopt MaaS (Jittrapirom, 2018). This requires behavioural change, which is a major challenge. People who are more flexible in their travel times are more likely to adopt MaaS. This can be attributed to the rapidly growing population density and the subsequent congestion, gridlock and pollution problems stemming from the current vehicle centred mobility landscape. Secondly, within urban areas the availability of innovative mobility service providers is rapidly increasing. By combining these different services on one MaaS platform the desirability, availability and reliability of the service gets better. In addition, the high mobility demand within urban areas makes the utilization of shared mobility services better which in turn would reduce the costs and enable lower prices for the customer.

6.0 EXISTING MaaS SCHEMES

If we look at the different integration levels proposed by Sochor (2017) we can conclude that no level 2 (+) MaaS services exist within the Netherlands. The most well-known forms of MaaS within the Netherlands are business travel cards (NS business cars, Mobility Mix etc). These cards give people access to multiple modes of transportation, but they do not provide integrated planning and booking services. So, they are partially level 2 integrated with having integrated information services (level 1 MaaS). Several Dutch pilot experiences, such as the MaaS zuidas experience, offered customers the opportunity to temporarily switch from their vehicles and get a mobility budget in return. This mobility budget could be spent at several of MaaS providers. But no well-integrated and widely available MaaS service currently exists within the Netherlands. Therefore, our benchmark spans beyond the context of the Netherlands to include findings of notable level 2 (+) MaaS schemes.

LEVEL 2 INTEGRATION

Austrian Smile MaaS pilot project is a well-known and researched level 2 MaaS service (Smile mobility, 2015). Within this project several transport operators and technology companies created a service, which allowed users to plan and book multiple transportation modes to complete one trip. In the application bicycle & car sharing, taxi, public transport and parking services were included. This Ultimately offered users the ability to make flexible and convenient multi-modal journeys.

The project was discontinued after 1 year but got re-introduced in 2017 as Wien Mobil. Globally multiple MaaS providers deliver level 2 integration.

LEVEL 3 INTEGRATION

Worldwide only 2 MaaS providers successfully adapted level 3 MaaS integration. The Swedish pilot Ubigo, run in Stockholm between 2013 and 2014 (Karlsson, 2016). And whim, a successful Finnish MaaS provider operational since 2016 (MaaS global oy, 2016). The Ubigo pilot developed household specific prepaid MaaS mobility bundles, for their 70 participating households. The service allowed households to plan book and pay for their entire trip, spanning across multiple modes of transportation, via one application. In addition, they stimulated more sustainable modes of transportation by offering bonus points.

Whim offers similar services as Ubigo but distinguishes itself by offering 3 usage schemes, whim to go, whim urban and whim unlimited. With whim to go users do not have to pay a monthly fee but rather pay for actual usage. Whim urban offers unlimited urban transport and city bikes at 49 euros a month. In addition, customers can get access to additional services and separately pay for use. Whim unlimited is a monthly subscription of 499 euros, which gives customers unlimited access to all the included services.

LEVEL 3 INTEGRATION

Austrian Smile MaaS pilot project is a well-known and researched level 2 MaaS service (Smile mobility, 2015). Within this project several transport operators and technology companies created a service, which allowed users to plan and book multiple transportation modes to complete one trip. In the application bicycle & car sharing, taxi, public transport and parking services were included. This Ultimately offered users the ability to make flexible and convenient multi-modal journeys.

The project was discontinued after 1 year but got re-introduced in 2017 as Wien Mobil. Globally multiple MaaS providers deliver level 2 integration.

LEVEL 3 INTEGRATION

Worldwide only 2 MaaS providers successfully adapted level 3 MaaS integration. The Swedish pilot Ubigo, run in Stockholm between 2013 and 2014 (Karlsson, 2016). And whim, a successful Finnish MaaS provider operational since 2016 (MaaS global oy, 2016). The Ubigo pilot developed household specific prepaid MaaS mobility bundles, for their 70 participating households. The service allowed households to plan book and pay for their entire trip, spanning across multiple modes of transportation, via one application. In addition, they stimulated more sustainable modes of transportation by offering bonus points.

Whim offers similar services as Ubigo but distinguishes itself by offering 3 usage schemes, whim to go, whim urban and whim unlimited. With whim to go users do not have to pay a monthly fee but rather pay for actual usage. Whim urban offers unlimited urban transport and city bikes at 49 euros a month. In addition, customers can get access to additional services and separately pay for use. Whim unlimited is a monthly subscription of 499 euros, which gives customers unlimited access to all the included services.

Table 2: MaaS Bench Mark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>OPERATIONAL</th>
<th>MOBILITY SERVICES</th>
<th>INTEGRATION LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOOVEL</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Payment integration</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHIM</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Car sharing, car rental</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOCHVONEL</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Car sharing, public transport</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEELMOBIL</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Bike sharing, car rental, public transport, parking</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MaaS PILOTS WITHIN THE NETHERLANDS

To identify the potential of MaaS within the Netherlands 7 MaaS pilots have been initiated by the government (Kim, 2018). With these pilots the government aims to look for mobility solutions for specific mobility pain-points. One example is the MaaS Zuidas pilot, which is the most popular business district of Amsterdam. As such it attracts a very high number of commuters on a daily basis, which in turn leads to parking, congestion and gridlock problems. I attended several of the market consultations to get a view on the current development of MaaS within the Netherlands. Within these meetings key players of a variety of industries participated in open and general discussions on mobility challenges and the playing field for doing so. The different key mobility operators are hesitant in collaborating, since it could challenge their own market position. Additionally, several mobility operators brought the current mobility policy challenges forward. At present, the corporate vehicle is taxed more favourably as opposed to the mobility budget. As a result, mobility operators were concerned about the potential MaaS market if policies remained favourable for corporate/owned vehicles. Within this discussion the municipality of Amsterdam admitted that they were collaborating with the government to change these policies. If we look at other countries and big cities such policies are already existing. One example is London, which adapted congestion/rush hour fees and low emission zones (TRL, 2019). People who want to commute by car during rush hours have to pay an additional congestion fee. These kinds of regulations are aimed at reducing mobility demand during rush hours and spread mobility better during the day.
The qualitative and quantitative studies of the above mentioned MaaS pilots are analysed, to gain a better understanding of the: 1) user requirements; 2) value drivers and; 3) challenges of MaaS.

7.1 USER REQUIREMENTS

Autonomy and Flexibility

Based on customer research findings from the Ubigo, smile and zuidas experience pilots we can conclude that MaaS customers require autonomy and flexibility (Ideate, 2018; Karlsson et al., 2016; Sochor et al., 2016). During these pilots, users noted that they desired ‘just-in-time’ solutions, whenever sudden mobility needs occur. In addition, people want to be able to choose from multiple trip set-ups to complete the same journey. This could also entail the selection of multiple mobility service provider delivering the same mode of transportation. Secondly, it was found that commuters felt more flexible while using hourly rate car-sharing services, as opposed to renting a vehicle for the full day. Not being attached to the rental car, for a whole day, gave these customers more sense of freedom. Thirdly, Ubigo participants indicated that they preferred pay per use schemes based on money instead of credits. Offering credits gave these customers the idea that they were confined in their ability to choose their mobility solutions.

Reliability

MaaS services need to be reliable in a variety of ways. Focus groups performed by Harms et al. (2018) identified the need for reliable technology. Participants indicated that they felt more dependent on their mobile phones for their mobility, while using MaaS. As such they demanded reliable systems at all times. Additionally, Participants also indicated that they wanted some sort of insurance when unexpected occurrences happen along the commute. This could either be a last-minute solution or a financial compensation.

Availability

The results of the focus groups done by harms et al. (2018) indicated a need for mobility availability both in terms of geography and time. Customers expect mobility solutions to be widely available on different locations, enabling transportation whenever and wherever they are. Moreover, Ubigo participants demanded car sharing solutions in the direct neighborhood of their company location (Karlsson et al., 2016). Secondly, customers expect solutions to be available on any given time during rush hour and off-peak hours and which do not require long in advance bookings (Ho et al., 2017).

Ease of use

Research findings indicated that the application should be easy to use, especially during first usage (Ideate, 2016). Ease of use translates to: 1) Available explanation and support of the service; 2) Self-explanatory service; 3) Ability to present a lot of information in a structured and clear way; 4) Supportive functions (example: Map which shows location and route to mode of transportation); 5) Get pro-actively informed when problems occur, including services.

The easier the usage of the application is the more it facilitates and stimulates behavioural change (Karlsson et al., 2016). In addition, Kamargianni et al. (2018) noted that participants were more committed to an application and service, which was well thought out in terms of usability.

7.2 CUSTOMER (ADDED) VALUE DRIVER

Based on customer research findings from previous pilots the following customer benefits could be identified.

Freedom of choice

Ubigo users appreciated the variety of available transportation modes and services offered on the platform (Sochor et al., 2016). Moreover, participants attached added value to different types of a specific mode of transportation such as a regular bike versus an e-bike or a smart-car versus a family sedan. According to spickerman (2014), this choice within and across different modes of transportation is pivotal for the disposal of personally owned cars. In addition, giving people a wide variety of choice enables and stimulates them to try alternative modes of transportation, potentially convincing them of the added value of MaaS (Stromberg et al., 2015).

Convenience

The all-inclusive proposition of ubigo, gave participants a higher feeling of convenience. This feeling could be attributed to the variety of mobility services and the service levels at which they were offered (Sochor et al., 2016). This abundance of choice also created a feeling of trust towards MaaS, as they were able to select from a variety of alternatives. Secondly, the Smile pilot offered participants the ability to plan and book multiple transportation modes to complete one trip. This triggered them to try and use different modes of transportation to complete one trip if the solution was faster and more convenient (Smile mobility, 2015).

7.3 MaaS CHALLENGES

At present, MaaS is facing several challenges which inhibit the successful implementation of such a service within the Netherlands.

Price comparison

Car owners typically do not include initial/fixed costs while evaluating their current mobility expenditure (Turrentine & Kurani, 2007). As such their expenditure is solely based on the running costs of the car, which is significantly lower than the total costs of vehicle ownership. Within MaaS propositions the fixed costs of the assets are shared and integrated within the running costs of the service. This creates a distorted comparison between the two options, which stimulates people to stay with their cars. To create awareness about the total cost of vehicle ownership, customers could be provided with a null measurement, which takes both fixed and running costs into account.

Implementation

Findings from the MaaS Zuidas experience pilot indicated that the implementation of MaaS can be challenging (Spiering, 2018). Several reasons were mentioned by Spierings: First and foremost, MaaS requires customers to significantly change the way they commute, as opposed to traditional mobility solutions. This requires a thorough understanding of the new services, functionalities and features of the MaaS service, which demands time. Spierings developed a four-step learning process, which supports this process. Additionally, the survey found that people want to experience and try the service before they commit themselves to MaaS. This need for trialability was shared by participants of the Ubigo pilot (Stromberg et al., 2016). Furthermore, they found that trialability offered customers the ability to try alternative modes of transportation without commitments. This could ultimately allow MaaS users to change their current transportation Behaviour.

Data accessibility

The different operators need to exchange data for MaaS to conceptualize. This requires them to open up their data systems (APIs) to the MaaS ecosystem and its data provider. One crucial player for MaaS is the public transport operator, as many believe they will be backbone of any successful MaaS (Goodall et al., 2017). But this public private partnership can be challenging as their business objectives vary. Public transport...
operators operate with the public interest in mind and receive funds from the government. Private players on the other hand are mostly commercially driven and have responsibilities towards their stakeholders. These views can collide with one another. One city ahead of its competitors is London, their public transport operators opened up their API to a large amount of companies and developers (TfL, 2018). At present, their data is used in the applications of more than 500 companies.

**USER WILLINGNESS**

For MaaS to be adopted the service should offer competitive pricing or significant added value, as opposed to current travelling solutions (Karfsin et al., 2017). Customers are willing to pay more for MaaS if it delivers them significant added value over their current mobility offerings. Furthermore, it is believed that willingness would significantly increase if the service delivers added value at lower cost levels, creating long lasting customers. The participant of the Ubigo pilot noted that the functionalities of the service delivered upon the above-mentioned customer value driver (Freedom of choice/ flexibility, convenience and tailored/personalized offers), which could translate to their increased willingness (Sochor et al., 2015).

Regular experience of mobility pain points + MaaS success

If customers regularly experience pain within their current mobility offerings, they are more willing to try alternative mobility solutions (Sprengers, 2018). This willingness congruently increases in line with the amount of experienced pain, the more pain commuters experience the more willing they are to try alternatives.

**KEY FINDINGS**

**MaaS customer:** From the customer research findings we can derive several customer segmentation factors and define the potential MaaS Customers.

- Urban centred, either living or working within the urban area
- Millennial, high connectivity + used to technology
- No children
- No current vehicle centred travelling Behaviour

Additionally MaaS deliver the following value driver:

- Freedom of choice
- Convenience
- Tailored offer

**MaaS has the following service requirements:**

- Autonomy & flexibility
- Reliability
- Availability
- Ease of use

**MaaS experiences the following challenges:**

- Price comparison
- Implementation
- Partnerships
- Data accessibility
- User willingness

**8.0 EXPERT INTERVIEWS MaaS**

To get in depth understanding of the current developments of MaaS 5 experts were interviewed. The set-up of these interviews was semi-structured, offering the experts the freedom to dive into parts they found important. The experts were all involved with MaaS, either through their own company or through research. The key highlights of these interviews are written down hereafter. A more comprehensive overview of the key highlights from the separate interviews can be found in Appendices (C-F).

**INTERVIEWED EXPERTS**

- Paul Rooijmans: Founder tranfer, partial level 2 MaaS service provider
- Jacco Lammers: Founder GoAbout, level 2 MaaS service provider
- Onno van der Veen: Partner sSkate
- Niels van Oort: Assistant professor public transport TUDelft
- Henk Meurs: Professor spatial development and mobility RU

**RESULTS**

**Added value of MaaS**

Jacco Lammers mentions that MaaS solutions should deliver significant added value compared to the current mobility solutions. He mentioned that this can be achieved by providing specific mobility solutions for specific areas with area specific mobility problems.

Onno van der Veen adds on this, by stating that his user research found that the more mobility pain customers experience the more willing they are to switch to MaaS.

**Critical Mass**

Multiple experts mention that MaaS needs to have critical mass in the number of connected operators and customers. This will ensure the reliability and availability requirements, a wide variety of transport operators need to be connected to the mobility platform. Only then could the MaaS provider deliver tailored mobility solutions whenever, wherever and however the customer desires.

2) To make this service viable for the different involved operators and the MaaS service provider a critical mass of connected operators and customers is required. This would ensure a certain amount of utilization and ensure enough revenue generation for the service to become viable.

**Vehicle ownership versus MaaS**

Based on the literature research insights we can already conclude that MaaS is capable of and aims to prevent vehicle ownership/long term lease contracts. In theory this might be so but several experts underline the strong position, which vehicles currently have. Jacco Lammers believes that MaaS would not challenge vehicle ownership on the short-term. Onno van der Veen on the other hand believes that the current “vehicle centred” mobility landscape is up for significant change. According to Onno van der Veen society is experiencing significant problems stemming from the current “vehicle centred” mobility landscape. In line with the insights of the market research, he believes these problems will significantly increase the upcoming 5 years. As a result, the liveability and accessibility of key destinations within the Netherlands will become poor.

Onno van der Veen and Henk Meurs believe that the government will create unfavourable policies and regulations for vehicle ownership and usage to prevent these problems from further intensifying. Additionally Onno van der Veen believes that the more pain customers experience along their current journey the more willing they become to switch to alternatives, such as MaaS.

**Role of LeasePlan**

Henk Meurs, Paul Rooijmans and Onno van der Veen believe that MaaS will challenge the current value proposition of LeasePlan and vehicle ownership in general. They recall the above mentioned arguments as reason. Onno van der Veen mentions that this willingness is spurred by the ongoing urbanization trend. Urban mobility demand rapidly increases in line with the increases in population density. This in turn leads to variety of mobility problems, including congestion, gridlock problems, pollution and parking.

Onno van der Veen adds that MaaS will not significantly impact LeasePlan at least not on the short term. He believes the solution is aimed at the consumer market and that vehicle users will be less likely to switch to a MaaS solution. However, he does believe that LeasePlan could use the principles of MaaS to solve specific painpoints along the current vehicle journey. One such painpoints could be the above mentioned parking problem, which was also mentioned by Onno van der Veen. He mentions the transitions from the traditional car journey to first and last mile as an opportunity.

Onno van der Veen and Henk Meurs believe that the mobility industry is increasingly moving away from selling assets (vehicles) to selling usage (Kilometres). They see this both as a challenge and opportunity for LeasePlan. LeasePlan could for instance offer pay per use solutions instead of selling long term subscription models. This will offer customers the desired financial flexibility and freedom to choose their mobility based on the circumstances and needs at hand.

**Change from selling assets to selling KM’s**

Both Paul Rooijmans and Elmer van Grondtelle believe that the mobility industry is increasingly moving away from selling assets (vehicles) to selling usage (Kilometres). They see this both as a challenge and opportunity for LeasePlan. LeasePlan could for instance offer pay per use solutions instead of selling long term subscription models. This will offer customers the desired financial flexibility and freedom to choose their mobility based on the circumstances and needs at hand.

**Personally, owned driver driven vehicles**

Onno van der Veen and Jacco Lammers believe that the rural population will still be dependent on vehicles in the future. This can be attributed to little available mobility services and little experienced pain around the current vehicle centred mobility landscape.

Onno van der Veen and Henk Meurs believe that the rural population will still be dependent on vehicles in the future. This can be attributed to little available mobility services and little experienced pain around the current vehicle centred mobility landscape.
FUTURE MOBILITY SCENARIO

What will the future of mobility look like in relation to MaaS?

Based on the insights gathered within the trend, technology, market and MaaS research a future scenario can be sketched. This scenario would answer the first research question posed in the project brief:

What will the future of mobility look like in relation to MaaS?

The key findings of the different research phases are visualized in an infographic, which portrays this future mobility scenario. This infographic can be found on the following page.

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

Autonomous level 4 vehicles will be available from 2025 onwards. This offers various business opportunities.

CONNECTED VEHICLES

Connected vehicle technology will rapidly develop the upcoming years.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

the popularity and public perception on electric vehicles will significantly increase while the technology further develops.

FUTURE TRENDS + IMPACT

INCREASED EXPERIENCED MOBILITY PAIN

Vehicle travel loss time within the Netherlands will increase by 15% between 2017 & 2025

WILLINGNESS & USAGE ALTERNATIVE MOBILITY SERVICES

Customers become more willing to switch to alternative mobility services such as MaaS while the experience vehicle mobility pain increases

MARKET DEVELOPMENTS

Combine vehicle services

INCREASE EXPERIENCED MOBILITY PAIN

Vehicle travel loss time within the Netherlands will increase by 15% between 2017 & 2025

Definition of MaaS

"A customer centric mobility platform, which integrates and combines mobility services from multiple mobility operators." This platform enables:

1) The system to pro-actively advice customers on current and future trips based on real time travel information and customer specific preferences

2) The customer to plan, book and pay for their entire trip, across multiple modes of transportation, at once."
2.2 DISCOVER
Current situation LeasePlan

INTRODUCTION
Within the second part of the discover phase the goal is to clarify the current position of LeasePlan. The insights of this part of the discover phase can be used to answer the second question of the project brief: “What will be the role of LeasePlan in this future, based on their current position? And define a vision, strategic direction and create a design brief.

This part can be divided in four separate blocks:
2.2.1 Internal company analysis: Get a clear view on LeasePlan current business and future expectations.
2.2.2 Competitor analysis: Identify the competitive forces within the fleet management market.
2.2.3 Fleet management market developments: Identify market developments within the fleet management market.

2.2 DISCOVER
Current situation LeasePlan

To get a clear view of the current position of LeasePlan an internal analysis was first performed. While doing so the focus was put on clarifying the current business and future direction of the company.

Within this section of the report the following topics will be addressed:
1. Company background
2. Value chain
3. Customers
4. CaaS solutions
5. Future direction company
6. Key findings

1.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION
LeasePlan is a Dutch car leasing company originally founded in 1963. LeasePlan’s car leasing services span across the entire lifecycle of the car starting with purchasing until remarketing or leasing second hand (3-4-year-old) lease cars. At present they manage a fleet of 1.8 million cars across 30 countries, making them a global leader in the Car as a Service (CaaS) market (LeasePlan, 2018). Within the Netherlands LeasePlan manages a fleet of 150 thousand vehicles. The customer base of LeasePlan consists of private individuals (3%), Medium sized SMEs (17%), Mobility providers & partners and large corporates (80%). LeasePlan is a proven and trusted fleet manager for its partners, suppliers and customers, with 50 + years of experience.

LeasePlan is an independent fleet management company owned by a group of investors. As a result, they are not bound to products from certain OEMs but are able to offer a wide variety of brands and vehicle types. This is also referred to as multi-brand fleet manager.

LeasePlan DIGITAL
The next stage in this transition is the digitalization of LeasePlan, transforming LeasePlan from an analogue business towards a digitally enabled business. To do so LeasePlan created a separate entity called LeasePlan Digital, with the primary objectives to digitize every aspect of the business and the development of new digital services at digital cost levels (LeasePlan, 2018). They aim to do so by leveraging the capabilities of new digital technologies, such as the internet of things, artificial intelligence and digital ecosystems/platforms. Ultimately enhancing current customer experiences and automation of the current processes.

2.2.1 INTERNAL ANALYSIS
What is LeasePlan?

LeasePlan ORGANIZATION
LeasePlan has been going through a transition the last couple of years to become one integrated organization instead of a variety of multi-local organizations. This transition/organizational excellence program is called “power of one LeasePlan”. In the past LeasePlan was managed on a country level, which offered every country the freedom to manage their own operations, use their own IT systems and offer their own leasing solutions. This resulted in 32 different leasing solutions and separate company entities, which subsequently affects the agility and nimbleness of the organization within this rapidly changing mobility market.

Therefore, LeasePlan created one overarching global corporate, which is responsible for creating and maintaining one integrated global operating model. The different departments within the corporate are able to direct and steer the operations and strategies of country-level departments.

This ultimately allows LeasePlan to regain control over their global corporation and implement best practices across the globe. This operational excellence program already saved LeasePlan 130 million euros in 2017 (LeasePlan, 2018).
Across 32 countries LeasePlan provides its customers with end to end car leasing solutions, spanning across the entire usage cycle of the vehicle. While doing so they offer customers a variety of leasing products and service levels. At present LeasePlan focusses on two core markets: 1) The Car as a Service (CaaS) market; 2) Carnext.com. As such they are able to control the entire value chain of the vehicle, from purchasing to re – marketing/leasing of second-hand leasing vehicles.

1. Car as a Service (CaaS)

LeasePlan is global leader within the CaaS market, with a fleet of over 1.8 million cars. By leveraging their size and global scale they are able to purchase and offer services at the most favourable prices. LeasePlan offers its customers and clients a variety of short and long-term subscription-based full-service car leasing solutions.

2. Financing of Vehicles

One of LeasePlan main revenue streams can be attributed to the financing of vehicles. They offer their customers two financing schemes either financial lease or operational lease. With operational Lease LeasePlan is owner of the vehicle and carries the responsibility of maintenance insurance etc. With financial lease the customer carries the responsibility of maintenance, insurance etc. during the period of the contract.

3. Vehicle Insurance Service

Through Euro insurances DAC, a subsidiary of LeasePlan, LeasePlan is able to give competitive insurance coverage and easier fleet insurance management service. One of their value-added services is 3rd party suppliers through their fleet management experience and global scale. This gives LeasePlan high buying power, which in turn allows them to purchase vehicles at favourable prices.

4. Vehicle Repair and Maintenance Management

LeasePlan is able to handle every aspect of vehicle maintenance, both corrective and preventive. They do so by leveraging an extensive network of associated maintenance and repair shops. This strong network allows them to get favourable prices and additional services, such as vehicle pick-up and delivery services.

5. Fuel Management

Via Shell and Aral fuel cards LeasePlan customers can obtain fuel cashless. In combination with fuel management software LeasePlan is able to support and consult its clients on fuel consumption, ultimately resulting in long term cost savings.

6. Accident Management and Claim Handling Services

LeasePlan offers its customers an 24/7 hotline for accident support. Secondly, customers can use LeasePlan fleet management software to report accidents digitally. Finally, LeasePlan is able to ensure quick accident support through its extensive repair shop network.

7. Rental Management

LeasePlan build an extensive network of rental companies to enable clients to rent vehicles incidentally or short term, at the most favourable prices.

Fig 10: LeasePlan value chain

3.0 LeasePlan customer Segments

At present LeasePlan provides end to end car leasing services to a wide variety of customer segments. A distinction can be made between the following customer segments, each with their own requirements and fleet sizes.

- **Private Individuals**
  - Individuals requiring private cars
  - Standardized products and services
  - B2C / B2B
  - Growth potential
  - 3% of LeasePlan customer base

- **Corporate**
  - Large national and international corporates
  - State of the art fleet reporting and driver support
  - 80% of LeasePlan customer base

- **SME**
  - Small/medium sized enterprises
  - Tailored products and services
  - 17% of LeasePlan customer base

- **Partners**
  - Third party mobility players who deliver LeasePlan services to their customers via their own channels.

**Leaseovereenkomst 'ANWB Private Lease in samenwerking met LeasePlan'**

**MOBILITY PROVIDERS**

Innovative mobility providers, such as uber, gomore etc., in need of vehicles and fleet management services.

End to end vehicle lease solutions

High potential market

Included in SME %

**3.0 LeasePlan customer Segments**

End to end vehicle lease solutions

High potential market

Included in SME %

**PARTNERS**

- Third party mobility players who deliver LeasePlan services to their customers via their own channels.
4.0 Different CaaS service solutions

The different offered CaaS solutions of LeasePlan have been analysed. An overview of the different available products and services can be found in appendix (A). The differences between the offered CaaS solutions are mainly based on the size of the client company and costs. A choice can be made between basic full-service or full service CaaS solution. Within the full service contracts customers can get access to cost management services and driver interaction services, which is not possible with the basic full service version.

If we zoom into the different CaaS solutions several minor differences can be identified. First of all, contract flexibility is made possible through the flexiplan solution which enable flexibility in contract duration and driven kilometres. Despite the offered flexibility key account managers mention that customers desire higher levels of flexibility. Additionally, they mention that flexible contracts should be priced more competitively. If a customers needs a lease vehicle for 2-3 months he needs to pay a high premium monthly fee. This can be attributed to the current cost structure limitations of LeasePlan. The monthly fees of a lease vehicle are carefully calculated across multiple brackets. Within a long term contract these brackets slowly fill up to pay for maintenance etc. Within short term/flexible CaaS solutions these brackets are emptied with every new contract, as such customers have to pay a significant premium.

CORPORATE CAR SHARING

At present, LeasePlan started offering corporate car sharing solutions. With this proposition multiple employees of one company can share one corporate vehicle. This gives non-vehicle owners access to vehicles whenever they need one. Currently, this solution is offered as a monthly subscription at a premium price compared to a regular lease vehicle. This premium can be attributed to the required technology and the increased utilization of the vehicle.

5.0 FUTURE DIRECTION

LeasePlan, starting point of the project

The mobility market is on the verge of change as a result of a variety of societal, economic and technological developments. LeasePlan identified some of these developments and as such initiated the “what’s next” strategy (LeasePlan, 2018). One identified trend which underlines this movement is the shift away from ownership to usage, based on subscription models or pay as you go. Additionally, from customer research LeasePlan identified the need to deliver more flexible lease solutions not only in contract duration but also in experience and vehicle types.

VISION

Based on these findings LeasePlan set itself the vision to deliver Any car, anytime and anywhere (LeasePlan, 2018).

MISSION

Provide What’s next in mobility via an ‘any car, anytime, anywhere’ service – so our customers can focus on What’s next for them (LeasePlan, 2017).

STRATEGY

LeasePlan aims to enable this mission and vision through five identified strategic pillars:

INCREASE CaaS BUSINESS FOR NEW CAR

LeasePlan aims to strengthen its position as global leader within the 68 billion CaaS market (Roland Berger, 2018). They want to do so by extending their current product and service offerings in the areas of maintenance and insurance. Secondly, LeasePlan aims to deliver superior digital and physical customer service and experience at digital cost levels through LeasePlan digital. Thirdly, they see the mobility provider segment (Uber, Lyft etc.) and vehicle automation as great business opportunities as these would require sophisticated fleet management capabilities.

CARNEXT.COM

Extend the current carnext.com market by delivering pan European second-hand high-quality car as a service proposition. In addition, LeasePlan would like to extend its offer by integrating high-quality second-hand cars from trusted third-party suppliers.

POWER OF ONE LEASEPLAN

Continue the operational excellence program to enable the implementation of best practices across countries. By leveraging our global scale in digital, IT and procurement LeasePlan will be able to grow, drive down costs and service their customers better.

DIGITAL LEASEPLAN

Transform LeasePlan from a traditional analogue company to a fully integrated digitally enabled business. Secondly, roll out new innovative digital car leasing products and services at digital cost levels by leveraging the latest digital technologies such as artificial intelligence and the internet of things.

SUSTAINABILITY

LeasePlan dedicated itself to achieving net zero emissions for its entire fleet in 2030. This entails active consultation and education of its customer on the opportunities of more sustainable power trains.

MY PROJECT WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION

From the mission and vision statement we can conclude that LeasePlan aims to become a more customer centric mobility provider that delivers innovative vehicle services. More specifically they aim to deliver anycar, anytime and anywhere. From preliminary research findings we identified the need for more all-encompassing mobility solutions, spanning beyond vehicles including a variety of transportation modes. These solutions enable customers to choose their mobility based on the circumstances and needs at hand. For LeasePlan it is pivotal to anticipate such a future mobility scenario as it is expected to be a big part of the future of mobility. For big established companies like LeasePlan it can be complicated to develop and implement such innovative far-future propositions. Traditionally, big established companies focus on short term incremental changes that deliver direct financial benefits. The above described innovations require more disruptive changes, supported with a compelling step by step innovation strategy. Therefore the goal of this thesis is to support the what’s next strategy and enable sustainable far-future growth by designing and innovations strategy and roadmap around the subject of MaaS.

LeasePlan, starting point of the project
6.1 KEY FINDINGS
INTERNAL ANALYSIS (SWot)

Based on the internal company analysis several internal strengths and weaknesses of LeasePlan could be identified. These insights are summarized below (fig 11), as part of a SWOT analysis, which can hereafter be used as a method to clarify a desired future strategic direction for LeasePlan.

STRENGTHS

Independent multi brand fleet management company
Ability to offer customers a wide variety of vehicle brands and vehicle types within different segments.

Global scale
Ability to negotiate favourable purchasing prices through extended buying power.

Remarket/lease second hand vehicles on a global market for better returns

Car as a Service knowledge and experience
With 50 years of experience LeasePlan build an extensive and reliable network of partners and customers, across industries. Secondly, their experience and knowledge in end to end car leasing services allows them to deliver high quality services.

Continuous renewal of vehicle fleet
The contract duration of a LeasePlan car is usually around 3-4 years, as such LeasePlan has a car fleet equipped with the latest technologies. Because of the continuous fleet renewal LeasePlan is able to progress in line with the market and technological developments such as autonomous vehicles and connected cars.

End to end leasing services
LeasePlan provides all services required for the maintenance and usage of personally driven lease vehicles. These services span across the entire value chains of the lease vehicles, including remarketing/leasing of second-hand vehicles.

LeasePlan digital:
LeasePlan launched an separate entity called LeasePlan digital, which is dedicated to the development of digital services at digital cost levels.

Sustainability
At present LeasePlan is actively working towards creating a zero-emission fleet for their own employees. In addition, they are building EV consulting expertise allowing them to support their clients in achieving their own sustainability goals.

WEAKNESSES

Limited differentiating business model
The business model of LeasePlan is little different from their direct competitors. These differences will be further highlighted within the competitor analysis.

Limited sense of purpose
LeasePlan does not have a real underlying reason for why they do what they do. What is it that we're trying to achieve?

Cost structure limitations
The cost structure of the current LeasePlan car leasing solution is divided across multiple carefully calculated brackets such as maintenance, fuel etc. This set-up makes it complicated to create honest and flexible car leasing contracts.

Innovation capabilities and priority
The current strategy of LeasePlan is focused on incremental changes without taking far future scenarios and potential growth opportunities into consideration. In addition, the current legislative systems of LeasePlan disable truly innovative digital service solutions.

Customer centric
Due to societal, technological and societal developments customers desire different mobility solutions, as opposed to the traditional lease vehicle. LeasePlan struggles to provide services that fulfill these changing customer needs and rather focuses on the traditional car leasing propositions.

Inflexibility
LeasePlan offers its customers little degree of flexibility. If the needs of the customer change LeasePlan is not able to change/adapt their provided solution swiftly and accordingly.

6.2 KEY FINDINGS
INTERNAL ANALYSIS (BUSINESS MODEL)

Additionally, a business model canvas has been created to summarize the findings of the internal company analysis and to give a clear overview of the company processes (fig 12) (Osterwalder, A. & Pigneur, Y., 2010). Together with the insights of the external analysis this model can be used to identify weak points and opportunities.
2.2.2 COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

To get a broad understanding of the competitive forces that drive the fleet management industry, the porter 5 forces model is used (M.E. Porter, 1979). Next to direct competitors, this model covers supplier and buyer powers and threats of substitutes and new entrants. An overview of the model is given at the end of this paragraph (Fig. 15).

The competitor analysis is divided in the following chapters:
1. General market information
2. Private vs. business lease
3. Differentiation vs. commodity
   - Car as a service vs. mobility provider
   - Distinction within fleet management market
4. Threat of substitutes
5. Supplier power
6. Buyer power

1.0 GENERAL MARKET INFORMATION

Within the Netherlands a variety of Car as a Service companies exist. A distinction can be made between car leasing/fleet management companies and service providers such as Greenswheels, Ulber, Car2go etc. LeasePlan falls into the first category and is market leader in the Netherlands with a fleet of 162,000 vehicles (Automotive leasenaatschappij top 60, 2018). Within the Dutch fleet management market, the top 10 players account for 70% of the market, making it a very concentrated market. This is the result of ongoing market consolidation; the process in which big global players acquire smaller local lease companies. This rapidly increases the fleet size of those global players, which in turn gives them increased buying power and global scale advantages.

2.0 PRIVATE LEASE VS. BUSINESS MARKET

Within the fleet management market, a clear distinction can be made between private lease and corporate lease. The number of competitors within private lease is considerably higher compared to corporate lease. The corporate market is fairly matured, with several key players controlling most of the market (Roland Berger, 2018). In addition, corporate car fleet (25+ vehicles) management solutions require significantly higher financial investments. For new entrants it therefore becomes difficult to enter the corporate car leasing market, especially if we look at the globally operating corporates. These demand global fleet management solutions, which in turn requires their fleet managers to operate on a global scale (Roland Berger, 2018).

As opposed to the competitive landscape of the private lease market, which is expanding rapidly due its rapid growth and positive expectations (Roland Berger, 2018). Within the Netherlands this segment grew from 36,000 vehicles in 2015 to 103,000 vehicles in 2017 (VNA, 2017). In addition, the private lease market is focused on individuals which requires less extensive fleet management services. Furthermore, financing individual lease contracts requires less financial investment enabling new entrants to enter the market more easily. These smaller fleet management companies can be more agile and responsive to the rapidly changing mobility markets and customer needs, as opposed to large organizations like LeasePlan. This can be attributed to the legislative systems, global scale/size and structure of LeasePlan. The private car leasing market is mostly dominated by OEM affiliates, who followed the subscription model trend and extended their value proposition from vehicle sales towards vehicle financing and Car as a Service.

3.0 DIFFERENTIATION vs. COMMODITY

If we look at the Dutch corporate fleet management market little differentiation can be identified between offerings of the key players (LeasePlan, PON, Athlon, Alphabet, ALD). They all provide similar end to end full service corporate and private car leasing solutions. Despite the commoditized market, some distinctions can be made between these key players.

Car as a Service vs. MOBILITY PROVIDER

From the market research and expert interviews findings we can conclude that the car as “multipurpose” and personally driven vehicle is starting to lose its popularity. Secondly, according to research done by the national corporate car survey (Brouwer et al., 2018) employees attach less importance to a car as employment requirement. This was found to be especially true within the younger generations (Giffi et al., 2017). As a result, companies increasingly offer their employees a flexible mobility budget allowing employees to arrange their own mobility (Brouwer et al., 2018). To fulfill these changing needs and provide solutions fit to these mobility budgets key fleet management players started deploying additional and innovative mobility solutions and services. Shuttel, from PON Volkswagen financial services ($#3 fleet size: 96,000), is a good example of such mobility solutions (Shuttel, 2019). Shuttel is a mobility platform, which allows customers to get temporary access to a variety of additional mobility services such as public transport, Greenswheels, OV-fiets etc. As such customers have the freedom to choose their preferred mode of transportation based on the circumstances and needs at hand. In addition, PON acquired a major Dutch bicycle brand, Gazelle, last year. This allowed them to offer (a) bicycle leasing contracts and services next to their car leasing offers. Secondly, many competitors started offering white label mobility cards (Athlon, ALD, Arval etc.) as a solution to the mobility budget. These mobility cards give employees access to a wide variety of mobility services such as public transport, parking, cafés etc. This gives the employee the freedom to choose his or her preferred way of commuting. Additionally, by using this card both the employee and employer can keep track of their mobility expenditure online.
can rent vehicles from one another, similar to Airbnb. This enables people to get temporary access to a wide variety of cars whenever and wherever they need one, without the need to own a car. This is a large problem for people who put their own car up for rent are able to make some additional profit by utilizing their otherwise idle sitting car.

CarGoGo and MoBiKe are examples B2C shared mobility service providers. They offer customers access-based free-floating smart cars and bicycles within major Dutch cities. These companies provide applications on which customers can easily search, book, unlock and pay for their desired mode of transportation online. The above mentioned services all operate on a pay per use business model, offering customers convenience and flexibility without the hassle and costs of vehicle ownership.

RIDE HAILING & SHARING

The traditional ride-hailing cab industry has been drastically challenged by Uber, a P2P ride hailing company founded in 2009. Uber’s platform and application connects drivers, regular people who own a car, with peers who need a ride. Uber allows customers to conveniently and easily book and pay for their desired ride online, at a lower price than traditional cab services. The lower these prices get the more will the challenge the need to personally own vehicles.

The combination of ride sharing & hailing is especially interesting, from a customer perspective. These services allow passengers to share trip legs and as such split the overall costs of the trip. One such examples is VaVan, a shared ride hailing company owned by Mercedes. Via the VaVan application commuters can order a ride, thereafter the service strategically calculates a route which allows the trip to be shared by multiple commuters. As a result, vehicle occupation and utilization increases, which in turn reduces the costs of the trip considerably. By analysing trip data and optimizing the trip algorithm the utilization of these vehicles is expected to increase in the future, driving down costs even further. This will be especially hold true within dense urban areas, where mobility demand is high at all times.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT (PT) & LAST MILE SOLUTIONS

The accessibility and development of public transport in the Netherlands is high compared to other EU countries. PT is capable of transporting masses of people between set locations (Railway/metro stations, bus stops etc.) in a fast and convenient manner. This capacity is expected to further increase with the ongoing developments in digitization, connectivity and automation.

Getting to the station and going from the station to the final destination has always been the problem with PT. This requires convenient and flexible last and first mile mobility solutions. But with the rapid development of the above-mentioned mobility services these problems will become less.

SERVICE COMBINATIONS & REGULATORY FORCES

The combination and integration of the above-mentioned innovative mobility services poses the real threat to personally driven vehicles. The integration of PT with efficient first and last mile mobility services could challenge long distance travelling otherwise done by personally driven vehicles (Ashp, 2015).

In addition, governmental institutions pro-actively search for solutions to the growing traffic congestion and environmental problems. This will require more efficient, effective and cleaner ways of transportation. As a result, they could develop regulations and policies which would stimulate the above-mentioned innovative mobility services.

5.0 DIGITIZATION

If we look beyond the mobility market, we can also identify a substitute threat that could prevent the need for transport altogether. Digital innovations allow people and co-workers to connect online almost immediately. Enhanced digital work environments, such as Slack, allow employees to co-operate and collaborate online. This in turn allows people to work from anywhere they see fit. Secondly, digital innovations such as e-m commerce allow people to order products online. Thereafter the products get delivered at your doorstep, which allows people to stay home. Both these digital innovations already prevent a significant number of journeys now, but this number is only expected to increase in the future.

6.0 SUPPLIER POWER

LeasePlan is the middlemen within the vehicle value chain. They purchase vehicles from OEMs and thereafter finance leases to their customers. The unique characteristic of this model is that the customer does not have any vehicle development expenses. Additionally, LeasePlan is able to negotiate favourable prices due to their global scale.

Although these cost savings are pivotal to the profits of LeasePlan they also pose a threat to their business model. LeasePlan completely relies on OEMs for vehicles, if these OEMs decide to cut them out, they cannot provide vehicles to their customers. Since OEMs directly compete with LeasePlan, especially within the private lease market, they increasingly sell more flexible and cost-effective contract options. Additionally, OEMs can offer their vehicles to the customer at lower prices, while still making profitable margins. To compete with these prices LeasePlan has to lower their own margins, which in turn negatively influences profits.

But since LeasePlan is a multi-brand global fleet manager with over 50 years of experience, they build an extensive supplier network covering multiple vehicle brands and third-party suppliers. This gives them a strong position within the market.

7.0 BUYER POWER

If we look at the buying power of LeasePlan customers a distinction has to be made between private and corporate lease.

Within the mature corporate market, little differentiation exists between the different fleet managers. Despite this, clients are accustomed to the services of LeasePlan and would therefore not likely switch to competitors. In addition, switching costs to move from one fleet manager to another increases as the size of fleet gets bigger. This would only happen if competitors are able to deliver significant added value or lower priced services. Within the private lease market buying power is higher because customers are able to choose from a wide variety of private lease companies. As a result, customers are not necessarily loyal to one company but rather select a solution fit to their own preferences. They could choose based on cost, comfort, convenience or flexibility criteria for instance.

KEY FINDINGS

Within the fleet management market little differentiation exists. The corporate lease market is strongly consolidated and mature, making it difficult for entrants to enter the market. In addition, switching costs are fairly high making it difficult for existing customers to move to new customers. Within the private lease market competition is higher as the market is growing and new entrants can easily enter the market. Supplier power is considerably high, especially within the private lease market where LeasePlan directly competes with OEMs. This could lead to unfavourable purchasing prices or them being cut out completely, which can be a major problem for LeasePlan because they rely on OEMs and 3rd party suppliers for their vehicles.

From the insights of the competitor analysis we can conclude that the personally owned/leased vehicle will become less popular in the future. This especially holds true for the younger upcoming millennial generation, which demand more convenience and flexibility. Consequently, several fleet managers started offering more flexible and multi-modal mobility services that caters to this group. LeasePlan, on the contrary set itself the mission to focus on their core business, end to end vehicle leasing solutions.

Additionally, digital innovation increasingly prevents the need for transportation. E&M commerce allow people to shop online conveniently and communication/collaboration platforms like slack offer employees to work from their home. As a result, the mobility market has seen the emergence of a wide variety of innovative substitute mobility services that compete with the Lease car by fulfilling the same need. In contrary to lease cars these services provide temporary and convenient access to a wide variety of transportation modes. At present these substitutes operate individually but the integration and combination of these services, together with public transport, would challenge the value of the personally driven vehicle.
2.2.3 CUSTOMER ANALYSIS

After the competitor analysis it is now time to get a better understanding of the developments within the fleet management market. This will be done by reviewing several existing customer surveys and by analysing several research papers.

The market analysis is divided in the following chapters:

1. Market developments
2. Need for change, employee perspective
3. Need for change, employer perspective
4. Drivers of change fleet management market

1.0 MARKET DEVELOPMENTS

330,000 new cars were sold in the Netherlands in 2018, until August (NZO, 2018). From these vehicles 57% was registered as a corporate car, as opposed to 27% privately owned vehicles. This percentage represent a significant growth as opposed to a year before (53% corporate vs. 31% private). According to NZO, this growth can be mainly attributed to the increased popularity of private lease. The popularity of private lease in turn is the result of the ongoing access over ownership trend, in which people prefer to pay a monthly/usage fee to get access to certain products/services instead of owning those products.

2.0 NEED FOR CHANGE, EMPLOYEE PERSPECTIVE

To get some insights into the drivers and needs of corporate car leasing customers, the driver survey done by NZO (2018) has been utilized. This online questionnaire was filled in by corporate drivers (n: 5500), who own lease vehicles. The survey indicated that 67% of the respondents were satisfied with the current mobility solution offered by their company. 28% of the respondents indicated that they would desire different mobility solutions. The following reasons were mentioned for this desire of change (fig 14) : 1) Freedom to choose between more vehicle types and models (55%), 2) Ability to lease EV (37%), 3) Lower personal contribution (34%) 4) More flexibility to choose between different modes (30%), 5) Working from home more often (25%), 6) Increased value attached to sustainability (28%), 7) Ability to work while travelling.

3.0 NEED FOR CHANGE, EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVE

Secondly the NZO (2018) also performed a survey with employers/businesses (N: 763) to find the mobility drivers and needs from an employer perspective. Within this survey 36% of the respondents indicated that they want to offer different mobility solutions (NZO, 2018). This especially holds true for big corporates, from which 66% indicated they wanted to do so.

The NZO (2018) mentions several reasons for this desire of change (fig 15) : 1) Environmental awareness (63%), 2) Cost reductions (63%), 3) More flexibility for employees (47%), 4) Mobility budget (26%), 5) and safety (21%).
For the first time, the survey indicated that employers picked a well-balanced mobility solution over a corporate lease car, as employee requirement.

EXPECTED CHANGES EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVE

According to the survey employers and business expect the following changes to happen in the upcoming 1-2 years (NZO, 2018):
- Less vehicles are offered to employees
- The next car will be smaller than the previous one
- Vehicle choice is based on safety features
- Employees want vehicle with low additional fees

4.0 DRIVERS OF CHANGE: POLICY PERSPECTIVE

Next to the employee and employer perspective several other drivers of change can be identified within the fleet management market. These have to do with policies and regulations.

GREEN STANDARDS

Worldwide organizations increasingly set strict environmental standards as the concern about the environment is growing. One such organization is the European union, which set itself the goal to reduce CO2 emissions by 80% in 2050, as opposed to 1990 when this agreement was set. One spearpoint on this political agenda is the reduction of CO2 emissions produced by vehicles. Until 2020 new cars are not allowed to produce more than 95/grams CO2 per kilometer. This restriction is expected to reach a max of 56/grams per kilometer in 2040 (European commission, 2007). Vehicles that do not comply to these rules will face higher tax rates and, in the end, will be banned all together.

These regulations, together with increased environmental concern, have spurred many companies and fleet managers to switch to and stimulate more eco-friendly vehicles (fleets) and modes of transportation.

REGULATIONS

At present, the corporate vehicle option is favoured and stimulated through favourable tax rates, as opposed to mobility budget solution. Consequently, a mobility budget cannot compete with a corporate vehicle in terms of costs. As a result, people and corporates are not willing to change to more sustainable and efficient modes of transportation and rather stick to the cheaper corporate lease vehicles.

But as the mobility problems keep growing the accessibility and liveability of urban areas are worsening. To prevent this from happening, Dutch government is now actively looking for ways to increase mobility efficiency. Adapting current regulations and policies is one such solutions, in which they seek to stimulate more efficient and effective modes of transportation as opposed to personally owned and driver driven vehicles.

KEY FINDINGS

The fleet management market is still growing, this development is spurred by the increased popularity of private lease. Despite these developments’ expectations are that the fleet management market will significantly change. Employers and employees desire more flexible mobility solutions, as opposed to traditional corporate car solution.

Secondly, employers increasingly want to deliver a mobility budget which enables employees to choose their preferred mobility solution. Additionally, employers expect to offer less cars to employees in the future but rather aim to provide a well-balanced mobility offer. In line with these market changes, Deloitte expects fleet managers to become multi-modal mobility providers.

Thirdly, we can see that sustainability and regulations will play a more significant role in the future of mobility. Environmental concern and awareness both stimulate the customer and the government to choose and stimulate more sustainable modes of transportation. These new regulations could create unfavourable conditions for corporate vehicle usage, which in turn would lower customer willingness for such vehicles.
KEY FINDINGS
By combining the different insights from the analysis several conclusions can be drawn about the current position and value proposition of LeasePlan.

NEED FOR FLEXIBLE VEHICLE SOLUTION
From the market developments insights, we can see a need for more flexibility, both from the perspective of the employee and the employer. In addition, employers want to offer employees a mobility budget, enabling them to select their own preferred mobility solution. From the competitor analysis we can conclude that a variety of competitors aim to fulfill this customer need by providing more flexible and multimodal mobility solutions. In contrary, LeasePlan set itself the goal to focus on its core business, which is end to end vehicle leasing contracts. As a result, LeasePlan is currently not able to provide flexible solutions for the changing needs of their customers and for the upcoming mobility budget. LeasePlan relies on partners, such as mobility mix, for delivering such solutions.

VEHICLE LEASING BECOMES LESS POPULAR
Furthermore, research findings indicate that younger generations (millenials) value vehicle ownership/long term lease less as opposed to the baby boomer generation. Additionally, the survey among employers indicated that employers expect to offer less vehicles to their employees in the future. As such, the current focus and strong position of LeasePlan within the corporate B2B fleet management market is expected to decrease in size. For LeasePlan it therefore becomes pivotal to innovate their current mobility services to enable sustainable future growth.

MOBILITY PROVIDER SEGMENT vs. SUBSTITUTE THREAT
At present, LeasePlan provides fleet management services to innovative shared/ride-hailing mobility service providers. Offering these services to those innovative mobility operators provides short-term revenue for LeasePlan. Expectations are that this segment of shared/ride-hailing mobility service providers will increase in size, which in turn would increase the potential market of LeasePlan. But research indicated that one shared vehicle could remove up to 11 owned vehicles from the streets. As such, LeasePlan could cannibalize its current market by enabling and stimulating these services. Additionally, LeasePlan positions itself as intermediary between the OEM and the mobility service providers. Traditionally, LeasePlan is intermediary between the customer and the OEM. But with the expected reductions in vehicle sales OEMs started to look for opportunities to directly finance and lease vehicles to their customers, directly cutting out LeasePlan. OEMs could do so by providing vehicles to LeasePlan at unfavourable rate, which disables them to compete on pricing. This could also happen with the mobility service provider segment, if they buy/lease their vehicles directly from the OEMs at more favourable rates.

DIFFERENTIATION
Based on the internal analysis we can conclude that LeasePlan should look for ways in which they can differentiate from their competitors. Their current and future customers desire more convenient and flexible mobility solutions. Additionally, from the survey we can conclude that employers want to offer less vehicles and switch towards a mobility budget or a well-balanced mobility offer. As such, LeasePlan should aim to facilitate these changing needs of customers and actively look for ways to make their current “vehicle centred” offer more attractive. They could do so by creating more flexible solutions and by tackling several of the mobility pain points their customers currently face.

CONCLUSION CURRENT POSITION LP
By combining the different insights from the analysis several conclusions can be drawn about the current position and value proposition of LeasePlan.

3.0 DEFINE Future of mobility in relation to MaaS
INTRODUCTION
Within the discover phase we sketched a future mobility scenario, in relation to MaaS. Thereafter, we established a view on the current position of LeasePlan within the fleet management market. Within the define phase the goal is to bring these two views together in order to answer the second research question: “What will be the role of LeasePlan in this future, based on their current position?” This will be done by using the insights of the discover phase.

The define phase can be divided into three separate blocks:
3.1 Future visioning: The process starts by analyzing the different relevant context factors, which are gathered within the discover phase. These factors are used to sketch an objective future scenario and enables us to create a future vision specified to LeasePlan, which enables them to sustain future growth.
3.2 Strategic direction: Thereafter a more concrete strategic direction is developed by using the SWOT matrix. By putting the strengths and weaknesses of LeasePlan opposed to the opportunities and threats of the market (in relation to MaaS) desirable, viable and feasible directions can be pinpointed.
3.3 Design brief: Finally, a more concrete and project specific design brief will be developed based on the vision and strategic direction.
3.1 FUTURE VISION
Design of the future vision for LeasePlan

INTRODUCTION
Within the first part of the define phase the goal is to develop a LeasePlan specific future vision, in relation to the MaaS mobility future. This vision can be derived from the gathered context factors, market developments and value drivers from the discover phase. First, we will briefly cover the most relevant and valuable insights and thereafter translate these back to LeasePlans’ current position. Based on this assessment a future vision statement can be defined.

RELEVANT CONTEXT FACTORS

Increased mobility problems as a result of the “vehicle centred” mobility landscape:
- Vehicle travel loss time will increase by 35% between 2017 and 2035
- Rapid urbanization results in excessive mobility demand in cities, leading to sever congestion, gridlock and pollution problems.
  - To make these places accessible and livable regulations and policies will be created that increasing drive vehicles out of the city
  - Few available parking spots in and around urban areas
  - Expensive parking
  - Distant from final destination, need for cost and flexible mobility solutions

Developments within the mobility industry:
- Autonomous vehicles will be able to transport people and goods more efficiently in the near future. Additionally new services and business models can be created on the increased capabilities of such vehicles.
- Connected vehicle technology will enable vehicle monitoring, better customer experiences and vehicle utilization.
- Vehicle ownership will significantly decrease and replaced by more convenient shared and access-based innovative mobility services.

Changing customer needs, spurred by younger generations:
- Customers demand more convenient mobility solutions
  - Customers want a seamless customer journey
  - Mobility solutions should fit the purpose of the trip at hand
  - People want highly convenient digital services at digital cost levels

Customers desire more flexible mobility solutions:
- Customers want the freedom to choose their mobility based on the circumstances and preferences at hand
- People want financial flexibility, enabling them to pay for what they actually need
- Mobility services should be tailored to the customer
  - Provide mobility solutions fit to customer and circumstance specific scenario
  - Enable customers to customize their mobility solution according to their wishes
- People want responsible mobility solutions
  - Environmental awareness is at an all-time high, making people willing to change to more sustainable mobility solutions.
  - People are more conscious about their well-being

CONCLUSION
Based on the above described mobility context factors and value drivers we can assume that the current “vehicle centred” mobility landscape will significantly change. Personally, driver driven vehicle users will experience more and more pain along the traditional vehicle journey. Combined with technological developments this would stimulate them to look for other mobility solutions. Additionally, people want more convenient and flexible mobility solutions fit to their preferences, circumstances and needs at hand, with no strings attached.

The increased mobility problems will challenge the desirability of the current LeasePlan products and service solutions. In addition, current solutions do not fulfill the changing customer mobility needs of the future. Therefore, LeasePlan should aim to pro-actively look for ways to make the current vehicle centred mobility landscape more attractive and desirable. This could be done by taking away the pain points along the current journey of their customers, creating seamless journeys and provide more flexible and convenient solutions.

VISION STATEMENT
Based on the identified context factors and LeasePlan specific conclusion a vision statement could be created. This vision statement is represented in the model below.

“We set out to become the mobility partner of the future, providing careless mobility solutions to our customers”
3.1 STRATEGIC DIRECTION

Define concrete strategic direction

INTRODUCTION

After setting a future vision for LeasePlan for this project it is now time to make the road towards this future vision more concrete by creating a strategic direction. By using the insights of the research phase specific painpoints and opportunities can be identified, which either inhibit or could enable careless travelling for our customers. This strategic direction will be drafted by using the SWOT matrix (fig 18). By putting the strengths and weaknesses of LeasePlan opposed to the opportunities and threats of the market (in relation to MaaS) desirable, viable and feasible directions can be pinpointed.

LEASEPLAN INFLEXIBILITY vs. CHANGING CUSTOMER NEEDS

From the insights of the future mobility analysis and customer survey we can conclude that our current customers want more convenient and flexible mobility solutions. This especially holds true for younger generations, which demand mobility solutions fitting the circumstances and needs at hand. LeasePlans’ current leasing solutions offer customers little flexibility and convenience. Consequently, with the rise of this younger generation expectations are that LeasePlans future market will increasingly drive personally driven vehicles out of the city. This in turn creates a mobility gap in the current journey of LeasePlan customers who live or have to be in cities for work/travel activities. Consequently, vehicles will increasingly lose their value in these vehicle free future cities if no solutions will be found for this mobility gap. This in turn could affect the current market of LeasePlan, especially if you consider that 60% of the population is expected to live within these urban areas (United Nations, 2014).

According to the expert survey done by Arup (2018) MaaS could offer mobility providers the opportunity to target and provide mobility solutions for specific customers and trip segments. As such MaaS could offer LeasePlan an opportunity to fill in the above mentioned mobility gap, by providing a very specific MaaS solution. This solution would require a seamless integration of first/last mile solutions with the traditional vehicle journey of LeasePlan customers. From the research findings we can conclude that this seamless journey can be established by using the principled and characteristics of MaaS (Arup, 2018). By soaping the MaaS solution down to a specific target group and area the solution can become more concrete, desirable, viable and feasible. Ultimately LeasePlan would be able to deliver upon its vision of careless travelling by creating these seamless journeys for their urban customers. Additionally, by tackling the urban mobility pain-points LeasePlan could differentiate itself from its competitors, which is a current weakness of LeasePlan.

MOBILITY AS A SERVICE AN ENABLER

One threat to the current value proposition of LeasePlan is the ongoing urbanization trend and the subsequent mobility problems within those urban areas. From the interview insights with the municipality of Amsterdam we can conclude that future policies and regulations will increasingly drive personally driven vehicles out of the city. This in turn creates a mobility gap in the current journey of LeasePlan customers who live or have to be in cities for work/travel activities. Consequently, vehicles will increasingly lose their value in these vehicle free future cities if no solutions will be found for this mobility gap. This in turn could affect the current market of LeasePlan, especially if you consider that 60% of the population is expected to live within these urban areas (United Nations, 2014).

According to the expert survey done by Arup (2018) MaaS could offer mobility providers the opportunity to target and provide mobility solutions for specific customers and trip segments. As such MaaS could offer LeasePlan an opportunity to fill in the above mentioned mobility gap, by providing a very specific MaaS solution. This solution would require a seamless integration of first/last mile solutions with the traditional vehicle journey of LeasePlan customers. From the research findings we can conclude that this seamless journey can be established by using the principled and characteristics of MaaS (Arup, 2018). By soaping the MaaS solution down to a specific target group and area the solution can become more concrete, desirable, viable and feasible. Ultimately LeasePlan would be able to deliver upon its vision of careless travelling by creating these seamless journeys for their urban customers. Additionally, by tackling the urban mobility pain-points LeasePlan could differentiate itself from its competitors, which is a current weakness of LeasePlan.

MOBILITY AS A SERVICE vs. LEASEPLAN

At the forefront of convenient and flexible mobility solutions lies MaaS. By combining different mobility services on one overarching mobility platform MaaS is able to provide customers with seamless customer journeys, whenever, however and wherever they are. From the literature and expert interviews insights we can conclude that MaaS is capable of and aims to prevent the need for vehicle ownership/long term lease. The current value proposition of LeasePlan is built on long term vehicle leasing solutions. By developing or stimulating MaaS LeasePlan could cannibalize its current market and enable other service providers to capitalize on this opportunity. Secondly, if we compare the requirements and challenges of a desirable, feasible and viable MaaS solution with the weaknesses of LeasePlan we can see several pain-points. If LeasePlan wants to become a MaaS service provider they have to make a transition towards a software, data and service (on a more extensive level than CaaS) company, which is essentially not what they do and are capable of.

In addition, for MaaS to become desirable for the consumer market it has to be reliable and offer available mobility solutions whenever, however and wherever the customer needs it. If the mobility solutions are not widely available customers will not see MaaS as a worthy alternative of the vehicle. Because of these reasons, it is questionable if LeasePlan is capable of and should develop a consumer MaaS proposition.

HARNESS PARTNERSHIP NETWORK & MARKET POSITION TO ENABLE MaaS SOLUTION

Currently, LeasePlan is market leader in the Dutch fleet management market with a vehicle fleet of 160,000 vehicles. This strong market position offers them a variety of benefits. First of all, LeasePlan has a wide customer base spanning across multiple industries. This offers them the opportunity to enter into strategic partnerships, in which they offer fleet management services while they get the expertise of their customers in return. At present, these partnerships are already happening with a variety of LeasePlan customers such as Microsoft.

Secondly, LeasePlan is an interesting partner for a wide variety of mobility providers due to their large customer base. By collaborating with LeasePlan these mobility providers could potentially increase their own customer base/revenue significantly. LeasePlan could use this strong market position to partner up with desired first and last mile mobility providers and as such enable the LeasePlan MaaS proposition.

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS & LEASEPLAN

LeasePlan is an independent multi-brand fleet manager, which enables them to partner with multiple OEMs and mobility startups. As such they are able to get access to the latest technological developments within the industry. Additionally, the fleet of LeasePlan is renewed every 3-4 years which enables them to quickly harness the increased capabilities of these technological developments.

From technology research findings we can conclude that shared, connected and autonomous vehicles will increasingly change the way people move from A to B. This in turn would challenge the value proposition of LeasePlan. For LeasePlan it is therefore pivotal to anticipate the increased capabilities of these technologies early on in their development. This could be achieved by pro-actively collaborating with OEMs.
**DESIGN BRIEF:**

**What should LeasePlan create?**

Based on the set vision and strategic direction a concrete design brief was created. Within this design brief the direction, values, requirements and scope of the development phase are made explicit. Thereafter this design brief will be used as a guideline for the development phase.

Within the strategic direction a clear distinction can be made between short and long term problems and opportunities. Therefore, the development phase is split into two parts; 1) Long term ideation, 2) Short term ideation.

**LONG TERM IDEATION:**

One of the problems, which prevents LeasePlan from delivering careless travelling to its customers is urbanization. This ongoing trend will increasingly drive personally driven vehicle free solutions, creating a mobility gap in the journeys of current and future LeasePlan customers. From the research insights we can conclude that MaaS could be used as a way to enable the transition from the vehicle to first & last mile solutions in the most convenient and seamless way possible. Therefore, we seek to answer the following question in the long term development phase:

**How can LeasePlan enable transportation for their current and future customers, if vehicles are not allowed in the urban centers?**

*Sub questions:*  
1. What initiatives are currently already been going on? How can we use these initiatives in our advantage?  
2. Short term ideation.

**CONSIDERATIONS**

**Current proposition LeasePlan:** Within the ideation phase focus should be put on strengthening and taking away the current and expected pain points along the customer journey of LeasePlan customers who live or work in urban areas.

**Technology:** From the analysis insights we can conclude that the technological developments can significantly change the mobility industry. Therefore, we aim to include the potential capabilities of those technologies within the ideation phase.

**Partnership:** From MaaS research insights we can conclude that MaaS is dependent on partnership network. Therefore, it should be taken into consideration who, where, what and why we should partner with.

**Policy making:** One driver behind the changes in the current mobility landscape is the policy making of the Government. LeasePlan should harness its strong network to participate in this lobbying process.

**REQUIREDS**

From the analysis phase we can identify the following value drivers and service requirements. Within the development phase these can be used as input to generate ideas or as criteria to assess and select ideas/concepts.

**USER VALUE DRIVERS**

- **Flexibility**  
  - Freedom of choice  
  - Financial flexibility  
- **Convenience**  
  - Fit for purpose  
  - Digital solution  
  - Seamless  
  - Personalized  
  - Customizable  
- **Responsible**  
  - Sustainable  
  - Well-being

**SERVICE REQUIREMENTS**

- **Usability**  
  - Ease of use  
  - Quick customer service  
  - Travel guarantee  
  - Best option feature  
- **Customizable**  
- **Reliable**  
- **Available**  
- **Seamless**  
- **Added value**  
  - Costs  
  - Convenience  
  - Environmental impact

**LEASEPLAN REQUIREMENTS**

- Customer centric  
- Visible  
- Flexible  
- Sustainable  
- Intellectual property  
- Added value to current business

**SCOPE:**

**URBAN**

The scope of the development phase can be defined as: “Enabling urban mobility for current and future LeasePlan customers, who live and work in urban areas.” Research findings and expert interviews with the municipality of Amsterdam indicate that cities will increasingly become personally driven vehicle free. Consequently, a mobility gap will exist in the customer journey of this target group. For LeasePlan, to remain relevant and competitive in this highly urbanized future solutions need to be developed, which enable transportation from these urban areas. As such the goal of this project is to use the principles and characteristics of MaaS to develop a specific solution to the future mobility gap of LeasePlan customers. Additionally, the potential benefits of MaaS are very much aligned with the value drivers of the generation Y. Providing such a solution could therefore be attractive to future customers of LeasePlan.

**GENERATION Y**

Generation Y will replace the baby-boomer generation as most dominant customer segment in most industries, including the mobility industry. This younger generation demands more flexible and convenient mobility solutions, fit to circumstances and preferences at hand. LeasePlan currently provides inflexible and long-term leasing contracts, which is contradictory to the needs of this younger generation. From the market research findings we can already see the popularity of vehicles decreasing among this younger generation.

For LeasePlan it therefore becomes pivotal to take this upcoming generation into consideration and anticipate their needs and demands. By doing so LeasePlan is able to capture sustainable future growth in a future where this younger generation becomes the most dominant customer segments.
4.0 DEVELOPMENT PHASE

INTRODUCTION
After defining the vision, strategic direction and setting up the subsequent design brief the development phase can be initiated. Within this development phase the goal is to develop a variety of ideas and turn these ideas into concepts. Within the design brief a distinction is made between long and short term ideation; this separation will also be used within the development phase.

The development phase can be divided into two separate blocks:

4.1 Long term: Within the long term development phase the aim is to answer the long term question: “How can LeasePlan enable transportation for their current and future customers, if vehicles are not allowed in urban centers?”

This will be done by applying the following methods:
1. Facilitating creative sessions
2. Idea mapping
3. Service blueprinting
4. Business modelling

4.2 Short term: Within the short term development phase the aim is to answer the short term question: “How can LeasePlan adapt its current service to offer its customers more flexibility, enabling them to choose their mobility based on the needs and circumstances at hand?”

This will be done by applying the following methods:
1. Facilitating creative sessions
2. Idea mapping
3. Service blueprinting
4. Business modelling

What would the solution look like?
From the analysis phase we can conclude that the long-term viability of LeasePlan will be threatened due to a variety of challenges. These challenges will significantly increase the experienced mobility pain of the current “vehicle centred” mobility landscape. Consequently, they inhibit LeasePlan’s ability to deliver careless travelling to its customers, which in turn affects their value propositions. One of these challenges is rapid urbanization and its subsequent effects on mobility demand, congestion, gridlock and pollution problems. From the interview with the municipality of Amsterdam we can conclude that cities will increasingly drive personally driver driven vehicles out of the city to ensure the accessibility and liveability of those places.

In turn, this would create a mobility gap at the first and last mile of the current and future vehicle centred journey of LeasePlan customers. To fill in this gap and enable careless travelling for our customers we therefore aim to answer the following question in the long-term ideation phase:

How can LeasePlan enable transportation for their current and future customers, if vehicles are not allowed in the urban centers?

Sub questions:
1. What is necessary for LeasePlan to deliver careless travelling?
2. How can LeasePlan use MaaS to enable urban mobility?

Methods long term development phase:
4.1.1 Creative sessions:
- Context exploration
- Preliminary idea generation + Conceptualization
- Benefits Idea
- Reasoning selection

4.1.2 Conceptualization

4.1.3 Idea mapping
4.1.4 Service blueprinting
4.1.5 Business modeling

GOAL OF THE SESSION

Within the sessions the goal is to generate and map ideas based on the insights and value drivers from the analysis phase / design brief. Additionally, these ideas should be aligned with the set future vision and give answer to the set long term question: How can LeasePlan enable urban transportation for its current and future customers, if cities become vehicle free?

By combining the different ideas several preliminary concepts can be created, which can form the basis for the conceptualization phase.

PARTICIPANTS

Within both sessions 4 participants of the potential target group (millenials) participated. As such, the participants were able to draw on their own experiences, while living and using mobility within the urban environment.

SESSION SET-UP

Context exploration: Both sessions started with a thorough exploration of the context, the occurring problems, and opportunities for careless travelling. To do so, a initial H2 was drawn from the analysis insights.

Within the first session participants were asked to do a mindmapping exercise. In the second session participants were asked to fill in a blank customer journey map.

H2 Development: Thereafter the participants were asked to combine and cluster the insights and develop new and more specific H2s.

Idea: The new H2s formed the starting point of a variety of individual and group ideation sessions. By combining and clustering the most fruitful ideas several preliminary concepts could be created and presented.

RESULTS

CONTEXT EXPLORATION

From the context explorations we could identify two strong clusters of insights; 1) Painpoints of urban mobility (Fig 19); 2) Careless travelling (Fig 20). The main findings are depicted besides.

After exploring the context of urban mobility, the participants were asked to cluster the insights and combine them where possible. Thereafter, participants were asked to create new H2s specified to the previously developed clusters. Within both sessions one of the H2s was focussed on enabling the transition from the first and last mile to the traditional vehicle journey. By using these new H2s several preliminary ideas were generated. By combining the different ideas participants were able to develop presentable preliminary concepts. At the following page the selected preliminary concept is briefly explained and the reasoning behind this selection is clarified. In appendix (F-G) the H2’s and other ideas are presented.
SESSIONS IMPRESSION

To enable the car journeys of current and future LeasePlan customers physical mobility hubs are built in combination with a MaaS mobility hub application. At these hubs, customers can seamlessly make the transition from their car or other inter hub mobility solution towards convenient and flexible first and last mile solutions. This seamless transition is enabled by the integrated MaaS mobility hub application. These mobility hubs are strategically placed at the outskirts of the city at locations where mobility demand of our customers is highest, such as the Zuidas or Schiphol. By doing so, LeasePlan is able to prevent vehicle travel loss time experienced within congested inner cities. Additionally, they support the municipality in creating vehicle free urban centers.

1.2 PRELIMINARY IDEA:
LeasePlan Mobility hub/P+R 2.0

1.3 BENEFITS MOBILITY HUB

1.4 REASONING BEHIND CHOICE
Within both sessions the mobility hub was brought forward as most desirable and beneficial concept, if the scenario of car-free cities plays out. If we compare the idea with the design brief criteria and value drivers, we can see some matching factors. The concept aims to strengthen the current “vehicle-centered” value proposition by tackling current and future mobility pain points of our customers. Additionally, the idea shows great potential compared to the value drivers of the users. By giving people access to a variety of convenient and flexible first and last mile solutions, they are offered the freedom to choose their preferred mode of transportation. By using the insights of the MaaS research, the supporting mobility hub application could offer customers high quality and convenient customer experiences.

Secondly, the idea is very scalable in terms of reach and offered services. A basic mobility hub with 3 modes of transport could already fulfill basic mobility needs of customers, but in the future a wide variety of mobility services and additional services could be connected to the mobility hub, making it more attractive for potential customers.

To conclude, the mobility hub offers LeasePlan an opportunity to distinguish itself from its competitors by fulfilling the changing needs of their customers.
Within this part of the development phase the goal is to further conceptualize the preliminary concept from the creative session. Within the conceptualization phase we draw on the insights from the market, MaaS, technology and customer research.

From the preliminary concept a clear distinction can be made between different parts of the concepts: 1) The physical parking space; 2) The digital MaaS mobility hub application; 3) The offered first and last mile solutions; 4) Inter-hub mobility solutions. This distinction will be used within the conceptualization phase to develop more concrete and structured ideas on specific features of the overall concept.

First a brief explanation of the different parts of the mobility hub concept is given to further clarify the concept.

**4.1.2 CONCEPTUALIZATION**
What will the mobility hub look like?

To start of the conceptualization phase the idea mapping process was initiated. Within these sessions a combination of individual and group brainstorming sessions took place. Within these sessions the value drivers, design requirements and analysis insights were linked to the different concept parts. This lead to an comprehensive overview of ideas on specific parts and features, which the mobility hub concept should include. The different ideas are displayed in a infographic.

**4.1.3 IDEA MAPPING:**

To give a brief explanation of the different parts of the mobility hub concept is given to further clarify the concept.

**4.1.4 SERVICE BLUEPRINTING:**

Thereafter a service blueprint was designed to make the concept more concrete and understandable, both from a system and user point of view. While doing so the service can be clarified by connecting the different user interactions with specific front end and back end service features (Shostack, 1982).

**4.1.5 BUSINESS MODELLING:**

Up until now a general view of the desired future mobility hub concept is designed. Within the last part of the conceptualization phase we assess the business model behind the concept and identify the role of LeasePlan in the realization and implementation of the concept. This will be done by using the business model canvas of osterwalder (2009).

---

**BRIEF EXPLANATION:**

Different parts of the mobility hub concept

1. **PHYSICAL LAYER**
   **MOBILITY HUB**

   - **1. PHYSICAL LAYER**
     **MOBILITY HUB**

   - **2. DIGITAL LAYER**
     **MaaS MOBILITY HUB APP**

   - **3. PHYSICAL LAYER**
     **FIRST & LAST MILE**

   - **4. PHYSICAL LAYER**
     **INTER HUB/LP LEASE**

   At the outskirts of key cities in the Netherlands LeasePlan will build a network of mobility hubs. At these hubs first and last mile mobility solutions are integrated and combined with traditional and innovative outer city mobility solutions. As such the mobility hub enables our customers to carelessly and seamlessly travel from A to B in a future where cities will become free of personally driven vehicles.

   **Seamless**
   At these hubs smart technology will enable seamless enter/exit. Secondly, the hubs will be equipped with smart charging infrastructure. And finally, specific drop off/stop on zones are built to enable seamless transitions.

   **Convenience**
   At the mobility hubs a variety of additional services are offered to the customer, creating more convenient journeys.

   **Comfortable/Usability**
   Real time travel information, wayfinding solutions and service points are available at the hub to correctly inform and support the customer.

   **Usability:**
   Via the application LeasePlan customers can get easy access to inter hub carpooling and micro transit solutions.

   **Offered solutions**
   - Shared E bike
   - Shared Ridables
   - P2P ride-hailing
   - Shared ride-hailing services
   - City friendly pots
   - Public transport

   In the future a network of LeasePlan mobility hubs are strategically located throughout the Netherlands. At these hubs LeasePlan customers can park their own lease vehicles and access first and last mile solutions. Secondly, LeasePlan car and ride sharing solutions will be available at these hubs to give non personal vehicle lease customers temporary access to vehicles whenever they are in need. Thirdly, LeasePlan will provide micro transit inter-hub mobility solutions.

   **Convenience:**
   LeasePlan customers have access to various inter-hub and shared vehicle solutions at the hubs. The micro-transit solutions are equipped with high quality work stations, enabling people to work while commuting. Additionally, by transporting masses of people at once LeasePlan is able to reduce the costs of mobility and the required number of cars on the road. This would ultimately reduce congestion and travel loss time.

   **Ease of use:**
   The mobility platform enables best option mobility planning. Additionally, customers are able to easily get required customer service via the application.

   **Seamless**
   Via the application customers can plan, book, pay and get access to their preferred modes of transportation seamlessly and conveniently.

   **Convenience**
   The service offers mobility solutions and advice based on real time travel information. Customer are able to select their preferred modes of transportation based on their personal preferences and the trip at hand.

   **Ease of use:**
   The mobility platform enables best option mobility planning. Additionally, customers are able to easily get required customer service via the application.

   **Usability:**
   Via the application LeasePlan customers can get easy access to inter hub carpooling and micro transit solutions.
1. PHYSICAL MaaS MOBILITY HUB

2. DIGITAL MaaS MOBILITY HUB APPLICATION

3. FIRST & LAST MILE

4. OUTER CITY

- **SEAMLESS**
  - SHARED LP VEHICLES: Access-based shared LeasePlan vehicles available at mobility hub
  - REGULAR LP LEASE: Customers who need to enter or leave the city with their Lease vehicle
  - LP MICROTRANSIT: Mass transit buses driving in between hubs of key cities
  - AUTONOMOUS MICROTRANSIT

- **CONVENIENCE**
  - PRIMARY SERVICES: DYNAMIC JOURNEY PLANNER (Online advisor, Auto plan & book during trip, Real time travel info, Personalized offers)
  - PAYMENT INTEGRATION
  - PLANNING INTEGRATION
  - BOOKING INTEGRATION

- **USABILITY**
  - TARIFF OPTIONS
  - PROFILING ENGINE: Personalized offer
  - DIGITAL CUSTOMER SERVICE PORTAL
  - NAVIGATION SUPPORT
  - CONSUMPTION OVERVIEW: Costs, Eco footprint, Kilometers

- **AVAILABILITY RELIABILITY**
  - SERVICE OPTIMIZATION: Strategic re-distribution based on usage insights
  - ROUTE OPTIMIZATION: Improved data processing capabilities
  - CARPOOLING PORTAL
  - PP SHARING PORTAL: Scheduling assistant

- **VIABILITY**
  - SHARED (E) BIKES: Access-based shared E bikes (Urbeco)
  - SHARED RIDEHAILING: LeasePlan customers who share the similar destinations can share trip legs
  - PUBLIC TRANSPORT: LP mobility hub is connected to public transport
  - SHARED SCOOTERS: Customers who need to enter or leave the city with their Lease vehicle
4.1.4 SERVICE BLUEPRINT
What does the service look like?

Within the idea mapping stage, the preliminary LeasePlan mobility hub concept was ideated upon. This process was semi structured by separating the idea generation phases across the different parts/layers of the concept. At the end of the process the different ideas were mapped out creating a comprehensive overview of the different parts and features of the final future mobility hub concept.

Up until now the mobility hub concept was only clarified from a conceptual point of view, as a sum of all its parts. Therefore, this part of the development phase focuses on clarifying the concept from a user perspective. This has been done by creating a service blueprint (Fig 21). Service blueprinting enables you to clarify the different interactions between the service and the user at specific stages along the customer journey (Shostack, 1982). Additionally, it connects these interactions with the back-end and front-end service processes/features, which enable the delivery of the service.

Within the designed blueprint it is chosen to plot the journey across the following 9 stages. As such, it represents a journey with the most possible service touchpoints. In reality, various trips are possible, changing the number and order of the touchpoints and the subsequent blueprint.

1) Registration
2) Planning
3) Booking
4) First mile
5) Last mile
6) Mobility hub
7) Journey
8) Mobility hub
9) After

Within each stage the journey is described from the user perspective. It describes in detail what the customer does and what he might think. This user perspective is thereafter linked to the service output of the application and the back-end processes, which enable the service.

4.1.5 BUSINESS MODEL
What does the business model of the concept look like?

Within the last part of the conceptualization phase the economic relevance and value of the concept is assessed. This will be done by using the business model canvas of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010). This business model canvas consists of 9 building blocks, which allows us to map out the complete business model of the concept from the perspective of LeasePlan. While doing so the strengths and weaknesses of LeasePlan can be taken into account.

Within this section the most pivotal building blocks of the concept are explained in detail. Thereafter an overview of the canvas can be found.

VALUE PROPOSITION

Within the value proposition building block the value delivery to the different customer segments is clarified. This building block gives answers to the problems or needs, which the concept aims to fulfill.

If we look at the concept several value propositions can be identified.

Enable vehicle centred mobility for urban customers.
The mobility hub concept will enable LeasePlan customers to enter or leave the city by car by offering seamless and convenient multimodal mobility solutions.

Financial flexibility.
The mobility hub concepts enables financial flexibility. Non-lease vehicle owners are able to use vehicles whenever they desire and pay for the actual usage only. Lease vehicle owners are able to drive down costs by sharing their vehicles and/or rides.

Made flexibility.
At the mobility hub a wide variety of mobility services are offered to the customer. The service pro-actively advises the customer on the best solution for the trip at hand based on his preferences. Additionally, customers still have the freedom to choose a different solution whenever they desire to.

Careless mobility.
The mobility hub concept enables careless travelling by taking away the pain points experienced with urban vehicle centred mobility. Secondly, the service integrates planning, booking and payments from the different service providers onto one single platform. By doing so the platform is able to give tailored mobility solutions fit to needs of the customer and circumstances at hand. Furthermore, the payment integration offers mobility expenditure transparency by giving one overview of the total mobility expenditure. The planning integration enables the service to give best mobility solutions based on real time travel info.

KEY PARTNERS

From the MaaS research insights we can conclude that MaaS propositions require a strong partnership network. Therefore, LeasePlan has to establish a partnership network in order for them to realize the mobility hub concept. These partnerships will be strategically made based on the strengths and weaknesses of LeasePlan.

Mobility service provider (MSP)
Based on the internal SWOT analysis we can question if LeasePlan is able to and should develop the application for the mobility hub concept. Moreover, if we look at the MaaS benchmark we can see that several MSPs outside of the Netherlands already deliver level 2-5 MaaS solutions. One such companies is Whim, a Scandinavian MSP who delivers level 2 MaaS in multiple countries. Whim has expressed the desire to enter the Dutch market but they have difficulty in finding transport partner operators.

LeasePlan could partner with Whim with the aim to develop a white label MaaS mobility hub concept, based on the already existing MaaS platform of Whim. This would allow LeasePlan to deliver a LeasePlan branded application without having the need for inhouse development, which is a current weakness of LeasePlan.

Transport operators:
From the internal analysis we can conclude that LeasePlan solely focusses on delivering Caas solutions. Therefore LeasePlan requires partner transport operators which could fill in the first and last mile gap and who can be integrated on the MaaS mobility hub platform.

Having a partnership agreement with LeasePlan can be very interesting for transport operators due to the large customer base of LeasePlan within the Netherlands (180,000 vehicles). This could offer transport operators significant increases in market size and revenue.
An overview of the business model canvas with the key findings could significantly reduce the total amount of vehicles. This would ultimately involve the Rijkswaterstaat in the development of inter-hub autonomous micro-transit solutions. For LeasePlan it therefore becomes pivotal to anticipate and steer this process by actively participating in the mobility lobby of the Netherlands. At present, LeasePlan is the biggest fleet manager in the Netherlands, giving them a considerable voice. Parking operators need physical parking lots. Instead of building new parking lots LeasePlan could partner with municipalities and businesses who are responsible for already existing parking solutions. From expert interviews with the municipality we can conclude that the current P+R solutions do not function optimally; this can be attributed to the offered services at those P+Rs. LeasePlan could improve the attractiveness of these P+Rs by: 1) increasing the available first and last mile solutions; 2) making the transition to and from these first and last mile solutions seamless, convenient and comfortable. This could be achieved by integrating the P+R with the digital MaaS mobility hub concept.

OEMs

Based on the trend analysis and technology scouting insights we can argue that the current “vehicle centred” mobility landscape will significantly change. The capabilities and functionalities of vehicles will significantly change due to technological developments, such as connected and autonomous vehicles. This offers traditional mobility players great opportunities but also threatens the ones that fail to anticipate these technological developments. Additionally, customers desire more purpose-built vehicles fit to the transportation purpose at hand. LeasePlan completely relies on OEMs for the delivery of vehicles. For LeasePlan it therefore becomes pivotal to partner with these OEMs, which would allow them to anticipate the impact and increased capabilities of such technological developments.

Road and infrastructure management companies

The future mobility hub concept anticipates the existence of autonomous vehicles. Using such vehicles requires substantial changes to the currently available infrastructure, which in turn requires commitment and collaboration of the Dutch Rijkswaterstaat. For LeasePlan it therefore becomes pivotal to involve the Rijkswaterstaat in the development of inter-hub autonomous micro-transit solutions. This would ultimately benefit both stakeholders because these micro-transit solutions could significantly reduce the total amount of vehicles.

HOW CAN LEASEPLAN PROFIT FROM THIS

SOLUTION

LeasePlan can benefit from the proposed MaaS mobility hub concept in various ways. A distinction will be made between direct and indirect profit flows;

DIRECT PROFIT MOBILITY HUB CONCEPT

Enable vehicle centred mobility for urban customers; By seamlessly connecting first and last mile mobility solutions LeasePlan is able to provide vehicle centred mobility to its customers. As such, they are able to compete in a future where cities become free of driver driven vehicles. Additionally, the benefits and convenience of the service could attract new customers to LeasePlan, which in turn would boost the revenue of LeasePlan.

Generate additional revenue from connected first and last mile solutions; Within the designed business model LeasePlan buys large mobility bundles from partner mobility operators, allowing them to negotiate favourable prices. In turn, this allows LeasePlan to resell these mobility services via their MaaS mobility hub concept at a slightly higher price offering them a small profit margin.

Additional revenue from interhub mobility services; LeasePlan could generate additional revenue by offering interhub and shared vehicles at the mobility hub. Additionally, LeasePlan could potentially ask premium prices for the interhub mobility solution as it could provide high quality and convenient mobility services. Especially, if they are given access to the emergency lane during rush hours.

LeasePlan dedicated services at hub; By providing commercial and maintenance activities at the mobility hub LeasePlan is able to profit in multiple ways. By showcasing new and second-hand vehicles at these locations LeasePlan is able to boost its sales, creating additional revenue. Additionally, by doing so LeasePlan is able to increase its brand awareness. By providing maintenance activities at these strategically positioned locations LeasePlan could potentially save costs. This can be attributed to the fact that these locations are along the standard commute of customers, as such it would require pick up/delivery or replacement vehicles.

INDIRECT PROFITS

Revenue from secondary services; At the mobility hub several secondary services will be offered, which are either organized by LeasePlan or partners. In both cases, LeasePlan could generate additional revenue by either renting space or providing these services themselves.

Governmental support; The mobility hub concept could get funded since it supports the mobility goals of the municipality and the government. This would benefit the customer since the costs of the service would become lower. As such, the solution becomes more attractive to the customer which in turn could increase the number of customers.

OVERVIEW OF THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS WITH THE KEY FINDINGS
4.2 SHORT TERM DEVELOPMENT
How to increase flexibility of LeasePlan?

From our research findings we can conclude that our current customers are already seeking more flexible and convenient mobility solutions, as opposed to the traditional vehicle leasing model. In addition, expectations are that this need will further increase due to the upcoming millennials and increased vehicle centred mobility problems.

From the competitor analysis insights, we can conclude that several competitors of LeasePlan are already providing more flexible and convenient mobility solutions. Secondly, substitute innovative mobility services increasingly pose a threat to the current vehicle leasing business model as they are fulfilling the same mobility needs under more flexible and convenient conditions. From the market analysis we can see a rapid increase in the amount and popularity of these innovative mobility service providers such as Car2Go, Uber, Snapp car, Amber etc.

For the short-term success of LeasePlan it therefore becomes pivotal to align their current mobility solutions with the changing needs of their customers. Based on the vision statement of LeasePlan “Deliver any car, any time, anywhere” they also have the desire to do so. Some initiatives have already been initiated in this direction, such as the corporate vehicle sharing solution/application. But compared to their competitors and the above-mentioned innovative mobility providers LeasePlan lacks behind in terms of flexible and convenient CaaS solutions. Therefore, first horizon developments will aim to establish more shared and flexible vehicle mobility solutions fit to the everchanging needs of current and future customers.

Within the first horizon focus is put on answering the first question: How can LeasePlan adapt its current service to offer its customers more flexibility, enabling them to choose their mobility based on the needs and circumstances at hand?

Sub questions:
1. What initiatives are currently already being going on? How can we use these initiatives in our advantage?

Methods short term development phase:
4.2.1 Creative sessions:
- Context exploration
- Preliminary idea conceptualization
- Benefits idea
- Reasoning selection

4.2.1 Conceptualization:
- Idea mapping
- Customer journey mapping
- Business modeling

4.2.1 CREATIVE SESSION

GOAL OF THE SESSION
The goal of the session was to answer the main question posed in the short-term mobility strategy of LeasePlan: How can LeasePlan adapt its current service to offer its customers more flexibility, enabling them to choose their mobility based on the needs and circumstances at hand?

The final goal of the sessions is a set of ideas that give answer to the main question and is based on the insights gathered during the session.

PARTICIPANTS
The internal session was facilitated with 4 LeasePlan employees with varying background, ranging from marketing to technology/IT. By doing so the participants could draw on their experience working at LeasePlan and draw on their expertise from their own respective fields.

SESSION SET-UP
Context exploration: The session started with a thorough exploration of the context and the occurring problems and potential opportunities. The session started with an initial H2, which was drawn from the research findings. The participants were asked to build a mind map around this H2.

H2 Development: Thereafter the participants were asked to combine and cluster the insights and form new and more specific H2s.

Ideation: The new H2s formed the input for a variety of idea generation methods both individually and as a group, which resulted in an abundance of ideas. By combining and clustering the most fruitful ideas several worked out concept could be created and presented.

RESULTS

CONTEXT EXPLORATION

From the context explorations we could identify two strong clusters of insights: 1) Types of flexibility (Fig 23) ; 2) Flexibility enablers (Fig 24). The main findings are depicted besides.

After exploring the context of flexible mobility solutions, from a LeasePlan perspective, the LeasePlan employees were asked to cluster and combine the insights were possible. Similar to the long-term sessions, LeasePlan employees were asked to turn these combinations and clusters into more specific H2s. These H2s were the starting point for the ideation phase, in which preliminary solutions were developed. Underneath, only the selected H2 and subsequent concept is briefly explained.
For our customers it becomes more and more important to be able to get access to vehicles whenever they desire, with no strings attached. LeasePlan could fulfill this need by providing access-based shared vehicles. Currently, LeasePlan provides a subscription based shared corporate vehicle solution which can be used by the employees of the specific corporate only.

For smaller LP customers such as SMEs and private individuals this solution is not viable as the monthly fee does not outweigh actual usage. By allowing vehicle sharing across multiple companies and individuals, based on a pay per use business model, the solution becomes more desirable and viable for the smaller LP customers as well. The viability and the feasibility of the concept can be spurred by strategically locating these vehicles at areas where the concentration of LeasePlan customers and mobility demand is highest. As such, LeasePlan could guarantee itself from certain levels of utilization.

1.2.1 PRELIMINARY IDEA 1
LeasePlan vehicle sharing 2.0

For our customers it becomes more and more important to be able to get access to vehicles whenever they desire, with no strings attached. LeasePlan could fulfill this need by providing access-based shared vehicles. Currently, LeasePlan provides a subscription based shared corporate vehicle solution which can be used by the employees of the specific corporate only.

For smaller LP customers such as SMEs and private individuals this solution is not viable as the monthly fee does not outweigh actual usage. By allowing vehicle sharing across multiple companies and individuals, based on a pay per use business model, the solution becomes more desirable and viable for the smaller LP customers as well. The viability and the feasibility of the concept can be spurred by strategically locating these vehicles at areas where the concentration of LeasePlan customers and mobility demand is highest. As such, LeasePlan could guarantee itself from certain levels of utilization.
How can LeasePlan deliver vehicle sharing

From the preliminary idea we can derive that most concept development is application driven. Therefore, the conceptualization phase will mainly focus on the development of both applications.

Within the conceptualization phase we draw on the insights from the market, MaaS, technology and customer research.

Idea mapping:
To start of the conceptualization phase the idea mapping process was initiated. Within these sessions a combination of individual and group brainstorming sessions took place. While doing so, the value drivers, design requirements and analysis insights were linked to the different concept layers. This lead to an overview of a variety of ideas each building up to the future vehicle sharing proposition. The ideas are visualized in an infographic on the next page.

Service blueprinting:
Thereafter a service blueprint was designed to make the sharing concept more concrete and understandable, both from a system and user point of view. While doing so the service can be clarified by connecting the different user interactions with specific front end and back end service features (Shostack, 1982).

Business modelling:
Up until now a general view of the desired future mobility hub concept is designed. Within the last part of the conceptualization phase we assess the business model behind the concept and identify the role of LeasePlan in the realization and implementation of the concept. This will be done by using the business model canvas of osterwalder (2009).
SERVICE BLUEPRINT
What does the service look like?

Within the previous short term development stages the LeasePlan shared mobility 2.0 service was ideated upon. This resulted in a comprehensive idea mapping overview divided over the different parts/layers of the concept. Each part of the concept consists of a set of feature ideas that built up the final LeasePlan shared mobility 2.0 service.

This part of the development phase focuses on clarifying the concept from a user perspective. Similar to the long term development phase, this has been done by creating a service blueprint (fig 25).

The developed service blueprint consists of the following 7 steps:
1) Registration
2) Planning
3) Booking
4) Enter
5) Journey
6) Exit
7) After

Within each stage the journey is described from the user perspective. It describes in detail what the customer does and what he might think. Thereafter this user perspective is linked to the service output of the application and the back-end processes, which enable the service.

BUSINESS MODEL
What does the business model of the concept look like?

Fig 25 Service blueprint vehicle sharing 2.0
Fig 26 Business model canvas vehicle sharing 2.0
5.1 DELIVER PHASE  
ROADMAP TO SUCCESS

From the research, analysis and development phase we now know what the future mobility landscape looks like and what LeasePlan should do in the long and short term to obtain sustainable future growth. Within this chapter an innovation roadmap will be designed to support the realization of the future mobility hub concept. Within this roadmap a step by step process will be sketched out, which enables LeasePlan to direct current and future developments towards the realization of the future mobility hub concept and deliver upon their vision.

The deliver phase consist of the following chapters:
S.1  LeasePlan and the future of mobility
    - Current situation
    - Future direction
S.1.2 Introduction: Three horizons model
S.1.3 First horizon: Mature current business
S.1.4 Second horizon: Transition
S.1.5 Third horizon: Enable careless traveling
S.1.6 Tactical roadmap
S.1.7 Strategic roadmap
S.2 Evaluation

5.1.1 LEASEPLAN FUTURE MOBILITY  
ROADMAP TO SUCCES

5.1.1 CURRENT SITUATION
LeasePlan is the biggest car leasing company in the Netherlands. Their core business is centred around full service CaaS leasing proposition with typical contract lengths of 4-5 years. Based on the customer survey and trend analysis insights we can conclude that current and future LeasePlan customers demand more flexible and convenient mobility solutions, fit to the circumstances and needs at hand. This can be attributed to the fundamentally different lifestyles and characteristics of the upcoming younger generations and the expected rapid increases in congestion, pollution and vehicle travel loss time. Consequently, in this future the value proposition of LeasePlan will be increasingly challenged.

At present, LeasePlan is mainly commercially driven and focused on maximizing financial performance and vehicle sales. Despite this, LeasePlan identified the above-mentioned market developments and initiated the what’s next strategy.

FUTURE DIRECTION:
Within this what’s next strategy LeasePlan set itself the vision to deliver: “Any car, anytime and anywhere”. While doing so they want to be front runner in the ongoing access over ownership trend and deliver their customer CaaS solutions which are completely flexible in vehicle type and duration, with no strings attached.

They want to enable this strategy by focusing on the following key pillars:
    - Continue growth within the CaaS market
    - The power of one LeasePlan
    - Carnext.com
    - Go digital, via LeasePlan digital
    - Sustainability

At present, some initiatives have already been initiated in this direction. One such examples is the shared corporate vehicle solution, which enables colleagues to share one common vehicle via the LeasePlan carsharing application.
5.1.2 THREE HORIZONS MODEL

**INTRODUCTION**

To develop this innovation roadmap the three horizons model of Baghai et al. (1991) is used. For big established companies like LeasePlan, it can be difficult to focus on current business performance and anticipate far future opportunities at the same time. Significant changes and differences can be identified if we compare the current operations of LeasePlan with the operations and requirement of the future mobility hub concept. To enable this transition and changes to the current operations LeasePlan should gradually work towards developing and implementing the proposed solution. The three horizons models support this process by aligning current business processes and developments with far future growth opportunities. The method would ultimately create a step by step innovation process, which enables LeasePlan to gradually realize and deliver upon its future vision.

**THE DIFFERENT HORIZONS**

Within this three horizons model, each horizon stands for a specific strategic business innovation lifecycle. The overlapping nature of the different lifecycles enable companies to go through continuous innovation (Simonsen L.W.L. & Hultink E.J., 2017). Within the first horizon developments focus on maturing the current business and maximizing current business performance. Within the second horizon new features and functions are added and requirement of the future mobility hub concept. T o enable careless vehicle centred mobility in a future where cities become carless vehicle centred mobility in a future where cities become carless vehicle centred mobility, a concept was created that establishes flexible mobility services. To prevent this from happening we set ourselves the vision to enable careless travelling by taking away the pain points along the vehicle centred journey. Within the long-term development phase, a concept was created that establishes carless vehicle centred mobility in a future where cities become carless vehicle centred mobility. This concept is built up from multiple feature and service ideas displayed on the idea map. The different ideas will be used as input for the pathway mapping process of the first horizon.

Within the second and third horizon the goal is to generate and deliver new value to our customers and the business of LeasePlan. Based on the expert interviews and research insights we can conclude that the current vehicle centred journey of LeasePlan customers will become more and more inefficient and painful in the future. This would ultimately increase the willingness of our customers to change to alternative and more convenient and flexible mobility services. To prevent this from happening we set ourselves the vision to enable careless travelling by taking away the pain points along the vehicle centred journey. Within the long-term development phase, a concept was created that establishes carless vehicle centred mobility in a future where cities become carless vehicle centred mobility. This concept is built up from multiple feature and service ideas displayed on the idea map. The different ideas will be used as input for the pathway mapping process of the first horizon.

**HOW IS THE MODEL APPLIED**

As explained above, first horizon development focus on maturing the current business of LeasePlan and maximizing performance. Based on the market and customer research findings we can conclude that current LeasePlan customers desire more flexible and convenient mobility solutions. To fulfill these changing customer needs a short-term concept was developed that would increase the flexibility and convenience of the current fleet of LeasePlan. This concept is built up from multiple feature and service ideas displayed on the idea map. The different ideas will be used as input for the pathway mapping process of the first horizon.

Within the second and third horizon the goal is to generate and deliver new value to our customers and the business of LeasePlan. Based on the expert interviews and research insights we can conclude that the current vehicle centred journey of LeasePlan customers will become more and more inefficient and painful in the future. This would ultimately increase the willingness of our customers to change to alternative and more convenient and flexible mobility services. To prevent this from happening we set ourselves the vision to enable careless travelling by taking away the pain points along the vehicle centred journey. Within the long-term development phase, a concept was created that establishes carless vehicle centred mobility in a future where cities become carless vehicle centred mobility. This concept is built up from multiple feature and service ideas displayed on the idea map. The different ideas will be used as input for the pathway mapping process of the first horizon.

**TIMEPACING STRATEGY**

The final vision of the roadmap is set at 2030, the choice for 2030 can be attributed to several factors. First of all, based on the research insights we can assume that the municipality of Amsterdam aims to significantly reduce the number of personally driven vehicles from now until 2030. They aim to do so by reducing the number of parking places, only allowing specific vehicles in the inner city, price inner city vehicle usage etc. (Municipality of Amsterdam, 2015). As such the proposed mobility hub concept should become more and more desirable from 2025 up to 2030. Secondly, market and technological developments are expected to significantly change the current vehicle centred mobility landscape by 2030. Expectations are that autonomous vehicle will become more and more available between 2025 and 2030. Additionally, the availability and popularity of shared vehicles is expected to accelerate after 2025 (ING, 2018). Subsequently, this is expected to challenge the need for vehicle ownership and long-term leasing contracts. Despite these expected developments there are still regulatory and political barriers, which inhibit the widespread implementation of such technologies and services.

To conclude, the above-mentioned developments within the mobility industry would all challenge the current value proposition of LeasePlan. Therefore, LeasePlan should provide solution in line with these developments by 2030.

**CURRENT TIMEPACING STRATEGY**

The history of LeasePlan and its previous product and service launches have been analysed in order for us to determine a feasible development and implementation timing strategy for the proposed roadmap. LeasePlan was originally founded in 1961 within the Netherlands. Since then have grown to become global market leader in the fleet management market. At present, they have a vehicle fleet of over 1.8 million vehicles and are present in 30 countries. If we compare the developments within the mobility industry to the development of LeasePlan we can see that they are a slow mover. Up until recently, the development of LeasePlan was mainly focused on bringing small incremental changes to already existing CaaS solutions, which were mostly financially driven. Compared to competitors LeasePlan lacks behind in the development and implementation of flexible and convenient mobility services.

Since 2017 LeasePlan initiated LeasePlan digital with the goal to deliver more innovative and convenient digital CaaS solutions at digital cost levels. In line with this ambition LeasePlan Nederland started the development of the corporate vehicle sharing application, which was launched in January of 2018. At present, LeasePlan Nederland and LeasePlan digital collectively developed an extension to this service by creating a Leasing service which could be shared among friends. Expectations were that this service would go live in February, but this got prolonged until April. By partnering with technology companies and other mobility industry players LeasePlan is able to collectively develop and implement an innovative digital mobility solution within a year, on average. This can vary depending on the size and complexity of the service.
5.1.3 FIRST HORIZON
How to increase flexibility of LeasePlan?

INTRODUCTION

From the analysis phase we can conclude that our current and future customers desire more flexible and convenient mobility solutions, with no strings attached. From the internal analysis we can conclude that the current CaaS solutions of LeasePlan do not meet these desired levels of convenience and flexibility. Additionally, the trend analysis and competitor analysis show that the mobility market is in a flux of change. Several direct competitors of LeasePlan are already delivering more flexible mobility solutions and the amount and popularity of substitute innovative mobility service providers is increasing rapidly. Based on these findings we can conclude that it becomes pivotal for LeasePlan to deliver solutions fit to the changing needs of their customers on the short-term.

Therefore, the short-term development phase focussed on generating and developing a solution that would increase the flexibility and convenience of the current fleet of LeasePlan. This led to the LeasePlan sharing 2.0 concept. The development and implementation strategy behind the LeasePlan sharing 2.0 concept will be plotted within the first horizon of the concept.

THE STARTING POINT OF THE ROADMAP

The LeasePlan sharing 2.0 concept for the short-term success of LeasePlan is an extension to the already existing shared corporate vehicle solution LeasePlan currently provides. Therefore, the starting point of the roadmap is the already existing shared corporate vehicle solution. Before we start explaining the developments within the first horizon we will first briefly clarify and explain the already existing shared corporate vehicle solution.

The shared corporate vehicle solution is based on a premium monthly subscription model. This subscription gives customers one shared vehicle and access to the supporting application. This vehicle can solely be shared among employees of the company that carries the responsibility over the leasing contract.

Features included in the shared corporate vehicle application:
- Keyless entry
- Available cars displayed on map
- Navigation option to car location (Maps extension)
- Basic booking terminal
- Date/time reservation option
- No detailed availability overview/schedule available
- Booking overview
- Previous trips and subsequent costs
- Ability to change upcoming booking

Vehicle technology:
- built in keyless entry terminal

IMPROVEMENTS FIRST HORIZON

After clarifying the existing concept, it is now time to address the first horizon developments of the conceptualized and proposed LeasePlan sharing 2.0 concept.

BUSINESS MODEL DEVELOPMENTS

From premium subscription model to pay per use:
The current corporate car sharing solution is offered as a premium monthly subscription model. As such, vehicle utilization should outweigh the premium monthly fee for the solution to become attractive to customers. Consequently, the service is predominantly used by big corporates who have a bunch of employees with occasional vehicle mobility needs. The current solution is not attractive for private individuals, SMEs and small corporates because the premium monthly fee significantly outweighs their occasional need for a vehicle. LeasePlan could make the shared vehicle service attractive to its smaller customer segments by enabling pay per use. By doing so customers can get access to shared LeasePlan vehicles whenever needed and pay for actual usage only, with no further strings attached.

Competitor within the industry:
Amber, a small Dutch mobility service start-up is already providing pay per use shared B2B vehicles. Amber charges a usage fee of 0.25 euro a minute. LeasePlan has a significant competitive advantage over Amber due to their existing customer base, global scale and fleet management experience.

- Different manuals available in the application
- Customer service available via displayed phone number

SERVICE FEATURES

How to increase flexibility of LeasePlan?

- Trip monitoring software: GPS, Telematics (Location, KMs, Fuel consumption, eco footprint etc.)
- Demand & supply monitor
- Demand & supply viability check
- Re-distribution logistics

SERVICE OPTIMIZATION

Next to the development of the application LeasePlan also needs to develop the physical layer of the concept, which enables the trip. This physical layer covers the vehicle and its required utilities for the service to be delivered to the customer.

- Re-distribution logistics
- Convenience of the service
- Extension sharing network:
- Trip monitoring software: GPS, Telematics (Location, KMs, Fuel consumption, eco footprint etc.)
- Demand & supply monitor
- Demand & supply viability check
- Re-distribution logistics

To enable this service LeasePlan has to:
- Partner with contractors, municipalities and neighbourhoods
- Initiate marketing/sales campaign
- Partner with contractors, municipalities and neighbourhoods

To reach potential customers LeasePlan has to:
- Give multiple companies and customers access to same shared vehicles
- Define and create new sharing groups

Use case overview:
Within the application an overview can be found which displays overall mobility expenditure, ecological footprint and driven kilometres

PHYSICAL LAYER

Next to the development of the application LeasePlan also needs to develop the physical layer of the concept, which enables the trip. This physical layer covers the vehicle and its required utilities for the service to be delivered to the customer.

Parking spots:
The deployment of shared vehicles requires dedicated parking spots. LeasePlan could collaborate with municipalities and existing customers in getting these spots. By using the available parking spots of LeasePlan customers LeasePlan is able to
position their vehicles as near to their customers as possible. Secondly, the municipality would benefit from providing a parking spot for shared vehicles as research indicates that one such vehicle could prevent the need for 11 personally owned vehicles.

**Charging infrastructure:**
LeasePlan should provide fast charging stations at the strategic home base locations of the shared vehicles. By being able to quickly recharge vehicles, their subsequent availability and utilization could potentially increase.

**Fit for purpose vehicles:**
LeasePlan could fulfill the need for purpose-built vehicles by providing shared vehicles specified to area and user group specific characteristics and needs.

## PREPARATION SECOND HORIZON

Based on the mobility hub concept and its subsequent business model, we can conclude that the mobility hub concept requires collaborations and partnership between a variety of stakeholders. These partnerships and collaborations should be initiated within the first horizon to ensure that LeasePlan is able to deliver a basic version of the mobility hub concept in the second horizon.

**Whim white label partnership:**
The partnership with whim is the most important partnership for the realization of the mobility hub concept. The goal of this partnership is to develop a white label LeasePlan MaaS mobility hub application based on the already existing MaaS platform of Whim. This application would enable the seamless transitions between the LeasePlan Car2go solutions and the first and last mile solutions. The goal is to establish the partnership in the first horizon and co-develop the application with LeasePlan digital and whim.

**Parking operators:**
The mobility hub concept is a physical space where all sorts of mobility come together. As such, it requires space for parking of vehicles and different first and last mile solutions. Additionally, at the mobility hub, there should be room for secondary services such as flex offices, retail spaces, hospitality companies, etc. Instead of building these locations themselves, LeasePlan could collaborate with municipalities and private companies that are responsible for the current P+R solutions. From the expert interviews and the “mobiletsaanpak 2030” (2013) strategy, we can conclude that the municipality of Amsterdam want to enhance and improve the current P+R solutions. LeasePlan could support the municipality in doing so by collaborating with these stakeholders, which would benefit both the municipality and LeasePlan.

## IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

The LeasePlan shared mobility service 2.0 is an extension to the already existing corporate car sharing solution. Consequently, the development of the concept requires some minor changes to the already existing service and application. The development of the concept will be done iteratively. First, a basic version of the concept will be developed which only incorporates the required features for the new service to run. This basic version would allow LeasePlan to initiate small pilots with existing customers. At first, these pilots will be run at strategic locations in Amsterdam where the concentration and demand for mobility of our customers is the highest. Example locations include The Zuidas, Schiphol, Sloterdijk etc. LeasePlan could initiate build, measure learn cycle as described by the lean methodology (Ries, 2011). These pilots would generate preliminary usage data and customer feedback. Based on the gathered insights, LeasePlan could continuously validate and iteratively improve and add features to the service.

**Pilot features, which have to be included in the basic version:**
- Enable pay per use business model
  - Calculate a pay per use rate, which makes the shared vehicle both viable and desirable
  - Connect pay per use rate with trip monitor data
  - Integration of payment (Mobile, Visa)
- Data monitoring
  - Trip monitor through vehicle GPS and Telematics (Location, KMs, fuel consumption, eco footprint etc.)
  - Supply and demand monitor
  - Set viability baseline conditions
- Extended Shared application between companies
  - In application feedback form

### 2nd iteration, increase convenience and desirability

Within the second iteration focus is put on optimizing the required features and quality of the basic version. Secondly, within the second iteration nice to have service optimizations such as the scheduling assistant, digital customer service portal and comprehensive trip-report/overview could be incorporated. Thirdly, since the application will be made available for private individuals and SMEs, it has to compete with consumer-focused innovative substitute mobility providers such as Amber, Car2go etc. Compared to these competitors, the current LeasePlan sharing application lacks behind in graphical layout, attractiveness, which subsequently affects the usability of the service. Therefore, an iteration should be made on the graphical layout of the application by using the gathered feedback from the initial basic pilot version.

### 3rd iteration, extend customer base

Within the first two iterations focus was put on optimizing and developing the service according to the wishes of the customers. This enabled LeasePlan to create a sharing proposition fit to the needs of its customers, offering the required level of quality, flexibility and convenience. With this validated service, the goal of the third iteration is to increase the availability of the service beyond the initial strategic locations and pilot groups and move towards multiple other interesting locations and sharing groups. This can be done by using the generated data on supply and demand and by using the calculated baseline viability check. Additionally, within this iteration partnerships with contractors and municipalities could be established in order to identify feasible and viable neighborhoods and areas where LeasePlan shared vehicles could be deployed.

### 4th iteration, fit for purpose vehicles

Based on the generated usage insights and customer feedback, LeasePlan could seek to deploy fit for purpose vehicles. These vehicles could be specified according to the needs of the customers and circumstances of the trip. Within the crowded inner city, LeasePlan could for instance seek to deploy light electric vehicles, which can easily be easily parked and maneuvered.

## REQUIRED RESOURCES

**LeasePlan digital:**
For the development of the service and its subsequent features, a dedicated development team within LeasePlan digital should be made available.

**Marketing & Sales:**
In order for LeasePlan to extend the availability of the shared 2.0 proposition partnerships have to be created and marketing and sales campaigns have to be initiated. These campaigns can be initiated within the current customer base of LeasePlan.
**5.1.4 SECOND HORIZON**

**Introduction**

From the market research insights, we can assume that vehicle travel loss time has significantly increased by now, this especially holds true in and around urban areas. To ensure the accessibility and liveability of these urban areas the Dutch government and municipalities started initiating policies and regulations that drive personally driver driven vehicles out of the city. As a result, LeasePlan customers who live or work in these key cities experience significant mobility problems and a mobility gap at the first and last mile of their vehicle centred journey.

Therefore, the focus of the long-term development phase was to develop solution that takes away these pain points to take away these pain points and enables vehicle centred mobility for urban LeasePlan customers. This led to the mobility hub concept, which seamlessly connects the vehicle journey with convenient and flexible first and last mile solutions. By doing so the mobility gap at the first and last mile is solved in a flexible and convenient manner. Within the second horizon the goal is to develop a basic version of the mobility hub concept and initiate pilots. Based on the gathered insights and customer feedback, LeasePlan could iteratively improve the mobility hub concept.

**Mobility Hub Concept**

Based on the conceptualized mobility hub concept we can derive 4 different concept parts. This separation is also used within the conceptualization and idea mapping process. Therefore, this separation is used in the mapping process to structure the roadmap.

**MaaS Mobility Hub Application**

Continue whitelabel development mobility hub concept:

Within the second horizon, LeasePlan continues the collaboration with Whim for the development of the whitelabel MaaS mobility hub application. Within this collaboration, LeasePlan digital and Whim co-creatively develop a LeasePlan branded MaaS mobility hub application based on the current MaaS platform of Whim. This requires minor adjustments to the current available MaaS application/platform of Whim. The current MaaS platform of Whim already features most of the mapped-out ideas from the MaaS mobility hub application.

As such, LeasePlan does not have to develop these features themselves since they will be using the existing technology, experience and expertise of Whim. Within the roadmap we have therefore chosen not to cover the development of the application in depth.

**Physical Mobility Hub**

**Continuous partnership parking operators:**

The realization of the mobility hub concept requires access to strategically located parking lots. Within the first horizon, LeasePlan already entered into partnerships with parking operators and municipalities to develop dedicated parking lots for the shared LeasePlan vehicles. Within the second horizon, LeasePlan extends this partnership by tapping into a strategic partnership with P+R parking operators. The goal of this strategic partnership is to create favourable conditions for both involved parties. LeasePlan can make the P+R locations more attractive by providing the digital infrastructure and connected first and last mile solutions, which enable seamless and convenient transitions to and from the city. Secondly, LeasePlan aims to improve the physical space of the P+R locations by improving the existing utilities and by offering additional services. This would increase the convenience and comfort of the experience and the transition. In turn, this would make the current P+Rs more attractive and functional which is the goal of the municipality of Amsterdam according to the "mobilitietsbeeld 2030" (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2013).

**Added mobility hub features in the first horizon:**

- Seamless entry/exit: Number plate recognition connected to MaaS mobility hub application
- Providing charging infrastructure for LP vehicles and first and last mile solutions
- Hop-on/hop off location for seamless transition to Shared ride hailing, public transport and interhub solutions
- Safety features: Cameras, enclosed parking, security

**Convenient primary services:**

- Enhanced waiting areas
- Wi-Fi accessibility
- Digital wayfinding
- Real time travel information displays

**First and Last Mile Solutions**

First and last mile mobility solutions have to be available at the mobility hub to enable the complete journey of the customer. From the strategy of LeasePlan we can conclude that LeasePlan solely provides Car2Go solutions. Therefore, LeasePlan has to partner up with first and last mile mobility operators to ensure the availability of such services. LeasePlan functions as integrator within these partnerships, they buy a large bundle of mobility and in return request for the integration of the APIs of these mobility operators onto...
the White label MaaS mobility hub platform. By doing so planning, booking and payment of the different services can be integrated enabling seamless and convenient transitions.

Second horizon first and last mile solutions ranked in importance:

- Public transport (NS, GVB)
- Shared e bikes (Urbee, E-bike to go)
- Shared ride hailing (ViaVan)
- Shared LeasePlan inner city vehicles

OUTER CITY MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

The strategic locations of the P+R parking lots offer LeasePlan various opportunities for outgoing shared vehicle solutions. This can be attributed to the high demand for mobility at and between these locations. Therefore, LeasePlan should offer several outgoing shared vehicle solutions at these locations. By providing these services LeasePlan aims to increase the flexibility and convenience of their current CaaS solutions and fulfill the changing needs of their customers. Furthermore, these shared vehicle solutions could significantly reduce the required number of vehicles on the road and within the city. As such, LeasePlan would support the goals of the municipalities and the government in making the Netherlands more accessible and livable.

LeasePlan shared vehicle 2.0

The LeasePlan shared vehicle solution will be integrated onto the MaaS mobility hub platform. By placing several of these shared vehicles at the mobility hub LeasePlan is able to give non-lease vehicle owners access to vehicles whenever they need to.

Ridehailing

The expected amount of ingoing and outgoing traffic at the mobility hubs is high. LeasePlan should therefore develop a dynamic carpooling solution, which connects drivers and passengers who share the same destination and departure times. By providing ridehailing services LeasePlan is able to reduce the required vehicles and fulfill the customers’ wish to make mobility more sustainable and cost effective.

Inter hub micro transit

Expectations are that the mobility demand between the mobility hubs of different key cities will be high. By providing micro transit between hub mobility solutions LeasePlan is able to transport multiple customers at once. Furthermore, because the demand is high the utilization of such vehicles would be high creating a viable business model for LeasePlan. By collaborating with OEMs in the development of such micro transit vans LeasePlan is able to equip these vehicles with high quality work stations. This would ultimately allow LeasePlan to supplement/compete with public transport.

By moving a bunch of passengers at once LeasePlan could potentially reduce the number of vehicles on the road. Less vehicles on the road would reduce the current and future congestion, gridlock and pollution problems, which is in line with the public goals of the government. This would give LeasePlan leverage for a collaboration with the government in seeking ways to stimulate and make such solutions more attractive to customers. At present, public transit busses Netherlands are already allowed to drive over the emergency lane if they run into traffic jams on the highway (MIW). This can be attributed to the fact they transport an abundance of people at once and as such increase the efficiency of traffic. The LeasePlan micro transit solution would offer similar benefits and could therefore potentially be granted the same privileges as the public transit busses. If so, this would significantly increase the attractiveness and convenience of the LeasePlan solution.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

Similar to the first horizon implementation strategy, LeasePlan should first develop a basic version of the MaaS mobility hub concept. This basic version would incorporate the necessary features and mobility solutions for the service to be delivered. With this basic version LeasePlan could initiate a pilot at a strategic location such as the Zuidas. By piloting this basic version of mobility hub concept LeasePlan is able to generate preliminary usage data and obtain customer feedback. Based on these data LeasePlan could iterate the build measure learn loop of the lean methodology (Ries, 2011). By going through this continuous and iterative development process LeasePlan is able to add specific features and improve the service based on the generated insights.

To enable these seamless transitions the following features have to be included in the basic version:

- White label MaaS mobility hub application
- Mobility hub features:
  - Automatic entry/exit
  - Charging infrastructure
  - Safety features: Cameras, enclosed parking, security
  - LeasePlan customer service point

Connected first and last mile solutions:

- Public transport (NS, GVB etc.)
- Shared e bikes (Urbee, E-bike to go)

Outgoing mobility solutions:

- LeasePlan shared vehicle 2.0

2nd iteration: Optimization plus extended features

Within the second iteration focus is put on incorporating improvements on the necessary service features of the first iteration, based on the generated preliminary insights.

Secondly, within the first iteration race to have utilities can be incorporated in the design of the physical mobility hub space. These utilities would increase the quality of the customer experience and offer higher levels of convenience.

Thirdly, additional mobility services will be integrated onto the MaaS mobility hub platform, based on customer feedback and usage insights. This would allow LeasePlan to deliver upon the needs of more customers and specific trip circumstances.

Mobility hub features:

- Wifi
- Drop off/hop on
- Real time travel info
- Wayfinding
- Enhanced waiting areas

3rd iteration: Expansion network plus additional LeasePlan services at location

After having completed several pilots LeasePlan has been able to develop a mobility hub concept fit to the needs of its customers. Therefore, the 3rd horizon focuses on the expansion of the network of the validated and improved mobility hub concept. Instead of solely focussing on Amsterdam LeasePlan should seek to build mobility hubs at viable and strategic locations throughout the Netherlands. Secondly, while doing so LeasePlan could use the network of mobility hubs as a way to increase their brand awareness and service delivery. They could do so by offering LeasePlan branded services at these mobility hubs, example services include: 1) Vehicle showroom where current and potential LeasePlan customers can test drive new cars; 2) Maintenance points, where LeasePlan customers can conveniently drop off their vehicles for maintenance and continue their journey with various alternative transportation modes.

Preparation third horizon

Based on the expert interviews and technology scouting process we can conclude that autonomous robot taxis will be available from 2020 onwards. The deployment of such vehicles will be limited to dedicated lanes between 2020 and 2025. Thereafter the deployment of such vehicles will expand to regular roads. Additionally, research insights indicated that such vehicles will significantly change the current vehicle centred mobility landscape and challenge the personally driver driven vehicles. Therefore, it becomes pivotal for LeasePlan to anticipate the developments of these vehicles early on in the development process.

Within the idea mapping phase two opportunities were identified for the deployment of autonomous vehicles: 1) autonomous inter-hub micro transit; 2) Autonomous shared ride-hailing. For the realization of both opportunities LeasePlan has to partner with OEMs early on in the development process. This would allow them to anticipate the capabilities and opportunities of the offered technology. At present, LeasePlan completely relies on OEMs for vehicle related technology.
5.1.5 THIRD HORIZON

Shared, integrated and autonomous = careless traveling

Within the first horizon focus was put on creating a more flexible and convenient CaaS solution. This would offer LeasePlan the ability to fulfill the changing needs of the customer. Within the second horizon LeasePlan aimed to pro-actively take away the pain points of vehicle centred urban mobility. They did so by initiating the development process of the mobility hub concept, which lead to a basic version of the concept.

The goal of the third horizon is to further develop and extend the network of these mobility hubs to provide careless mobility to our customers who live or work in urban areas. Similar to the second horizon the different parts of the concept were used as a structure for the mapping process.

PHYSICAL MOBILITY HUB

Expand coverage:
Within the third horizon focus is put on expanding the network of mobility hubs. While doing so LeasePlan is able to decrease the efficiency and viability of inter hubs mobility solutions and enable urban mobility for most of its customers. Additionally, LeasePlan will deliver smaller inner-city mobility hubs instead of solely focussing on building big mobility hubs at the outer border of the city. At these smaller inner-city hubs LeasePlan customers can get access to, charge and store their first and last mile mobility solutions. By delivering these hubs at a neighbourhood level LeasePlan is able to increase its coverage and bring mobility closer to its customers. The development of such hubs again requires collaborations with the municipality of Amsterdam, since such hubs would require public space.

Increase convenience
Within the second horizon only the most beneficial and required first and last mile solutions were integrated on the mobility hub platform. Within the third horizon LeasePlan could integrate additional first and last mile services, giving the customer more freedom to choose based on personal preferences and the trip at hand. Similar to the previous integrations, LeasePlan will deliver these additional first and last mile services by partnering with other mobility operators.

Additional first and last mile solutions:
- Shared E scooter (Felyx)
- Shared LEV: Convenient light electric vehicle purposefully built for urban commuting (Bro)
- Shared E rideables: Electric step (Bird)

OUTER CITY MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

Autonomous vehicles:
After 2025 LeasePlan will start with the first deployment of shared autonomous micro-transit vehicles. Based on the expert interview with Elmer van Grandelle we can conclude that autonomous vehicles will initially be deployed on highways. According to him this can be attributed to fewer changing context factors which could affect the driving capabilities of autonomous vehicles. Because the interhub micro-transit vehicle will only transport people between hubs of key cities they will predominantly drive on highways. As such, they could be made autonomous.

Urban autonomous mobility is not included in to scope of this project as this is expected to be implemented after 2030.

Coffee/breakfast to go: LeasePlan partners with hospitality businesses which can provide high quality food and beverages to go.

Pick up/drop off point: LeasePlan partners with DHL/PostNL to create parcel pick up/drop off points at the mobility hub. This would allow customer to deliver parcels in a locker. These parcels thereafter can be picked up during commute.

High quality flex office: At the mobility hub LeasePlan could create high-quality flex offices. By doing so LeasePlan could prevent the need to travel to the inner city or out of the city. Additionally, the mobility hubs can be used as strategic meeting points for colleagues due to their strategic locations.

Daycare: LeasePlan can partner with local BSOs to provide daycare facilities at the mobility hub. This way parents can conveniently drop off and pick up their children along their commute.

FIRST AND LAST MILE

Within the second horizon only the most beneficial and required first and last mile solutions were integrated on the mobility hub platform. Within the third horizon LeasePlan could integrate additional first and last mile services, giving the customer more freedom to choose based on personal preferences and the trip at hand. Similar to the previous integrations, LeasePlan will deliver these additional first and last mile services by partnering with other mobility operators.

Additional first and last mile solutions:
- Shared E scooter (Felyx)
- Shared LEV: Convenient light electric vehicle purposefully built for urban commuting (Bro)
- Shared E rideables: Electric step (Bird)

This can be done by delivering the following utilities:
- Wireless vehicle charging infrastructure: park & charge
- Automatic parking: Exit at parking entrance, car parks itself

Increase attractiveness of mobility hub
The mobility hub concept can be made more attractive for LeasePlan customers by delivering secondary services, next to functional mobility related services:
5.1.6 TACTICAL ROADMAP

The previously displayed horizons and their subsequent parts of the roadmap each built up to the overall tactical roadmap for the mobility hub concept. This tactical roadmap displays a highly detailed and compressive overview of the required steps and innovation strategy behind the LeasePlan mobility hub concept. This roadmap is specifically designed for the management team and transition department of LeasePlan Netherlands. The aim of this roadmap is to sufficiently inform the management team of the ongoing developments within the market and when, what and how LeasePlan should anticipate these changes, ultimately allowing them to obtain sustainable future growth. It does so by illustrating the step by step product and service developments leading up to the desired future vision. Additionally, it connects and relates the different service and product developments with the market value drivers, technological requirements and the required development resources. As such, the innovation strategy behind the mobility hub concept has been made explicit and actionable.

VISION
WE SET OUT TO BECOME THE MOBILITY PARTNER OF THE FUTURE, DELIVERING CARELESS MOBILITY TO OUR CUSTOMERS
The tactical roadmap is meant for internal communication within LeasePlan and is meant as an actionable informative tool for the management team. Additionally, a strategic roadmap has been created to communicate the innovation strategy and vision behind the mobility hub concept to relevant partners, suppliers, and other LeasePlan employees. As opposed to the tactical roadmap, the strategic roadmap is meant as an informative tool that briefly and clearly communicates the service developments and value of the concept. As such the level of depth within this roadmap is little compared to the tactical roadmap. Ultimately, this strategic roadmap would allow LeasePlan to attract and establish the required key partnerships and collaborations.
5.2 CONCEPT EVALUATION

What could be improved or taken into consideration

For the validation of the desirability, viability and feasibility of the concept and proposed roadmap three internal sessions with LeasePlan employees have been performed. The goal of these sessions was to generate feedback on the concept and adapt the concept accordingly. During these sessions the concept and its underlying considerations, thinking and strategy were first presented. Thereafter an interactive discussion was initiated in which the LeasePlan employees were asked several questions regarding the feasibility, viability and desirability of the concept. The key findings of these sessions are written below.

Session participants:
Viola Kieffer Rijnsdorp - Product marketing manager what’s next Gerard Heijboer - Product specialist car sharing Jan Mostert - Head of transformation LPNL

5.2.1 INTERNAL EVALUATION

What could be improved or taken into consideration

From the sessions we can conclude that the mobility hub concept is desirable for LeasePlan. Several reasons were mentioned for the desirability of the concept. 1) The concept aims to strengthen and tackle pent point along the journey of urban LeasePlan customers instead of challenging the vehicle centred. As such, it fits within the strategy of LeasePlan which is focused on enhancing and strengthening their core business, which is centred around vehicles. 2) The concept aims to fill in the expected mobility gap along the first and last mile of urban LeasePlan customers. As such, LeasePlan enables and satisfies the transportation needs of their current and future customers if urban areas become free of Personally driver driven vehicles. 3) Instead of carrying the responsibility and providing the required first and last mile mobility solutions, LeasePlan partners with already existing mobility operators. Again, this fits within the strategy and focus of LeasePlan. 4) With the current business model and concept LeasePlan has the role of mobility integrator. They can determine which first and last mile solutions they want to offer to their customers. This enables LeasePlan to select and offer the best fitting mobility solutions based on the usage insights and customer feedback.

During the sessions an additional opportunity was brought forward, which could potentially increase both the desirability and viability of the mobility hub concept. The mobility hubs could be used as LeasePlan touchpoints for a wide variety of services, such as maintenance, showroom, service point etc. LeasePlan could for instance built small showrooms where they present special deals and enable current and potential customers to try out the latest vehicles. By doing do LeasePlan is able to increase its brand awareness, since the network of mobility hubs will be spread across the key cities throughout the Netherlands.

Within the second iteration of the roadmap this opportunity was included in the second horizon developments of the mobility hub concept.

Desirability from the perspective of the user
During the different sessions the LeasePlan employees brought forward one desirability considerations from the perspective of the user. One main concern was the offered safety and security features at current P+R solutions. The current P+R solutions do not provide the necessary safety features for users to feel safe at night, this especially holds true for women. This unsafe feeling is strengthened by the distant locations of these P+R solutions. Within the initial concept this safety concern was not taken into account. Therefore, several safety features were included into the follow up iteration of the roadmap.

FEASIBILITY
LeasePlan recently initiated the what’s strategy with the aim to deliver innovative and digital CaaS solutions. Before this strategy LeasePlan mainly focused on making incremental changes to their fleet management and vehicle leasing solutions. This was done on an irregular and occasional basis. As such it is difficult to determine a feasible time pacing strategy for the development of the mobility hub concept. Despite this, the chosen time pacing strategy was considered feasible, especially within the first horizon. By making minor changes to the current corporate car sharing solution the basic version of the LeasePlan sharing 2.0 concept can be created. As such, the development of the concept would require little resources and development time, which in turn would enable quick iterations.

Within the initial roadmap the time pacing strategy of each innovation cycle was set at one year, based on previous development cycle of the sharing application. No difference was made between the development of the sharing application and the mobility hub concept. But the sharing application builds on a previous concept and as such requires less development costs and time.

The mobility hub concept on the contrary proposes a completely new concept and as such would require more development resources and time. Therefore, the initial development process is set at two years.

Secondly, the partnership strategy behind to mobility hub concept was believed to make the development more feasible. LeasePlan currently does not have the innovative capabilities in-house to develop the MaaS mobility hub concept. Additionally, the market is ahead of LeasePlan in the development of MaaS solutions. Therefore, it would be most beneficial to partner with these players and co-develop a LeasePlan whitelabel MaaS mobility hub concept. This would reduce development time and enable LeasePlan to utilize already existing technology and expertise.

Additionally, LeasePlan has no desire to be responsible for mobility services spanning across different modes of transportation. By partnering with existing first and last mile mobility providers LeasePlan would be able to fill in the described future urban mobility gap and divert the responsibility for doing so. This would increase:

1) The feasibility since LeasePlan can utilize existing
solutions and expertise of their partners; 2) The desirability since LeasePlan does not carry the responsibility for doing so.

**VIABILITY**

In line with the research findings the sessions indicated that the viability of the mobility hub concept is strongly intertwined with the experienced pain of vehicle centred mobility. If the costs and experienced vehicle centred mobility pain of urban LeasePlan customers significantly increases than their need for fitting solutions and their willingness to pay for the added value of such solutions will increase. Consequently, the viability of the mobility hub concept will increase.

Secondly, multiple LeasePlan employees indicated that the inter hub micro transit solutions could significantly increase the viability of the concept. This can be attributed to the high mobility demand between the hubs of key cities and the capability of the micro transit solution to transport multiple people between these hubs at once. As such, LeasePlan could potentially compete/substitute public transport within the Netherlands. Additionally, by transporting multiple people at once LeasePlan could potentially reduce the required traffic on the road and as such support the mobility goals of the government. LeasePlan could leverage this benefit by collaborating with the government in findings ways to stimulate these micro transit solutions. One example could be by allowing these micro transit solutions to drive over the emergency lanes during rush hour and traffic jams, which is already happening with public busses. In turn, this would make the solution more desirable and convenient for LeasePlan customers.

Thirdly, from the sessions we can conclude that it is difficult to validate the viability and business model behind the mobility hub concept. Several reasons were mentioned for this: 1) The business model behind the mobility hub concept is dependent on many different factors, one of which is the partnership network. Within the mobility concept LeasePlan would buy bundles of mobility from other mobility operators at a set price, but these prices will be set defined and set during contract negotiations. Another example is the utilization of shared vehicles. Utilization assumption can be made but these could significantly diver in reality, which in turn would affect the viability of the concept. 2) While developing far future innovations and strategies you have to take into account various uncertainties. Examples are the assumed pace and impact of societal, market and technological developments. Although the assumptions are based on research and expert interview, they could significantly diver in reality. Consequently, the viability of the concept could be higher or lower than expected. Despite the difficulty in determining the viability of the mobility hub concept the sessions did indicate that a more comprehensive business case could be created. Therefore, this aspect is included in the final recommendations part of the report to make calculated assumptions.
5.2.2 EXTERNAL EVALUATION

What could be improved or taken into consideration

The scope of this master thesis is directed towards the current and future problems of vehicle centred urban mobility. Consequently, the concept provides a solution for current and future LeasePlan customers who live or have to commute towards urban areas while using their leased vehicles. During our analysis phase we found that municipalities and governments are increasingly looking for ways to reduce the mobility problems stemming from the current vehicle centred mobility landscape. To validate whether our proposed mobility hub concept supports the needs and demands of these municipalities an external validation session has been organized with Diederik Basta, innovation officer of the municipality of Amsterdam. Similar to the internal sessions the concept was first presented and thereafter an interactive discussion was initiated with the goal to validate the desirability, viability and feasibility of the concept from the perspective of the municipality.

DESIRABILITY FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE MUNICIPALITY

According to Diederik Basta the mobility hub concept is desirable for the municipality of Amsterdam in a number of ways. First of all, the concept supports the wish of the municipality to make the inner city of Amsterdam free of personally driver driven vehicles. He mentions several benefits of vehicle free cities; 1) Freeing up of public space due to reduced need for parking, 2) Reduction of air pollution from fossil fuel powered vehicles, 3) Increased accessibility and liveability due to reduced number of vehicles on the road. Additionally, Diederik Basta mentions that they mainly focus on mobility within the innercity (within the A10). Despite this focus he does believe that by strategically placing the mobility hubs at the outskirts of the city, beyond the A10, the need to enter the inner city or drive on the A10 by car can be significantly reduced.

Diederik Basta believes in the strategy to enhance the current and future LeasePlan customers who live or have to commute towards urban areas while using their leased vehicles. He mentioned that current public transport solutions are already reaching maximum capacity during rush hours. As such, public transport will not be able to completely or significantly replace personally driver driven vehicles. Therefore, Diederik Basta believes that such micro transit solutions could support this development.

FEASIBILITY

Diederik Basta believes that the mobility hub concept and the innovation roadmap are feasible. He mentions several reasons for his view on the feasibility of the concept; 1) The development of the concept does not require high development investments both in terms of costs and time. This can be attributed to the innovation strategy of the concept which is built on already existing mobility solutions, such as the current available P+Rs, the Maas mobility platform of Whim and already existing mobility services from different transport operators. By combining and making minor adjustments to these already existing solutions the LeasePlan mobility hub concept can be created. Additionally, Diederik Basta mentions that such a partnership strategy is increasingly becoming common ground within the mobility industry. He mentions that the different mobility players are starting to see that they cannot control the entire journey of their customers. As a result, companies are increasingly looking for partners to fill in the gaps along the journey of their customers.

VIABILITY

According to Diederik Basta the viability of the concept is dependent on the changes within the mobility landscape of Amsterdam. He mentions that parking and driving will become more and more costly and inconvenient in Amsterdam in the near future. He believes that while the level of inconvenience and costs increase the attractiveness and user willingness of the mobility hub concept will grow.

Secondly, Diederik Basta mentions that support and funding can be granted if the concept is able to support the goals of the municipality of Amsterdam. Currently, this is also the case with the P+R solutions, in which commuters can get access to public transport at reduced fees. He does mention that if the concepts wants to be considered for funding it needs to create an equal level playing field for both users and transport operators. As such, the concept should not only be applicable for LeasePlan customers and it should offer and integrate multiple willing transport operators.

Similar to the results of the internal validation, Diederik Basta believes that the proposed interhub mobility solutions could add significant value to the current mobility landscape. More specifically, he believes that these interhub mobility solutions could potentially reduce the number of cars between key cities by transporting masses of people more conveniently and efficiently. In turn, this would significantly reduce the congestion, vehicle travel loss time and pollution. Additionally, Diederik Basta believes that these interhub mobility solutions could be an alternative/back-up to current public transport. He mentioned that current public transport solutions are already reaching maximum capacity during rush hours. As such, public transport will not be able to completely or significantly replace personally driver driven vehicles. Therefore, Diederik Basta believes that such micro transit solutions could support this development.
6.1 CONCLUSION
Value of the project & answering the research questions

This part of the thesis will give answer to the contributions and value of the research project. Both in terms of the mobility industry and SPD. Secondly, it will explicitly answer the set research questions.

CONTRIBUTION OF MASTER THESIS

This master thesis aims to contribute and add value to the field of SPD and the mobility industry in various ways. First of all, the goal of this thesis is to sketch a future mobility scenario in relation to mobility as a service (MaaS). MaaS is expected to challenge the value proposition of various big established mobility players and offer the current mobility landscape many benefits. For the competitiveness and relevance of these big established companies it is therefore becomes pivotal to anticipate this future mobility concept. At present, a lot of misconceptions still exist around MaaS despite its increased popularity and potential benefits. Therefore, the first goal of this thesis was to clarify the different characteristics, principles, requirements, challenges, implications and benefits of MaaS. By combining these insights with the value drivers, market and technological developments of the mobility industry a comprehensive future mobility scenario could be sketched. From this future mobility scenario various mobility players could draw valuable knowledge and insights on which they can build a desirable, feasible and viable innovation strategy.

The second goal of this thesis was to develop such an innovation strategy within the field of the fleet management market. More specifically, for LeasePlan the biggest fleet manager within the Netherlands. From the expert interviews and MaaS research insights we can conclude that MaaS could create the need for long term leasing contracts. Consequently, LeasePlan could cannibalize its own market and challenge its value proposition by developing a consumer-focused MaaS proposition. Instead, this thesis therefore proposes a solution which strengthens and takes away pain points along the journey of LeasePlan customers by using the characteristics and principles of MaaS.

ANSWERING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Up until now most of the research questions have been answered indirectly through the gathered insights from the discover, define and development phases. Therefore, this section of the thesis will cover and answer the different research questions directly and explicitly. Within the project brief the following 3 research questions were set:

What does the future of mobility look like in relation to MaaS?

From the market analysis we can conclude that the current vehicle centred mobility landscape is on the verge of change. This can be attributed to several factors; 1) The level of congestion, pollution and vehicle travel loss time will significantly increase the upcoming years; 2) Younger upcoming generations demand more flexible and convenient mobility solutions fit to the circumstances at hand, with no strings attached. 3) Rapid technological developments are expected to change the way people move from A to B. One solution to the above described problems and need for flexibility and convenience is MaaS. MaaS provides MaaS aims to combine and integrate different mobility services on one overarching mobility platform. By integrating and combining the different mobility services MaaS is able to provide the best possible mobility solution based on the trip and personal preferences of the user at hand, with no strings attached. Additionally, MaaS allows the customer to plan, book and pay for their entire trip across multiple modes of transportation at once. By doing so MaaS aims to prevent the need for vehicle ownership and long-term leasing contracts. This would ultimately reduce the required number of vehicles on the road, increase the efficiency of traffic and subsequently increase the accessibility and liveability of society. From the research insights we can conclude that this mobility scenario holds several benefits to the customers: 1) Freedom to choose preferred modes of transportation based on the trip and circumstances at hand, with no strings attached. 2) Access to personalized and tailored mobility advice based on personal preferences. 3) Lower overall mobility expenditure by paying for actual usage only.

From the research insights we can conclude that the experienced mobility pain will significantly increase. This especially holds true for urban areas where the ongoing rapid urbanization trend subsequently increases the demand for mobility. Based on these insights and the expert interviews we can conclude that MaaS shows most potential within these urban areas. This can be attributed to several reasons: 1) The experienced mobility pain will increase people’s willingness to change to more flexible and convenient mobility solutions such as MaaS; 2) MaaS required and is built on the integration and combination of various mobility services spanning across multiple modes of transportation. By doing so the service is able to deliver best option mobility to its customers whenever, wherever and however the customer desires. At present, the number of available mobility services within urban areas is significantly higher, as opposed to rural areas, creating favourable conditions for MaaS.

Based on the market and technology research insights we can conclude that the viability, feasibility and desirability of MaaS will increase as the mobility market and technology will...
further progress. Connected vehicle technology is expected to develop rapidly and autonomously vehicles are expected to be widely available from 2025 onwards. Both these technological developments are capable of significantly increasing the efficiency and convenience of mobility and MaaS. In turn, this would enable higher quality customer experiences and further drive down the costs of mobility and MaaS.

Secondly, the ongoing access over ownership and sharing economy trend is expected to further develop. Within the mobility industry this would divert more and more people from vehicle ownership and long-term leasing contracts to more convenient and flexible access-based shared mobility services.

What will be the role of LeasePlan in this future, based on their current market position?

Based on the market, competitor and internal analysis insights we can conclude that there is a need to change for LeasePlan. This can be attributed to several factors: 1) Customers will become increasingly dissatisfied with vehicle centred mobility as the experienced mobility pain is expected to increase significantly. This pain can be attributed to personally driven vehicle free cities, high parking costs, rapid increases in congestion and vehicle travel loss time etc. 2) Employees and employers demand more flexible and convenient mobility solutions fit to the trip and circumstances at hand, with no strings attached. 3) Based on the MaaS research insights we can conclude that MaaS could provide a solution to the above-mentioned problems. Despite this opportunity it can be argued if LeasePlan should and is capable of developing a consumer focused MaaS proposition. First of all, as mentioned previously MaaS could prevent the need for lease vehicles as such the development of MaaS could challenge the core business and value proposition of LeasePlan. Secondly, the development of MaaS requires strong extensive programming and innovative capabilities, which is a current weakness of LeasePlan. Additionally, it would require the company to change from a fleet management company towards a software and service company which is not what the company stands for. Thirdly, for MaaS to become valuable it has to deliver mobility solutions whenever, wherever and however the customer desires. This requires seamless integration and combination of a wide variety of mobility providers. It is questionable if this partnership network can be established and if MaaS is able to deliver upon this promise.

Therefore, this thesis proposes a LeasePlan specific solution which aims to strengthen and tackle several challenges of the future vehicle centred journey of our customers by using the principles and characteristics of MaaS. More specifically, the solution aims to fill in the first and last mile mobility gap along the journey of urban LeasePlan customers in a future where cities become free of personally driven vehicles. It does so by offering seamless transitions from the traditional vehicle journey towards innovative, flexible and convenient first and last mile mobility services. This seamless journey is enabled by combining a physical mobility hub with a digital MaaS mobility hub application. By strategically positioning these hubs at the outskirts of the city LeasePlan is able to prevent the need to enter the more congested and inconvenient inner city by car. Additionally, the mobility hubs are made more attractive by offering additional services such as flex-work spaces, retail and grocery, car maintenance shops etc. The role of LeasePlan is further clarified in the answer to the next research question.

How can LeasePlan get there?

Within the first horizon focus is put on fulfilling the changing customer needs of LeasePlan. These customers desire more flexible and convenient Car2x solutions, with no strings attached. This master thesis proposes one solution for doing so, which is built on the already existing LeasePlan corporate and individual mobility hub concept. Currently this solution is offered as a premium monthly subscription, making it primarily attractive to the bigger corporates and organizations. By enabling pay per use LeasePlan would be able to offer shared vehicles to its smaller customer segments as well. By doing so LeasePlan would be able to increase the flexibility and convenience of their current offerings.

Within the second and third horizon focus is put on the development of the LeasePlan mobility hub concept. Similar to any MaaS proposition the development of this solution requires partnership and collaborations between multiple companies and industries. The following horizontal phases are pivotal for the development of the mobility hub concept:

- **LeasePlan’s expertise of Whim:** LeasePlan is able to safe development time and cost by integrating the planning, booking and payment services of the different mobility operators. LeasePlan could buy in bundles of mobility from these mobility operators and in return ask for their service to be integrated on the platform. The offered first and last mile solutions will increase while the concept further develops in time, offering customers more and more choice and personal mobility solutions.
- **Within the second and third horizon focus is put on the development of the LeasePlan mobility hub concept. Similar to any MaaS proposition the development of this solution requires partnership and collaborations between multiple companies and industries.** The following horizontal phases are pivotal for the development of the mobility hub concept:
  1. **First of all, as mentioned previously MaaS could prevent the need for lease vehicles as such the development of MaaS could challenge the core business and value proposition of LeasePlan.** Secondly, the development of MaaS could prevent the need for lease vehicles as such the development of MaaS could challenge the core business and value proposition of LeasePlan. Additionally, the market is already way ahead of the development of MaaS propositions.

Before LeasePlan could buy in bundles of mobility from these mobility operators and in return ask for their service to be integrated on the platform. The concept aims to fill the first and last mile urban mobility gap by partnering with the desired and required first and last mile mobility operators. LeasePlan could buy in bundles of mobility from these mobility operators and in return ask for their service to be integrated on the platform. The offered first and last mile solutions will increase while the concept further develops in time, offering customers more and more choice and personal mobility solutions.

The development process of both concepts follows the lean methodology. By piloting small-scale and low validity concepts LeasePlan can generate preliminary data and customer feedback. By analysing this data and feedback grounded adjustments and desired features can be added to the concept. This continuous build measure learn loop would allow LeasePlan to iteratively develop the concept according to the wishes of their customers and changes within the market.

**VISION VERSUS PROPOSED CONCEPT**

Within this master thesis we set the following vision for LeasePlan: “We set out to become the mobility partner of the future, providing careless mobility solutions to our customers”. If mobility becomes the prominent mobility hub concept this future vision could challenge the core business and objectives and values behind this future vision, we can draw several conclusions. The mobility hub concept proposes a customer centric solution as it aims to tackle current and future mobility pain points of our customers. While doing so the iterative nature of the development process allows the company to include and adjust the concept according to the wishes of the customer.

The mobility hub concept aims to offer customers a sense of mobility freedom. It does so by providing customer various first and last mile solutions from which to choose, based on their personal preferences and the trip at hand. But the aim of the concept is to stimulate and enable vehicle centred mobility.

Despite this, the concept would prevent the need for lease vehicles by providing more flexible and convenient inter-hub shared mobility services.

But compared to MaaS the freedom of choice within the mobility hub concept is limited. But as mentioned previously it is questionable if MaaS could reliably deliver this complete freedom of choice wherever, whenever and however the customer desires. By limiting the scope of the solution to a specific pain point the MaaS solution expected to deliver a more reliable and careless mobility service.

The MaaS mobility hub application/platform is built on the characteristics and principles of MaaS. As such the solution is able to deliver highly convenient and seamless mobility solutions and transitions. It does so by integrating the planning, booking and payment services of the different mobility operators.

Additionally, if we compare the concept to the value driver of responsibility, we can identify several factors that attribute to this value: 1) The concept aims to provide responsible mobility solutions by only offering electric mobility solutions. 2) The concept aims to contribute to the public goals of the government in reducing the number of required vehicles. As such, the solution would contribute to the reduction of congestion, vehicle travel loss time and pollution. 3) Ultimately, the solution would increase the accessibility and livability within the Netherlands and for the customers of LeasePlan.
6.2 FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Considerations to take into account

Based on the insights of the internal and external validation sessions and the project conclusions several limitations and future recommendations for the project could be identified.

BUSINESS MODEL VALIDATION

Within this master thesis focus was put on the conceptualization and strategy behind the mobility hub concept, based on the gathered research insights. Thereafter, the concept and its subsequent strategy were plotted on the delivered roadmap. While doing so the business model behind both concepts were briefly clarified by filling in the business model canvas. But no calculations and estimates were made concerning the potential profitability, revenue streams and cost structure behind the concept. As such the proposed solutions lacks a solid business case, which made it difficult to validate the viability and desirability of the concept from the perspective of LeasePlan. Therefore, I recommend LeasePlan to clarify the business case behind the concept in the near future if they decide to continue with the concept.

Additionally, these estimations will be more easily made further on in the development process. As of now the concept is built on various assumptions and uncertainties, which make it difficult to make sound calculations. One main uncertainty is the partnership network behind the mobility hub concept. While estimating the costs and potential revenues of such services questions arise like: What will it cost to buy in first and last mile mobility bundles from our partner operators and what could we gain by doing so? Another example is potential vehicle utilization of the LeasePlan shared vehicles and the rates at which these rides will be priced. Several of these factors can only be calculated after the partnerships are set and if preliminary data is available. Therefore, we recommend LeasePlan to enter into these partnerships early on in the development of the concept. Secondly, LeasePlan could generate preliminary data and feedback by initiating small-scale pilots. Based on these preliminary insights LeasePlan would be able to make a better calculated business case.

GETTING TO KNOW THE CUSTOMER

The mobility hub concept describes a future mobility scenario which is built on mobility factors that are nonexistent currently. One such example is the expected vehicle free cities and significant increases in vehicle travel loss time. Because people are unaware of the implications and effects of these market developments, they have difficulty in expressing and seeing significant increases in vehicle travel loss time. Because people which is built on mobility factors that are nonexistent currently.

The mobility hub concept describes a future mobility scenario, GETTING TO KNOW THE CUSTOMER

which is built on mobility factors that are nonexistent currently. One such example is the expected vehicle free cities and significant increases in vehicle travel loss time. Because people are unaware of the implications and effects of these market developments, they have difficulty in expressing and seeing significant increases in vehicle travel loss time. Because people which is built on mobility factors that are nonexistent currently.

Additionally, these estimations will be more easily made further on in the development process. As of now the concept is built on various assumptions and uncertainties, which make it difficult to make sound calculations. One main uncertainty is the partnership network behind the mobility hub concept. While estimating the costs and potential revenues of such services questions arise like: What will it cost to buy in first and last mile mobility bundles from our partner operators and what could we gain by doing so? Another example is potential vehicle utilization of the LeasePlan shared vehicles and the rates at which these rides will be priced. Several of these factors can only be calculated after the partnerships are set and if preliminary data is available. Therefore, we recommend LeasePlan to enter into these partnerships early on in the development of the concept. Secondly, LeasePlan could generate preliminary data and feedback by initiating small-scale pilots. Based on these preliminary insights LeasePlan would be able to make a better calculated business case.

The mobility hub concept describes a future mobility scenario which is built on mobility factors that are nonexistent currently. One such example is the expected vehicle free cities and significant increases in vehicle travel loss time. Because people are unaware of the implications and effects of these market developments, they have difficulty in expressing and seeing how this would affect their mobility choices and Behaviour. Despite this, expectations and assumptions can be made by using preliminary market and user research insights, which is also done within the development of the mobility hub concept. But in order for LeasePlan to validate the potential value, benefits and risks of the concept it becomes pivotal to initiate small-scale pilots. These small-scale pilots would offer customers the ability to really experience the concept and give more grounded feedback accordingly. Additionally, by going through such a process LeasePlan is able to observe and generate preliminary customer and usage data. Based on these insights LeasePlan would be able to iteratively develop the mobility hub concept according to the wishes of their customers.

POTENTIAL INFLUENCE POLICY MAKING

One major challenge and driver of change within the mobility industry is policy making and regulations. From the research insights and expert interviews with the municipality of Amsterdam we can conclude that the government and the municipalities are very much looking for ways to prevent increases in congestion, vehicle travel loss time and pollution. One proposed solution is the development and implementation of new policies and regulations which would stimulate more efficient and effective mobility solutions, as opposed to personally driver driven vehicles. Subsequently, expectations are that there would be a fundamental shift in attitudes which would increasingly challenge the value of personally driver driven vehicles. For LeasePlan it becomes pivotal to anticipate these changes because their current value proposition is built around personally driver driven vehicles. They could do so by actively participating in the lobbying process of such policies and regulations. Additionally, LeasePlan should collaborate with the municipalities and the government to collectively improve the future mobility landscape and increase the accessibility and liveability within the Netherlands. By establishing such collaborations mutual benefits can be obtained for both LeasePlan and the government. From the interviews with the municipality of Amsterdam we could conclude that customers of the LeasePlan mobility hub could get financial support from the municipality because the concept contributes to the desire to make Amsterdam free of personally driver driven vehicles. In turn, this would make the solution more attractive to our customers.

PARTNERSHIP NETWORK

One of the key enablers behind the LeasePlan mobility hub concept is the partnership network. The development and implementation of the concept requires a wide variety of partnerships within and outside of the mobility industry. For LeasePlan it therefore becomes pivotal to establish these partnerships early on in the development process and maintain them accordingly.

Due to LeasePlan’s clear focus on vehicle solutions they have to completely rely on partner mobility operators for the first and last mile mobility solutions. Strict agreements have to be made to guarantee the availability and quality of these partner mobility services. Additionally, it could prove to be more viable and desirable to tap into different modes of transportation themselves. Preliminary research insights and expert interviews indicate that younger generations value vehicles less, as such LeasePlan could lose its strong market position.

Secondly, one of the key enablers behind the mobility hub concept is the MaaS mobility hub application/platform. Within the innovation strategy we choose to partner with Whim, a level 3 MaaS provider in Scandinavia. By co-developing a white label MaaS mobility hub application LeasePlan is able to safe development time and costs by utilizing the experience and expertise of Whim.

But while doing so LeasePlan completely relies on the technology and development capabilities of Whim. As such they do not posses the freedom and flexibility to makes changes to the MaaS mobility hub concept themselves when they desire too. While establishing this partnership LeasePlan should therefore seek to validate how this is going to affect their development capabilities.

NEXT STEPS DEVELOPMENT

This master thesis provides LeasePlan with a high overview innovation strategy that aims to provide a solution to a future mobility scenario in which cities become free of personally driven vehicles. This innovation strategy consists of two preliminary concepts plotted on a tactical and strategic roadmap. Due to time limitations the development depth of the concepts is confined to an idea mapping overview, which thereafter is translated into a service blueprint and business model canvas. Before these concepts can be realized, future developments should seek to elaborate on the depth of both concepts. This could for instance be done by: 1) Clarifying the different usage scenarios (Personas, locations, trip types etc.), 2) Designing the look and feel of the concept, both physically (Mobility hub, micro transit etc.) and digitally (Application, platform etc.), 3) Calculating through the business case behind the concept. Secondly, this master thesis proposes one solution to the need for more flexible and convenient Caas solutions. Despite this, these highly valuable, feasible and desirable ideas and opportunities popped up during the project. One example was the LeasePlan carpooling solution, which connects colleagues that share similar destinations. Ultimately, this would enable them to share rides and as such reduce the costs of mobility. Therefore, I would recommend LeasePlan to seek and extend their vehicle travel loss time. Because people which is built on mobility factors that are nonexistent currently.

Due to LeasePlan’s clear focus on vehicle solutions they have to completely rely on partner mobility operators for the first and last mile mobility solutions. Strict agreements have to be made to guarantee the availability and quality of these partner mobility services. Additionally, it could prove to be more viable and desirable to tap into different modes of transportation themselves. Preliminary research insights and expert interviews indicate that younger generations value vehicles less, as such LeasePlan could lose its strong market position.

Secondly, one of the key enablers behind the mobility hub concept is the MaaS mobility hub application/platform. Within the innovation strategy we choose to partner with Whim, a level 3 MaaS provider in Scandinavia. By co-developing a white label MaaS mobility hub application LeasePlan is able to safe development time and costs by utilizing the experience and expertise of Whim. But while doing so LeasePlan completely relies on the technology and development capabilities of Whim. As such they do not posses the freedom and flexibility to makes changes to the MaaS mobility hub concept themselves when they desire too. While establishing this partnership LeasePlan should therefore seek to validate how this is going to affect their development capabilities.

This master thesis provides LeasePlan with a high overview innovation strategy that aims to provide a solution to a future mobility scenario in which cities become free of personally driven vehicles. This innovation strategy consists of two preliminary concepts plotted on a tactical and strategic roadmap. Due to time limitations the development depth of the concepts is confined to an idea mapping overview, which thereafter is translated into a service blueprint and business model canvas. Before these concepts can be realized, future developments should seek to elaborate on the depth of both concepts. This could for instance be done by: 1) Clarifying the different usage scenarios (Personas, locations, trip types etc.), 2) Designing the look and feel of the concept, both physically (Mobility hub, micro transit etc.) and digitally (Application, platform etc.), 3) Calculating through the business case behind the concept. Secondly, this master thesis proposes one solution to the need for more flexible and convenient Caas solutions. Despite this, these highly valuable, feasible and desirable ideas and opportunities popped up during the project. One example was the LeasePlan carpooling solution, which connects colleagues that share similar destinations. Ultimately, this would enable them to share rides and as such reduce the costs of mobility. Therefore, I would recommend LeasePlan to seek and extend their vehicle travel loss time. Because people which is built on mobility factors that are nonexistent currently.
6.2 PERSONAL REFLECTION

What have I learned during my graduation?

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Looking back at my graduation project I can conclude that it has been an extensive learning experience, both personally and professionally. First of all, while working at LeasePlan I gained first-hand experience in project management within a big established company. In the beginning this was something, which I had to get used to. Meetings and sessions needed to be planned 2 months ahead, before I even knew what the session would look like. In the end, it showed me the importance of planning and time management. By doing so, I was able to facilitate several sessions both internally and externally.

SCOPING OF PROJECT

Additionally, one of the main hurdles within my graduation was the scope of my project. The main topic of my thesis was mobility as a service, which is a very extensive and complicated mobility proposition. It involves many different factors and offers various benefits. To comprehend MaaS I just started reading several general papers on the topic. While I was reading, I noticed so many fields and areas of interest within MaaS, the opportunities seemed endless. Due to my curiosity I kept searching for the most interesting and valuable opportunity. While doing so I drifted away from my initial project objective, which was creating a strategy specified for LeasePlan. As a result, the beginning of my research phase was quite unfocussed, unstructured and unnecessary extensive. But I was able to regain my focus by looking at my previously done research insights from the perspective of LeasePlan. By doing so I was able to pinpoint several LeasePlan specific opportunities and problems. In the end this LeasePlan specific opportunity made my idea generation sessions more structured and grounded.

For upcoming projects, I would now draft clear research goals beforehand. This would allow me to search for papers more structured and see validate whether a paper fits with my objectives and goals of the project.

TIME MANAGEMENT vs. WRITING

I’m a hand on doer by nature, as such I like to facilitate creative sessions, generate ideas, do interviews etc. While doing so I’m able to create a clear picture in my head on what I’m supposed to do and what I’ve learned. Consequently, I tend to skip regular writing sessions in which I report preliminary findings. During my graduation I noticed that the longer I waited with writing the more difficult it became for me to clearly and correctly write down the thoughts in my head. Therefore, I decided to incorporate small writing blocks in my weekly planning in which I wrote down my findings of that specific week. This allowed me to clear my mind, be more focussed afterwards and reflect and set new goals accordingly.

BE OPEN FOR CHANGE

Although the process of my report is written in a linear fashion, my actual project process was far from linear. At the beginning of the project I set myself the goal to deliver a consumer focussed MaaS proposition. But while doing research I found out that: 1) MaaS would challenge the value proposition of LeasePlan, therefore it would be questionable if LeasePlan should deliver such a solution. 2) LeasePlan did not possess the required resources to develop such a proposition. Consequently, I had to shift away from my initial goal and find a different opportunity in which I could use the knowledge and findings of my research. This led to the mobility hub concept, which aims to use the principles and characterises of MaaS. By doing so LeasePlan is able to tackle pain points along the future journey of its customer and strengthen their vehicle centred value proposition.
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Key findings Diederik Basta - CTO Innovatie Team Gemeente Amsterdam

Key findings:

Introduction eigen master project:
- Klantbehoeftes veranderd, in plaats van alleen auto wilt men een allesomvattende mobiliteit oplossing
- Maas als onderwerp van de studie
  - Best toepasbaar binnen stedelijk gebied, aangezien de wereld sterk verstedelijkt en mobiliteit voorzieningen zich toetsen op dit gebied.
  - Volgende generatie, gewend aan technologie, toegang boven eigendom nog geen mobiliteit gedrag ontwikkeld
  - Keuzevrijheid, gemak, personalisatie, zonder problemen
- 4 hoofd mobiliteits thema's:
  - First last mile transportation
  - Transities (transitie rural/stad)
  - Korte afstand verplaatsingen
  - Lange afstand verbindende verplaatsing (PT, car)

Vragen gemeente Amsterdam:
Wat zijn de huidige problemen en Barriers van mobiliteit binnen het stedelijk gebied?
- Specifieke plekken/toestromen (Knoelpunten)
- Niet gebouwd voor veel autoveerkeer, binnenstad is overslaan geen wegen aanbouwen.
- Druk ritten met 50% omhoog
- Lucht kwaliteit problemen, onder Europese normen (Stadsbouwkunde, wabutraat)
- Tekort aan parkeerplaatsen
  - Mensen parkeren auto aan de rand van de stad en gebruiken ander vervoer om naar de eindbestemming te komen
- Mobieltrafiek stedelijk gebied buiten stedelijk gebied en vice versa
- Cultuur 28% heeft een auto (per huishouden), gedrag is moeilijk te beïnvloeden
- Verschillende problemen per gebied. Zaanstad heeft weinig mobiliteitsvoorzieningen (First & last mile)
- P+R is niet volledig functioneel
  - Gefocust op dagijsemensen
  - Pendelaars voorkomen
  - Ride-hailing (Randstadgemeente oplossingen)
  - Together application (Incentive)

Visie op mobiliteit:
- Transitie bezit naar gebruik (Doelstelling = 50% bezit geen auto)
- Poolbusjes deel mobiliteit
- Sociale mobiliteit, mensen die mobiliteit niet kunnen bekostigen tegemoetkomen (Toegangsprijs op bepaalde segmenten)
- Clustering van mensen en locaties

Rol van de auto binnen deze visie:
- Luxe-product - status beeld
- Auto gebruikt in de stad staat gelijk aan roken
  - Perceptie auto wordt meer een beperking
  - Ruimtelijke indeling wordt belangrijker dan auto
- Auto wordt vervangen door ov
- In de toekomst zal de auto steeds meer uit de stad geforceerd worden door hoge parkeerkosten etc.


Squieris, K. (2018) Reizigersonderzoek Zuidas Mobility Experience


Trendwatching (2018) THE STATE OF PLAY


World economic forum (2018) Why partnership is the business trend to watch
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Key findings interview Elmer van Grondelle - Assistant professor, automotive design

Notes meeting Elmer van Grondelle:

Brief introduction graduation assignment

Reason for the interview: Technology scouting

Vision +/- 10 years is very short, not a lot will change in such a short period of time.

What is your view on the technological developments of vehicles? And at what pace do you think the most pivotal technologies will develop?

Within cars a lot will change
- Connected vehicles will offer a variety of additional services, which make the trip more convenient and comfortable. We are already starting to see the benefits of connected vehicle technology but in the near future V2I and V2V technology will further increase the safety and driving capabilities of vehicles.
- Autonomous vehicles will be deployed on highways and dedicated lanes between busy roads quickly. This will already happen around the year 2020-2021, the technology is already there. At these roads few factors influence the driving capabilities of autonomous vehicles, compared to urban areas.

What holds back the implementation of new mobility technologies?
Regulations and user acceptance are lacking behind, the technology is already there.

Mobility is dependent on emotional behavior
- Status plays a role
- Anti EV movement is decreasing, people start to accept EVs and see the benefits of such vehicles.
  o Range etc. is not a problem (charging costs up to 20 min, in which people can easily do something else)

Do you see any other influential factors within the mobility landscape?
Rise of generation Y will change the mobility industry
- Vehicle ownership is decreasing
- Instead more substitute mobility services such as MaaS will enter the market

What is your vision on mobility?
- The biggest problem to the current mobility landscape rush hours. During these set timeslots mobility demand is the highest, creating severe congestion and gridlock problems. If you travel at 14:00 you will not experience any problems.
- PT innovation is lacking behind, consequently autonomous and connected vehicles will be capable of challenging PT.
- Urgency for mobility solutions is less urgent within rural areas, as the problem is less obvious and noticeable.

What is your perception on the fleet management industry?
- Instead of focusing on car sales, leasing should focus on selling KMs/usage
- Damage and maintenance revenues will decrease when automation and EV will be more accepted.
- Strength of car leasing = Financing of vehicles
- Partnership and supplier network

- Autonomie eerst gefocust op buiten stedelijk gebied
  - Weinig verkeer, weinig verkeer en toevoeging ov.
  - Treinen als ‘connection’ verbinding
- Car 2 go verspreid over de Randstad
  - Popular binnen de randstad
  - Beter gebruik maken van de huidige infrastructuur
  - Meer deel mobiliteit
  - Stimuleren van schone en efficiënte mobiliteit
  - Beter verbindingen van auto en openbaar vervoer met first and last mile oplossing de stad in

Hoe ziet volgens jullie de MaaS gebruiker eruit?
  o Adoptie
  - Jongere generatie
    - Minder gehecht aan status
    - Moeilijk om auto weg te doen
    - Maar om grote impact te hebben moet je meerdere segmenten aanhaken
  - Verschillende type auto’s die inwisselbaar: voor binnen de stad klein vervoer, voor vakantie groot vervoer

Wat zijn de requirements van MaaS?
  - Verschillende userinterfaces, toegesplitst op de karakteristieken van de persoon
  - Plannen, boeken en betalen geïntegreerd
  - 80% van de vervoerders aangesloten zijn
    o Wil je critical mass bereiken
    o En mobiliteit kunnen leveren hoe, waar en wanneer de klant het wilt

Wat zijn de challenges van MaaS?
  - Open data standaard API waar iedere mobility operator mee kan connecten
    o Gebruik deze AP om services te leveren
  - Randvoorwaarden opstellen aan MaaS service provider (een monopolie creëren)
  - Wetten en regelgeving wordt hiervoor opgesteld
  - Zakelijke reiziger (lease auto voordelig ingeschakeld)

Perceptie huidige deelconcepten?
- Liever extra dingen toevoegen aan de openbare ruimte
  - (Poly, wi graag meer scooters (Wordt tegen gehouden door de ontwikkeling))
- Deleauto – lange afstanden
- Service provider – kortere afstanden

Wat zijn de value drivers van de gemeente?
- Drukte
- Duurzaamheid
- Lekbaarheid
- Bereikbaarheid
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Key findings interview Paul Rooijmans - Founder Tranzer

Notes Paul Rooijmans Tranzer:

Introduction to project
Reason for the interview: Get your perspective on MaaS and gain insights in the challenges while developing such a proposition.

Can you tell me something about Tranzer?
- Tranzer enables customers to plan and pay for their trip with different public transport providers (NS, GVB, Connexxion etc.) via the Tranzer application. As such, customers can conveniently pay for their required public transport mobility digitally. Additionally, via the Tranzer application customers can also access other modes of transportation such as cabs. Despite this, Paul seeks to connect more mobility providers to his application.

Strengths of the company:
- Connecting public transport with other stakeholders in the mobility industry

What is your vision on the mobility industry?
- Governmental institutions should stimulate mobility usage outside of peak hours
  - Raising costs for peak hours
  - Stimulating different transportation modes
  - Change from asset driven towards usage business models
    - Providing customers with incentives to share data or and step away from personal vehicle ownership
  - Used example: The Airline Industry stimulates people to travel outside of the season by offering reduced travelling costs. As such, airline carriers are able to maximize asset utilization

What are the challenges/pain points of the current mobility landscape and for the development of MaaS?
- Governmental institutions should stimulate different usage patterns and modes of transportation
  - At present, government lacks a clear and actionable mobility vision. Such a vision would support the government in creating more innovative and efficient mobility solutions.
  - Providing unlimited mobility would not positively influence the mobility landscape because people would start using comfortable/few sustainable modes of transportation where they otherwise would not. Additionally, Paul believes solutions should rather look into pay per use rates that would stimulate the best possible mobility solutions in terms of efficiency and sustainability.
- At present, the different mobility providers do not want to open up their data sets for MaaS service providers. This prevents service providers from delivering more efficient multimodal trips. The technology that enables such trips is already built. Paul believes that shared mobility providers that utilize the public space should be forced to open up their datasets. Used example: Greenwheel uses dedicated public parking spaces, for which the Dutch population pays. As such, Greenwheel should be more willing to collaborate with the cities in providing better fit mobility solutions.
- Yield management: Equalizing usage across the day

Appendix D
Key findings interview Jacco Lammers - Founder Goabout

Notes interview Jacco Lammers - Go About

Can you tell me something about Go about?
First working MaaS concept, which combines multiple transportation modes and enables payment and planning across a variety of transportation methods.

Target group characteristics:
Go about doesn’t believe in a segmentation based on Millennials etc. but rather on target groups with interesting needs and problems.
- Focused on the consumer segment
  - Go about does not believe their currently exists a problem within the business market. Or at least not a problem, which is preset to trigger modal shifts.
  - Customers who experience problems in their daily commute
  - Customer who already experience/go through multimodal trips
    - Make their current customer journey more convenient and comfortable by offering additional services (planning, ticketing, real time information)
  - Not focused on incidental usage:
    - Tarif of bike sharing services are so low they offer customers the incentive to lose their personally owned modalities.
    - Car users who make a lot of kilometres are not an interesting segment, as they prefer the car to any other form of transportation.

Target location:
- Go about targets specific locations where mobility problems currently exist and where there is no widely accepted solution.

What do they offer?
- Public transport: public transport services are included via electronic ticketing.
- Car sharing services
- Bike sharing services (point to point): Go about has its own premium quality shared bikes, with similar or better quality than standard Dutch bikes. (especially offered at location where a lot of people have to walk 7+ minutes)
  - The benefit of point to point is that the number of bikes can be lower, and people can leave their bikes at the most random places (Better usage)
- Walking

What are the barriers and Challenges of MaaS?
- Difficult to combine and integrate mobility services from several mobility providers on one platform at the same price. Mobility providers can demand the same or even higher ticket prices, this leaves little margin for the MaaS provider. As a result, go about designed and manages its own bike sharing services.
- Stakeholder management: Go about would like to have control over the services it offers. If it wants to provide a different service (cost, quality, characteristics) it is dependent on the commitment and willingness of its partners.
- MaaS providers have no knowledge on customer needs/expectations as such services are non existing. This knowledge can only be acquired by piloting and gaining experience.
  - What currently happens is that companies have an idea/perception of what customer would desire and base their service on this assumption. They should rather gain experience on a small scale and adapt more swiftly before implementing the service on full scale.
- User needs are still unknown as people are not aware of such services
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Key findings interview Onno van der Veen - Partner Ideate

Interview Onno van der Veen – Partner Ideate (DUTCH)

Hoe zag de MaaS pilot eruit?
Antwoord: Mensen werden gestimuleerd om hun auto te laten staan door middel van het vrijstellen van een mobiliteitsbudget van 1000. Dit budget kon gebruikt worden bij verschillende mobiliteits services (felyx, greenwheels etc.)

- Werd planning, betaling en reservering via 1 app geregeld?
  De planning en reservering van mobiliteiten werd niet via een platform gereggeerd, men moest gebruik maken van de verschillende apps van de providers. Wel werd het aanbod en gebruik door de mobiliteitsfabriek vergemakkelijkt, en werd er aan het eind van de maand een totale rekening opgesteld die men in 1x kon betalen.
  Tevens was er een helpdesk opgezet mochten er vragen zijn van de verschillende klanten.

Eind perceplie gebruik, level of MaaS?
De eindgebruiker had niet zozeer het idee dat zij gebruik maakte van MaaS en was zich enigszins bewust van het verschil tussen MaaS en de huidige service.

Wat is volgens jou de huidige status van onze mobiliteit industrie?
- Mensen ondervinden steeds meer pijn in hun huidige mobiliteitsgebruik.
  Voorbeeld: Lange wacht tijd parkeervoorzieningen zorgt ervoor dat het niet mogelijk om auto bij huis te parkeren, hierdoor wordt de auto op 15 min van thuis locatie geparkerd. Dit zorgt ervoor dat de klant eerst een bus naar zijn auto moet nemen.
  - Het tijdperk van de auto is al 50-100 jaar gaande, het is tijd voor verandering. De file problemen nemen steeds meer toe naarmate de urbanisatie vordert, extra infrastructuur zou hier geen oplossing voor zijn.
  - Huidige vormen van mobiliteit moeten beter benut en gebruikt worden (denk aan autodeelverhuur).
  - Bij de ontwikkeling van nieuwe wijken wordt er anders naar de mobiliteit voorzieningen gekeken. Denk aan aantal parkeerplaatsen per huishouden, en mogelijkheden voor gedeeld en publiekelijke mobiliteitsoorzieningen per wijk.

Status MaaS?

Wat zijn de karakteristieken van MaaS?
Mogelijk neemt de potenti en populariteit van MaaS kwadratisch toe. Meer gebruikers zorgt voor meer aandacht van mobiliteitsproviders.

- Er bestaat niet een MaaS klant en er gaat ook geen 1 MaaS provider zijn.
  Meerdere providers leveren meerdere services aan verschillende klanten.

Wat zijn de challenges van MaaS?
Mobiliteit gebruikt is een gewoonte en aangeleerd gedrag:
- Onbewust van de alternatieven en mogelijke voordeelen
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Different LeasePlan service levels

### EasyPlan
- **Closed Calculation**
- Fixed cost, basic but complete service scheme for small fleet customers.

### ComfortPlan
- **Closed Calculation**
- Fixed cost, full-service scheme for mid-size customers.

### FlexiPlan
- **FlexiPlan**
- Flexible, full-service scheme in terms of duration and number of kilometers. No additional cost when adapted.

### Open Calculation
- **Open Calculation**
- A full service and bespoke flexible product aiming at mid-size and larger companies, offering clients disclosure of the service budgets we manage for them and potentially share in a positive result when both the client and LeasePlan achieve a positive operational result for that specific client.

### OwnerPlan
- **Management only**
- LeasePlan provides fleet management services only. Fleet is from the client itself.

### TransitionPlan
- **Managing Out**
- Support existing fleet transfer towards LeasePlan service.

### Global Solutions
- ** LeasePlan International provides and supports the creation of harmonized services for globally operating clients.

### Waar zie jij Mogelijkheden voor MaaS?
- Niet of oplossing maar en en, geef gebruikers meerdere opties (combinatie tussen lease en business card)
- Werkgevers en influencer aanpak kan MaaS gebruik bevorderen
- Business case van MaaS is veelbelovend

### Welke rol speelt de gemeente binnen de ontwikkeling van MaaS
De overheid heeft de macht over publieke ruimte en zal deze dan ook steeds meer gebruiker om andere vervoersmiddelen en services te stimuleren.
- Gemeente hebben al verschillende autoluwte plannen opgesteld om parkeerplekken binnen de stad terug te dringen en het gebruik van bestaande plekken te optimaliseren

### Rol van de auto:
Aankomende jaren gaat de auto zeker nog de meest dominante mobiliteit zijn, echter gaat het gebruik hiervan zeker veranderen en optimaliseren.
- Voornamelijk in niet stedelijk gebied kan men niet om de auto heen aangezien de voorzieningen daar veel slechter zijn.
- Parkeren van de auto wordt steeds moeilijker binnen stedelijk gebied, dit schept mogelijkheden voor last mile solutions aan de rand van de stad.

### Wie denk je dat de service provider rol in gaat nemen?
Ik schat de kans klein dat PT de rol van service provider aan kan. Een private service provider kan sneller bewegen en innoveren wat het mogelijk maakt zo’n oplossing door te voeren.
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Creative session 1 urban mobility

SESSION SET UP

Creative session: Urban mobility

Introduction:
The current vehicle centered mobility landscape within the Netherlands is on the verge of change. Expectations are that the level of congestion, vehicle travel loss time and pollution will significantly increase in the near future. In turn, this affects the accessibility and livability within the Netherlands. This especially holds true for urban areas where the demand for mobility increases rapidly due to rapid urbanization.

To prevent these problems from further intensifying the Dutch government plans to make cities free of personally driver driven vehicles. In turn, this creates a mobility gap along the journey of current and future LeasePlan customers. Therefore, it becomes pivotal for LeasePlan to develop solutions that fill in this mobility gap in a convenient and flexible matter.

Based on the above described information the following initial H2 was defined:

H2: How to enable urban transportation for our current and future customers, if cities become free of personally driver driven vehicles?

Sub questions:
- What vehicle centered mobility problems currently occur within urban areas?
- What does careless mobility entail and how can we provide careless mobility?

Goal session:
- Generate ideas that could enable urban mobility from the perspective of LeasePlan/vehicles
- Identify problems, opportunities and challenges of vehicle centered mobility
- What would the underlying business model of such a service look like?
  - Partners, costs, value proposition
- Turn preliminary ideas into presentable concepts

Planning session 1:
- Context exploration
  - Mind-map initial H2
  - Clustering
  - Revised H2’s on subtopics
- Idea generation
  - Brainwriting 4-4-5
  - Prepare presentation
  - Presentations
- Connecting the dots
  - Group brainstorm conceptualization
- Conceptualization:
  - Split up brainstorm on identified idea clusters
  - Poster creation
  - Final presentation
  - Last questions??

SESSION RESULTS:

MINDMAP INITIAL H2

H₂ enable urban transportation for our current & future customers, if cities become car free?
NEW H₂ clusters + concepts
How can LeasePlan cope with people getting mad

NEW H₂ clusters + concepts
How can LeasePlan cover last mile (Network mobility)

NEW H₂ clusters + concepts
How can LeasePlan make cars going to cities still attractive? (Parking)
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Creative session 2 urban mobility

SESSION SET UP

Creative session: Urban mobility

Introduction:
The current vehicle centered mobility landscape within the Netherlands is on the verge of change. Expectations are that the level of congestion, vehicle travel loss time and pollution will significantly increase in the near future. In turn, this affects the accessibility and livability within the Netherlands. This especially holds true for urban areas where the demand for mobility increases rapidly due to rapid urbanization.

To prevent these problems from further intensifying the Dutch government plans to make cities free of personally driven vehicles. In turn, this creates a mobility gap along the journey of current and future LeasePlan customers. Therefore, it becomes pivotal for LeasePlan to develop solutions that fill in this mobility gap in a convenient and flexible matter.

Based on the above described information the following initial H2 was defined: H2: How to enable urban transportation for our current and future customers, if cities become free of personally driver vehicles?

Sub questions:
- What vehicle centered mobility problems currently occur within urban areas?
- What does careless mobility entail and how can we provide careless mobility?

Goal session:
- Generate ideas that could enable urban mobility from the perspective of LeasePlan/vehicles
- Identify problems, opportunities and challenges of vehicle centered mobility
- What would the underlying business model of such a service look like?
- Turn preliminary ideas into presentable concepts

Planning session 2
Context exploration 35 min
  - Mindmap: initial H2 10 min
  - Customer journey mapping (while using mindmap info) 15 min
  - Clustering 5 min
  - New H2 development 5 min

Idea generation 25 min
  - Brainstorming 4-4-5 20 min
  - Prepare presentation 3 min
  - Presentations 8 min

Connecting the dots 10 min
  - Group brainstorm conceptualization

Conceptualization:
- Split up brainstorm on identified idea clusters 15 min
- Poster creation 5 min
- Final presentation 6 min

SESSION RESULTS:

NEW H2 clusters + concepts
How to continue your travel after you dropped your LP car, by giving access to other travel
NEW H2 clusters + concepts
How to continue your travel after you dropped your personal LP car?

NEW H2 clusters + concepts
How to make the use of P+R attractive?
Appendix I
Creative session vehicle sharing

SESSON SET UP

Creative session: Flexible vehicle leasing solutions

Introduction:
Our society is rapidly changing due to a variety of societal, technological and economic developments. In addition, younger generations are increasingly replacing the baby boomer generation as most dominant population segment. The characteristics of this younger generation are fundamentally different from the boomers. As a result, they demand more flexible and convenient mobility solutions fit to the circumstances and trip at hand, with no strings attached. The current long-term vehicle leasing solutions of LeasePlan do not provide the desired levels of flexibility and convenience. Therefore, it becomes pivotal for LeasePlan to increase the flexibility and convenience of their current CaaS solutions.

Based on the above described information the following initial H2 Was defined:
H2: How can LeasePlan provide more flexible mobility solutions?

Sub questions:
- What does flexibility mean?
  - Modes of transportation
  - Contract vs. pay per use
  - Vehicle types

Goal session:
- Generate ideas on flexible vehicle leasing solutions
- Identify barriers, which are linked to such value propositions
- What would the underlying business model of such a service look like?
- How can we enable pay per use/km?

Planning sessions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context exploration</td>
<td>40 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4W/2H</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Who, what, where, when, how, how much?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind-map</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised H2’s on subtopics</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea generation</td>
<td>25 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainwriting 3-3-5</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare presentation</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting the dots</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group brainstorm conceptualization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last questions??
SESSION RESULTS:

4W1H

NEW H2 + Brainwriting:

H2-1: How to deliver vehicles flexibly

H2-2: How to deliver pay per use

H2-3: How to enable multimodal shared mobility solution
IDE Master Graduation
Project team, Procedural checks and personal Project brief

This document contains the agreements made between student and supervisory team about the student's IDE Master Graduation Project. This document can also include the involvement of an external organization, however, it does not cover any legal employment relationship that the student and the client (might) agree upon. Next to that, this document facilitates the required procedural checks. In this document:

- The student defines the team, what he/she is going to do and how that will come about.
- SSC IDEA (Shared Service Center, Education & Student Affairs) reports on the student's registration and study progress.
- IDE's Board of Examiners confirms if the student is allowed to start the Graduation Project.

USE ADOBE ACROBAT READER TO OPEN, EDIT AND SAVE THIS DOCUMENT

Download again and reopen in case you need other software, such as Preview (Mc) or a webbrowser.

STUDENT DATA & MASTER PROGRAMME

Save the form according the format "IDE Master Graduation Project Brief, filename, firstname, studentnumber, dd-mm-yyyy". Complete all blue parts of the form and include the approved Project Brief in your Graduation Report as Appendix 1!

family name: van Daken
initials: P
student number: 442922
street & no.: Koperweck 19
zip code & city: 3706 AM Soest
country: The Netherlands
phone: 0616167887
email: P.vanDaken-haj@student.tudelft.nl

IDE programme:
- 2nd year IDE master
- non-IDE master
- individual programme
- honours programme: Honours Programme Master

specialisation / major:
- Mediscience
- Tech in Sustainable Design
- Entrepreneurship

FILL IN THE REQUIRED DATA FOR THE SUPERVISORY TEAM MEMBERS. PLEASE CHECK THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE RIGHT!

** Chair: Lianne Simonse
dept. / section: PIM
** Mentor: Bart Bluemen
dept. / section: PIM
2nd Mentor: Wopke Gorts
organisation: Leaseplan

city: Almere
country: The Netherlands

Comments (optional):
Both my chair and mentor are positioned within PIM more specifically within the management and organisation department. Lianne Simonse expertise is centred around design thinking and design organisational. Bart Bluemen on the other hand has a lot of first hand experience working as an innovation manager with a variety of top mobility players. As such for developments and new departments in the industry and has designed a variety of meaningful mobility products and services. His expertise is centred around innovation management, design strategy, project risk management and team project planning. Look at the comments to read more!
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Procedural Checks - IDE Master Graduation

APPROVAL PROJECT BRIEF
To be filled in by the chair of the supervisory team.

Chair: Lianne Simonse
date: 25-10-18
signature:

CHECK STUDY PROGRESS
To be filled in by the SSC IDEA (Shared Service Center, Education & Student Affairs), after approval of the project brief by the Chair. The study progress will be checked for a 2nd time just before the green light meeting.

Master electives no. of EC accumulated in total: 40
- Of which, taking the conditional requirements into account, can be part of the exam programme: 20
- List of electives obtained before the 3rd semester without approval of the BoE:

name: date: signature:

FORMAL APPROVAL GRADUATION PROJECT
To be filled in by the Board of Examiners of IDE TU Delft. Please check the supervisory team and study the parts of the brief marked **. Next, please assess, ExecutionContext and sign this Project Brief by using the criteria below.

- Does the project fit within the (MSC) programme of the student (taking into account, if described, the activities done next to the obligatory MSC specific courses)?
- Is the level of the project challenging enough for a MSC IDE graduating student?
- Is the project expected to be double within 100 working days/20 weeks?
- Does the composition of the supervisory team comply with the regulations and the fit the assignment?

name: date: signature:
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Initials & Name: P. van Daken
Student number: 442922
Title of Project: Leaseplanners' transition towards the Mobility as a Service scenario
LeasePlan’s transition towards the Mobility as a Service scenario

Please state the title of your graduation project (above) and the start date and end date (below). Keep the title compact and simple. Do not use abbreviations. The remainder of this document allows you to define and clarify your graduation project.

Start date: 08 - 10 - 2018
End date: 31 - 03 - 2019

INTRODUCTION

Please describe the context of your project, and address the main stakeholders/interests within this context in a concise yet complete manner. Who are involved, what do they value, and how do they currently operate within the given context? What are the main opportunities and limitations you are currently aware of (cultural and social norms, resources, time, money, technology, ...)?

The way people move from point A to B is changing as a result of a variety of societal, economic and technological developments (Craig et al., 2013). As a result, customer mobility needs change, challenging the value proposition of multiple key established mobility players. Key mobility players need to be aware and anticipate these market developments to remain competitive and relevant in the future of the mobility industry. This requires them to continuously reflect on the mobility landscape, customer needs, their business, value proposition and adapt and innovate where needed.

LeasePlan is a Dutch car leasing company with over 50 years of experience. They provide car-leasing services to customers ranging from big organizations to individuals. Their offerings consist of a variety of car leasing products and services including maintenance, fuel costs, fleet management, etc. They currently manage a fleet of 1.7 million cars in over 30 countries (LeasePlan, 2018).

Rapid technological developments are expected to challenge LeasePlan’s current and successful business model. In addition, societal and economic developments trigger customers to look for mobility alternatives better suited to their own mobility needs and circumstances. Therefore it becomes pivotal to embrace and anticipate these market developments.

Mobility as a Service (MaaS): Mobility as a service (MaaS) is a frontrunner in this mobility market development. MaaS aims to offer customers the ability to plan and tailor their entire trip across multiple modes of transport via one single platform, based on their own preferences. This platform combines offers from different mobility providers allowing the consumer to plan and pay for their entire trip once (Catapult, 2016). These payments could be made in a variety of ways such as pay per use or a subscription model. MaaS ultimately aims to provide the flexibility necessary to multiple modes of transport. This in turn challenges LeasePlan’s current business, which flourishes on personal vehicle “ownership” individual leasing contracts. MaaS is expected to become the industry standard, as it is capable of solving several key mobility problems and follows a variety of societal and economic trends (Catapult, 2016).

LeasePlan should therefore look for a value proposition and business model, which allows them to take up a role within MaaS. Let briefly highlight two of these key mobility problems, which can be tackled by MaaS.

Role of LeasePlan:

LeasePlan has already identified the need to change and as a result initiated the “what is next” movement. Their subsequent mission is defined as: “Offering innovative and sustainable car leasing solutions regardless who you are and where you have to go, enabling you to concentrate on what is next.” They aim to be the frontrunner in finding out what is next in the mobility industry. While doing so they focus on three key pillars: Sustainability, car as a service and smart technology. This thesis will support and extend the “what is next movement” as it aims to uncover the potential of MaaS in the context of LeasePlan.

References:
2. Transport systems catapult. (2016) Exploring the opportunity for mobility as a service in the UK

Title of Project: LeasePlan’s transition towards the Mobility as a Service scenario

Academic Department: IDE Master Graduation
PROBLEM DEFINITION

Define and describe the scope and solution space of your project to one that is manageable within one Master Graduation Project of 30 ECTS (30 full time weeks or 180 working days) and clearly indicate what aspects should be addressed in this project.

As mentioned previously, the traditional and successful car leasing value proposition and business model will increasingly be challenged by a variety of technological, societal and economic developments. One major driver of change is Maas, which is expected to be a major part of mobility of the future (Cukaj et al., 2014). Maas aims to prevent the need for car ownership; it challenges the role of some traditional mobility players, including LeasePlan. To remain relevant and competitive in the future of Mobility, LeasePlan has to anticipate and embrace market changes and innovate their current offerings accordingly. This requires substantial changes to their current product/service offerings and the way they do business, which can be a challenging task for a company like LeasePlan. The service that LeasePlan currently provides is still very successful and popular, therefore the company has no incentive/priority attached to innovation beyond the first horizon. Meaning that they focus on short-term goals (sales, revenue, etc.) and incremental changes that can be achieved quickly.

To create sustainable future growth, a vision, innovation strategy and compelling roadmap is required. This roadmap addresses the required steps leading towards the desired future vision. This thesis will therefore aim to establish this around the subject of Maas and specified to the context of LeasePlan Netherlands.

This in turn requires a thorough understanding of the mobility industry, Maas and LeasePlan. Therefore the goal of this thesis is twofold:
1. Uncover the core characteristics, requirements, opportunities and challenges of Maas.
2. Turn these insights into a desirable and viable vision, innovation strategy and roadmap specified to the context of LeasePlan Netherlands.

ASSIGNMENT

State in 2 (or 3) sentences what you are going to research, design, create and / or generate, that will solve (part of) the issues pointed out in "problem definition". Then illustrate this assignment by indicating what kind of information you expect and / or aim to deliver for instance: a product, a product service combination, a strategy illustrated through product or product service combination ideas... In case of a Specialisation and/or Internship, make sure the assignment reflects this/these.

This goal of this project is: Design a new innovation strategy for LeasePlan around the subject of Maas. This innovation strategy will consist of a variety of deliverables: 1) A vision, mission and purpose based on the insights gained from the research phase. 2) A new value proposition and business model. 3) And finally a innovation roadmap will be designed, showing the required steps leading towards the desired Maas Vision. Within this roadmap the proposed Maas product service solution will be plotted on a timeline, consisting of three horizons. The first horizon will describe the initial Maas product service proposition in much detail. The third horizon describes the desired future Maas vision and the second horizon describes the required transition steps between these 2 horizons.
MOTIVATION AND PERSONAL AMBITIONS

Explain why you set up this project, what competencies you want to prove and learn. For example, acquired competences from your MSc programme, elective semester, extra-curricular activities (etc.) and point out the competences you have yet developed. Optionally, describe which personal learning ambitions you explicitly want to address in this project, e.g. in-depth knowledge on specific subject, envisioning your competences or experimenting with a specific tool and/or methodology. Stick to no more than five ambitions.

- My motivation for this graduation project relates to my positioning, which we developed during the strategic value of design courses. As a strategic designer, I am passionate about balancing market pull and technology push, resulting in products and services that have user-situation needs technological feasibility and financial viability.

- The mobility market is on the verge of change as a result of technological, societal and economic developments. Established companies have to anticipate this future mobility scenario and innovate their current mobility propositions to remain competitive and relevant. As a strategic designer, I believe we can greatly contribute to this aspect. As such, I would like to develop the following skills, which enables me to do so:

- **Innovation roadmapping**
  - Innovation is a complicated process for established companies because it involves wicked problems, a variety of stakeholders and demands organizational change. It is pivotal for the future competitiveness and success of a company to have a sound innovation strategy in place. To fulfill this innovation strategy, all employees need to be informed and committed. Innovation roadmapping is a method that visually communicates the road leading towards a desired future business vision. More specifically, it gives an overview of the required tasks and resources, plotted on a timeline. This ultimately offers companies the ability to gradually work towards a desirable and viable future. I believe this a valuable skill to master, as companies and entire industries are increasingly being challenged by rapid technological, societal and economic developments.

- **Co-creation + stakeholder management**
  - My specific mindset and social/communicative character stimulates me to engage, facilitate and connect with people from different companies, disciplines and backgrounds. While doing so, I aim to fuse different expertise and collectively co-create towards more valuable, surprising and inspiring solutions. Over the period of my master and bachelor degree, I've experiment with a variety of co-creation techniques and facilitated several creative sessions. Within these sessions, I was able to get non-designers creatively involved in problem solving and idea generation, leading to more in-depth and inspiring solutions and ideas.

- **Future scenario sketching**
  - As designers, we are often intrinsically interested and passionate about future scenarios. As such, I constantly ask myself questions like: What is the mobility market going to look like in 5-10 years? What are the mobility needs of the customer in this scenario? What does their journey look like? By using the obtained insights as input for my strategic design projects, I am able to come up with inspiring and valuable business propositions. Within this graduation project, future scenario sketching is highly relevant and therefore I would like to develop skills that allow me to do so. Methods could include customer journey mapping, contextual mapping, etc.

- **Applying design thinking strategies in commercially driven non-design environments**
  - Many of the established traditional corporate and mostly commercially driven organizations focus on increasing short-term sales and revenue. While doing so, they tend to forget future challenges and opportunities. I believe strategic designers have the right skills to enable sustainable creativity and innovation within these business contexts. I would therefore like to gain more experience in applying design thinking methods, visual communication, communicating with and involving key stakeholders in my innovation projects.

- **Bridge the gap between innovation and business**
  - Many established companies do not immediately see the value of innovation when the benefits (revenue, sales, financial numbers) to the business are unclear. Within my graduation project, I would therefore like to focus on my ability to clearly articulate the benefits of my proposed concept to Leappan’s business.

FINAL COMMENTS

In case your project brief needs final comments, please add any information you think is relevant.

Comments coaching selection:

Beth’s role will focus on the practical relevance, meaningfulness and commercial viability of the proposed mobility solution (Leappan’s expertise on the other hand is focused on 1) innovation roadmapping and 2) business model design, which are the two main strategic design knowledge areas I want to tap into. As such, her role will focus more on the academic relevance and depth. In conclusion, I believe both have an abundance of complementary strategic design knowledge and experience, which can greatly contribute the practical and academic value of my project.
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Title of Project: Leappan’s transition towards the Mobility as a Service scenario